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regular meeting of the city government
held Monday evening, May 4lh, Mayor
Robert F. Dunton presiding. The following
roll of accounts was passed in both boards and
The

was

ordered paid:
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Contingent.$1,165 95
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School repairs and insurance.
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supplies.
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Fire Department.
General school purposes.

Needs.. .Colony Houses for
unty Correspondence.

Park.

..Stockton Springs.. .Born.
Died. .Market.
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88 78
48 80
118 62
62 22

537 50
48 00
144 84
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405 22
8 70

Total.$3,528
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A C. Hall of Waterville; di..;-u
io Uirth of Bangor, A. C. Hall
0. C. Karnham of Brewer,
A aterville, W. C. Hawes of Au....,
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Grand Total. 56,896 00
Total raised for school purposes.
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tent

superintendent.
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had
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00
00
00
00
00
00

Interest on Bonded Debt. 6,(00
and Sidewalks. 10,000
i Highways, Bridges
State Aid Highways. 1,333
Fire Department. 3,000
Support of poor. 2,200
200 00
City Park.
Building Little River Road and Bridge 1,500 00
Payment of Debts. 13,000 00
Sewers.
4,013 00
General School purposes.
2,800
Free High School*..
600 00
Salary of Superintendent.
700 00
School Contingent.
Free Text Book and Supplies. 1,500 00
850 00
Repairs and Insurance.
1,200 00
Discount on Taxes.

places
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Contingent and Salaries.-$ 8,u00
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following results:

Corner of Grove, two streams 1 inch and
11-8 inches, 56 feet perpendicular; at Miller, 2
streams, both 11-8 inches, 50 feet perpendicular; at Franklin, 2 streams of 1 1*8 inches, 45
feet perpendicular; at Abbott house, 1 stream
of 1 1-8 inches, 45 feet perpendicular. Three
hundred feet of hose were laid at the Milliken
house and the stream reached only about four
feet above the eaves, showing that even with
the standpipe full of water property-holders
have no protection for fire under present conditions.”
petition of n. L. Davis ana omers tor a
sidewalk on Waldo avenue was granted.
The petition of L. A. Webber and others for
a

on

street

was

upper

iMay 11th. will be Clean-up Days the petitioners were given leave to withdraw.
s
j.
dry goods department, when
The report of the city solicitor and commitremnants and odd lots, culled j tee on lights in regard to the law suit brought
lev
;
r
nn-annual stock-taking, at less by Richard P. Jenks of Providence, R. I rei;
use.
jR,,i
They also offer a number ceiver of Belfast Gas and Electric Co for
n their ready-to-wear depart| ui?:
$703.54, be settled for $500 on account of poor
er.
prices see advt. This is a cash, service of lights.
ds laid away_The base ball
it N
Percy S. Edgecomb, City Marshal, reported
id Carle & Jones have base ball 1 arrest for keeping a dangerous dog; 38
a.all
,uisvil!e Sluggers, used by
iu
lodgings furnished; 37 meals provided, and 6
ers, at $1 each, and the Prcd

■

complaints investigated.

small leagues, at 75 cents,
The city solicitor and committee on fire de..reak because of a tiaw in the
partment reported that the city had not paid
: be replaced..-.War has been:
hydrant rental since Oct. 1, 1907; amount due
Your furs and woolens
ths.
$4,060.00. Suit was brought by the Belfast
vou get the White Tar Moth- (
Water Co. March 30, 1914, and returnable at
ity Drug Store. They last
September term of S. J Court. Recommended
K«>r farm, garden and lawn
that payment be withheld until water pressure
s or package, go to Chas. F.
feet
on Congress street is 45 feet through 500
temple_Williamson’s His- of hose.
y all
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BOARD OF MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.

maintain a weir on the Swift shore property
was read and it was voted that the city ckrk
give the required notice for the municipal
officers.
That the following named be elected by the
Democratic city committee as clerks of polling
places for two years:
Ward 1, Warren A. Nichols and Arthur W.
Burdin.
Ward 2, Mark A. Wadlin and Samuel H.
Lord.
Ward 3, Franklin A. Greer and Albert P.
Colson.
Ward 4, Frank E. Clark and Enoch C. Dow.
Ward 5, Leon Shute and Everett A. Nickerson.

Same for Republican city committee:
Ward 1, Linwood S. Jones and Walter S.

Darby.
Ward 2, Wm. H. Wight and L. E. McMahan
Ward 3, Guy L. Peavey and Drew H. L.

Chaples.
Ward 4, Freeman Wentworth and Beverly

Staples.
Ward 5, Fred N. Savery and P. A. Olson.
The bid of Harry Townsend to remove
worthless apple trees, etc., from the public
highway for $95 was accepted.
At the inquest on burning chimney at the
house of Charles Harriman, May 3rd, the damages

were

reported
IN

as

$20.

JOINT CONVENTION.

Charles F. Swift was elected to the Board of
Cemetery trustees.

Adjourned.
EAST

BELFAST.

The

granted.
sidewalk
Bayview
The petition of H. C. Buzzell and others for
the removal of the street light near the Hazel■rson is superintendent, and
tine house to Bridge street was granted.
B Phelan Evangelistic Missionary
Fred W Brown, tax collector, reported $112,Mr. Phelan
st Conference.
The report was
589 11 collected on 1911-12
,i. u in the work for some time j
read and accepted; also the report of $58,as
disand
in the ministry
383.30 collected on the taxes of 1913.
a. and his genial disposition,
Chief S. S. L. Shute reported 12 fire calls,
Contribuin his new work.
l:i-s'
2 general alarms and 10 still calls; buildings
....
„thing and literature will be
destroyed Rigby barn and Coleman Sheldon's
ived by Messrs. Phelan and
brooder pen.
The petition of A. Beckwith and others for
-r mi NT.-'.
Saturday,May 9th, ; sidewalk on
Waldo avenue was read and

lt,

IN

OBITUARY.

THE WALDO COUNTY HOSPITAL.

in Northport
Isaac Meservey died May 3d
he was
the home of George Wight, where
and 6 days. April
98
years
aged
boarding,
and
27, 1912, he celebrated his 96th birthday
for the prothough he had been in ill-health
time much
ceeding few weeks be was at that
and his mind
was able to sit up,

Annual Meeting of the Hospital Association, Election of Officers and Report of

at

C. M. Knowlton has sold his driving horse to
Allen Howes.

Henry Knox is visiting relatives in Boston
and Wiscasset, Me.
Miss Charlotte Staples visited friends in
Winterport last week.
Mrs. Richard Brown is very sick at her home
Swan Lake avenue.

on

Mrs. Etta N. Savery, who has been on the
list, is convalescing.
Henry Burgess returned to Rockland last
week after a short visit with relatives.
Mrs. E. W. Curtis of Camden is a guest at
the home of her brother, E. S. Achorn.

the Treasurer.
The annual meeting of the Waldo County
General Hospital Association was held at the
Court House. Belfast, at 10 a. m. May 6th. The
meetir g was called to order by President Rog-

improved,

as
senses as acute
ad* clear and his
those of many much younger. He had led an
adventurous life,and on this occasion told Mr.
Orrin J. Dickey that he had crossed the
Isthmus of Panama ten times, going to Panaand then
ma in a Bailing vessel or steamer
a steamcrossing the isthmus on foot, taking
In
er on the other si-ie for California ports.
was

petition of the Waldo Telephone Company
for erecting poles on Durham, Wight and
Mayo streets was read and it was voted to
publish notice of a hearing on same in the
Waldo County Herald for£two weeks.
his
The petition of C. M. Smalley for license to
The

9,963 00

The following reports were read and passed
in concurrence with the common council:
From engineers S. S. L. Shute and I. T.
Clough of the Fire Department: “We have
tested the hydrants on Congress street with
the

mayor is instructed to executes warranty deed of the school common to the Belfast Building Company for $10,000 of
first
mortgage gold bonds of said company and receive a lease of said common and the
school
building to be erected thereon, with its equipment and furnishing, in accordance with
said
agreement; also that the plans of W. R. Manser of Bangor for said building be
approved
by the city of Belfast.
That the salary of city electrician be fixed
at $10 per month.

1913, the

Government.

present: Rogers, Littlefield,
Perkins, Pitcher, G. C. Kilgore, A. E. Kilgore,
H. L. Kilgore, Mason, Whitney, Johnson, But-

fever

man, Fairchild, Cook, Vickery, Wilson, Mixer,
Abbott, Perkins and Morse. The records of
the last meeting were read and approved. The
report of the Directors was read, accepted
and ordered placed on file. The report of the
Finance Committee was read, accepted and ordered placed on file. The report of the Treasurer was read, accepted and ordered placed on
file. It is a statement covering receipts and
expenditures from May 1913 to May 1914, as

the

follows:

days Mr. Meservey was a user
of snuff, but had given it up. He said that
when he was young everybody used it, even
the boys and girls. His first trip to California was made in 1849, when the gold
younger

was on.
In 1862, when on his way to
isthmus, he was wrecked on the steamer
Winfield Scott and for eight days the paesenOne
gers and crew were on short allowance.
trip across the Isthmus took 28 days. Later,
cars carried the travellers part of the way and

Cash on hand May 6,1918.$ 315 28
976 73
State Appropriation.
100 00
Income from Hitchcock Fund.
Received from Matron.. 4,956 61
766 96
Cash Contributions.

then they were obliged to walk or buy a mule,
which cost ten dollars in gold. On one trip he
and a companion bought a mule, which they
rode in turns. On the way they heard a moaning and looking over some ledges saw the dress
of a woman. On going to her they found she
wae a Dutch woman who had started to cross
the Isthmus on foot and had fallen by the way.

$7,114 58
DISBURSEMENTS.

Refunded.....$
Care of Patients....
Subsistence Supplies.
General Supplies.
Salaries and Wages.
Balance.-

to

His western experiences, as he expressed it, would have
He had, always been a
“made a big book."
great reader and taken a lively interest in
all the doings of the world, and had a remarkable memory for one of his age. In his last
days he was tenderly cared for in the home
of Mr. Wight, and was provided with every
comfort.
His only surviving relatives are
his cousins, David and Robie Meservey of
Morrill. His wife died several years ago,
and his only son, Alfred, who was born in
Bangor, died in California at the age of 17
years. Mr. Meservey was born in Albion, his

$1,000 Indiana Steel Co. 6 per cent Bond 1962.
$1,000 Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co. 5
Bond 1937.
per
16 shares Stock of the Searaport National
Bank received duting the year 1913.
cent

FOR

Fred Davis of Haverhill and Herbert Davis
Boston have returned to their homes. They
were called here by the death of their father,
Franklin Davis.

Mr3. George Davis is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Chas. Larsen, in Bangor. Mr. Davis will
her home Mongo up Saturday and accompany

day.
still alarm was given last Friday for a
on A. K. Fletcher’s farm which had
got beyond control and with the high wind
had gained much headway. A detail of men
remained
w as sent from the fire dept, and
until the danger was over. Sunday the fire
department was called again for a grass fire
A

grass fire

on

the Decrow farm.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers in real estate were
of Deeds
recorded in Waldo County Registry
for the week ending May 6,1914:
Frank L. Field, Morrill, to Ben D. Field, Belin Belfast.
fast; land and buildings
Caroline F. Dunton, Belfast, to Ben D. Field,
do; land and buildings in Belfast.
Ben D. Field, Belfast, to Annie V. Field, do;

O.

nitu,

icmcu

inoovt*

Co. 6 per cent Bond 1937.
Money on Deposit May 6,1913 Interest
Account.
Interest on same.

Received Income from Bond.

|

man.iti,

said to be the first towboat captain to take a
barge tow around Capt Cod, died at his home
in North Bucksport April 28th aged 72 years.
He went to sea when a young lad and at 19
master of a lumber coaster between Banand Boston. He commanded some brigs
and large schooners in the southern, West
Indian and foreign trade, until the decline in
the merchant marine, when he took up ocean
towing. He sailed for the Boston Towboat
Company and also for the Knickerbocker Towboat Company, being the firs4 to take long
barge tows outside. For nearly 10 years he
towed between New York coal ports and Boston,
and was master of the tugs L-. M. Winch,
Knickerbocker, Herald, George M. Winslow
and others. Later he was master of large steam
yachts for several years. About 10 years ago
he retired and settled down on a country place,
Penobscot
The Moo ings, overlooking the
was

gor

River. He was a Mason and belonged to the
American Association of Masters, Mates and
Pilots. He was a member of the grange. He
is survived by a wife and two sons, William
\V. Rich and Richard H. Rich, who live in

The petition of Robert P. Chase and others,
book and much sought for. | stating that the public carriages standing in
Boston.
I
.i
it Son have a copy in perfect
front of Masonic Temple were a hindrance to
Fred O. Prentiss died last week in New York
ml
sale_A desirable cottage on business of store occupants, and that they
State and his remains were interred in the
it
and granted.
Li
or rent. I
;•. Northport, for sale
may be dispersed, was read
Prentiss cemetery in Last Troy April 29th.
Mrs. B. F. Barlow, 50 Parsons
iqurThe petition of Everett Nickerson and othHe was a former resident of Troy, the oldest
w M ».st Newton, Mass... Mr. and Mr.
j ers for five street lights on the back Searsin Belfast.
son of the late Joseph and Nancy (Johnson)
read land and buildings
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Davis
port road to Pineland Poultry Farm was
Horace Maddocks, Searsport, to H. J. Tozier, Prentiss. For many years he had been a sucM hr. : rU-rt L. Davis,
publish a card of } and laid on table.
land in Searsport.
i;-cessful furniture dealer in Lowell, Mass.
notice of the G. A. R. regardj The petition of L. C. Putman and Orrin J. do;
V. Smith, Readfield, to Lucy 0. About a year ago his health began to fail and
if N"
Benjamin
..-.i ce of Memorial Day_Ground
Memorial
for
for
Day
expenses
$100
Dickey
land and buildings in
Smith, Cranston, R. I.;
after a few weeks’ visit at the home of his
es
sold only at The Dinsmore !
was read and granted.
^
Waldo,
brother, Joseph Prentiss, in Thorndike, he went
broken
arches
Elms
and
others
for
u:crowing joints,
The petition of J. H.
A.
Frank
Curtis, do;
10
Asa Hoxie, Knox, to
to the State of New York, where he hoped the
! )..t troubles. The Ferguson I
$100 for repairs on the Jesse Robbins road
rest and change would be beneficial to him.
tell*V C-n hits poultry dressing for sale was referred to Road Commissioner and Com- land in Knox.
He leaves a wife, cne son and two brothers,
Wallace J. Hoxie, Knox, to Frank A. Curtis,
delivered. It is the be6t and mittee on Highways.
Frank Prentiss of Pittsfield and Joseph Prentiss
Knox.
in
and
buildings
land
do;
:
: fertilizer for vegetable and
of Thorndike.
The petition of Giles G. AbDott and others
Rufus C. Ames, Lincolnville, to L. Ray H.
par-jens, lawns and shrubbery.
for repairs and extension of sidewalk on Milin Linand
land
buildings
Angelia E., wife of Roscoe Robbins, died at
Ames, Camden;
Wjap of corporators ot the Sears- ler street and Lir.colnville avenue was reher home in Union April 8th, aged 59 years.
colnville.
wtii.-. j.'j bar.k at 10 a.
I
Main
9th....H.
m.,
During seven years she had passed through
ferred to the committee on sidewalks.
I three surgical operations and last February
Liouise D. oinoeo,
Main street, has a fine line of
The petition of R. P. Chase and others for
Belfast.
in
she went to New York to take the Radium
Jl* J’' o.
Chester, do; land and buildings
;11 iauies’ and misses’ sizes and a
but to no avail, and after staying
repairs to curbing and sidewalk in front of
James S. Harriman, Belfast, to James A. G. treatment
of children’s dresses, infants' Masonic
there seven weeks returned to her home and
Temple was referred to the committee
land in Belfast.
do;
Beach,
died within thr?e weeks from that time. Det-iii-ies’ bonnets. Human hair switches on sidewalks.
Rufus E. Sargent, Searsport, to Reuel W. ceased possessed a cheery disposition and courlt!
that
at very reasonable prices-This
others
and
of
C.
G.
The petition
Dickey
age, bearing her great sufferings with patience
Troy; land and buildings in Troy.
! '’t"’ Week at Harry W. Clark & Co's, the street from Allyn to oonaou sireeio re Crawford,
and fortitude and will be greatly missed not
Cora E. Murcb, Unity, to Edward K. Murch,
tM.li: -treet clothiers. The
to
the
referred
only in her home but by a large circle of
Kuppenheimer built ss soon as possible was
in
Unity.
*v
do; land and buildings
friends, and she so much enjoyed entertaining
se'Pv suite carried by this firm are well
committee on sidewalks.
Stockton
et
als,
Springs, friends at her pleasant home, also ever ready
n°Rr ai-u
Fannie J. Clifford
satisfaction is guaranteed or your
The petition of E. P. Frost that his petition
to give a helping hand to the needy. Mrs.
land
and
builddo
to Lillies Staples Emery,
or,e* Ucs Ail sizes and styles at $20. Other
Robbins leaves to mourn their loss a husfor repairs to bank in front of his Bridge ings in Stockton Springs.
1:
to Mary H. band, one
daughter, and two sons; also
serge at $10 to $15... .This week street property be properly attended to, as
Eliza Young, Winterport, et als.,
Bliss Coombs of New York.
u
one brother.
-'tTton will rec1 ive a car load of the
Morrill; land in Morrill.
Merrithew.
comto
referred
was
Oct.
1913,
ordered
6,
Tne funeral was held at her late home
a
MaryHMerrlthew, Morrill, toS. W. Shibles, and was largely attended by’relatives and
Auburn Farm Wagons, for both one mittee on roads and bridges.
° * ^
do; land in Morrill.
r
s.
to Lillian M. friends, with a profusion of flowers. Chaplain
Goods right and prices right.
The petition of Geo. H. Darby and others
George Wentworth, Belfast,
Plumer and B. W. Russell were the officiating
bargains in used cars—one Maxwell that the firemen be paid 10 cents for first hour’s Gray, do; land in Belfast.
clergymen. Deepest sympathy is extended to
out lru
two Metz runabouts, used very work and 25 cents for other hours was granted.
the bereaved family in their affliction and esjl(,
V
^W
WALDO COUNTY NEWS ITEMS.
su‘ts» Cuats and dresses are arpecially to the daughter, Mrs. Nina Fuller,
The petition of Kobert P. Chase and others
iivH
‘g M
who has tenderly cared for her mother during
hl the store 0f james H.
Howes, for $100 to Belfast Band for eight public confrom
fell
W.
S.
and
Libby
Clarence Morgan
all of her illness.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.
alock. Infants’ and children’s certs was referred to the city solicitor as re- the roof of the Masonic building in Unity, a
irk«* assortment of styles and madistance of 36 feet, wheA the staging gave
Lucy, widow of Albert T. Jellison, one of
gards its legality.
broke four ribs and Ellsworth’s oldest residents, died April 25th at
way April 25th. Mr. Libby
wide range of prices.... Native
The following orders were passed:
Mr. Morgan, aside
internally.
home of Mrs. P. H. Bonsey, with whom
was’
the
injured
ew ivt-s and other
good things at
That 12 1-2 cents per hour be paid for horses from a slight cut on the face and a shaking up, she made her home for the past three years.
c 'rniarket-Buttermilk from The and 22 1-2 cents for men on highways.
was uninjured.
She had been an invalid several years. Mrs.
Jellison was born in Belfast nearly eighty-one
day, at the City Drug
That the city treasurer secure a temporary
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hunt gave a receptior.
She was married there to Mr. Jellison,
Town hall, Burnham, Saturday evening, ago.
loan of $3,000 from the Belfast Savings Bank, at the
who soon afterward came to Ellsworth to en25th. There was a large attendance anti
April
cent.
the tailoring business. Later he beat
4
in
before
to be paid
Aug. 15,1914,
per
the young couple received many presents. The gage
CANDIDATES for office.
oif the first central telephone
That $100 be paid for maintaining a public evening was spent pleasantly in a social way came manager
office in Ellsworth. Mrs. Jellison is survived
n;!‘ar> m ruination
S. S. Co.
and those who cared to do so indulged in
papers have been filed boat landing at wharf of E.
Lane, of Boston, and
one
brother—Daniel
by
't
one sister, Mrs. Caro Baldwin, of Philadelphia.
That tne following streets be sprinkled at dancing.
ertiary of State, as follows:
held
in
Burnham
town
at
the
waa
held
meeting
Bonsey home MonThe funeral
At a special
k
Belfast, Republican can- the expense of abutters thereon: Church
lie- f,,r
of seeing what action day, Rev. S. W. Sutton officiating.—Ellsworth
ft
April 25th for the purpose
.itty attorney of Waldo county; Btreet, entire length; High from Northpori
in
to
a
regard
building
American.
the town would take
l! 1
ffnrti J. Pattee of Belfast and 20 avenue to Green street; Main street from the new schoolhouse at Reynolds’ Corner it was
tiers.
a new two-room
school
construct
to
to
voted
Front
the
Death of Gen. Sickles.
of
street
postoffice
westerly side
1
building on the location of the present schoolL,ri
,,f Monroe, Democratic car.- thence to M. C. R. R. depot; to be determined
for
the
new
to
$1600
building.
and
expend
house
|.^
New York, May 3. General Daniel E. Sick8
presentative to the legislature by municipal officers after a hearing.
A building committee was appointed by the
lat [,
les died at hia home shortly after 8 o’clock
’1'"
of
William
consisted
G.
Foster,
district comprised of Monroe,
That the bequest of $6,000 under the will of moderator that
tonight. Hia wife waa at hia bedside at the
'''
Searsport, Swanville and the late Fred G. White in trust for use and F. A. Batchelder ana A. C. Twitchell and the end.
l»ld0.’
members of the schoot board.
the Belfast Free Library be accepttocifian f 1 Phillips of Palermo, Democratic benefit of
General Daniel Edgar Sickles waa the last of
"heriff of Waldo county; peti- ed and Mayor Dunton was instructed to probns 0. M
The Shoe Situation.
the great commanders who fought at the battle
^elw,n of Palermo end 74 others;
A Vi, i
of Gettysburg. For a decade he was a fighter
cure same.
»i | r, J Btl'r of Burnham and 27 otberh,
his life he waa a fighter by
Better conditions prevail at New England by profeaaion—all old warrior, with one leg
That the Board of Health investigate all
of
11
others,
Searsmont
and
The gruff
nature.
feetoe Jr8rririer
for
a long time past and
than
centers
footwear
°*
failed
late
shot away in battle, hia massive head resemb‘ac.k of Belfast, Democratic candi- complaints in cases where abutters have
moat of the eastern producers will soon be acdeeds of Waldo county,
figure as he
"’I'liam
ling Biamark’s, was a picturesque the
to enter sewers and to enforce ordinance on
tively engaged on fall cutting. Orders from hobbled
last half
tdate fur K: ,',x “f Ashland, Republican canalong on crutches during
and that the committee on sewers act traveling salesmen for next season’s styles an
"f courts of Aroostook
same,
county,
Wii|ja L,*'rk]
century of hia turbulent life.
more numerous and of larger volume, and
both
in
this
matter.
of
Health
Board
Cummer
of
Socialist
the
with
Monroa,
hdiist,
concerns in the Brooklyn Borough have mon
u,‘2ress in the third district.
Eajir 'r 7 "8
The Bangor Fair.
That the sum of $100 be paid for expenses ol
fall contracts on band than at this period
ot Belfast, Socialist candi•JeW
MarT.
H.
of
to
the
Treasurer
Day
Memorial
ago. There is a continued brisk demand
ut deeds of Waldo county.
yaar
I
Lk»i«
*Psl8r »t
Tha premium list and program of the Eastfor cloth fabric uppers for women’s wear and
,le
held in Bangor
Monroe, Socialist candi- shall Post
ern Maine State Fair, to be
use of this material still restricts the cal
the
at this office.
to the lsgislsturs from
That the road commissioner complete High
lf',"«Hiii«,'i8'nt8tlTe
Aug. 26-28, has been received,
leather in uppers. Local jobbinf
attractions
0rr, #«u„ 1 ""reprised of Swanville, Sesrs- street according to the contract made between for light
vaudeville
Among the many notable
with increasini
is
trade
reviving,
gradually
a spectacular
M""ro*. Brooks snd Jackson.
S
of tan shoea by retailers.—Dun’s Re- will be “Perry’a Sham Battle,”
in
1913.
the
State
baying
and
the
city
“'ephenson
SocUlist
of Belfast,
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reproduction of the battle of Lake Erie.
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LYDIA M. BELDEN TRU8T FUND
BENEFIT OF NEEDY OF TOWN OF PALERMO

$1,000 Cumberland Telephone & Telegraph

mother dying at his birth and he later went
to live with an uncle. The funeral service
was held at 2 p. m. last Tuesday, Rev. Walter
F. Sturtevant of the Belfast Baptist church
officiating. The interment was in the Saturday Cove cemetery.
Samuel

104 43

INVESTMENTS.

of the seekers for gold.

L-apt

49 60
612 33
1,497 68
2,396 37
2,454 42

$7,010 16

her on the mule and carried her
the other side. She was barefooted and
poorly dressed. They had to walk themselves,
of course, and, on arriving on the other aide
they provided her with supper, lodging and
breakfast, which cost thtm a five dollar gold
piece. Mr. Meservey had experienced the
terrible snow storms in the Sierra Nevadas,
had been in the vicinity of the Frasier river,
was familiar with life in San Francisco in the
early days, and had the usual upa and downs

They placed

PERSONAL.

The Seaside Spiritualist Society holds regular
Sunday services at their place of meeting on
High street at 2 and 7 p. m.
Rev. J.

Harold S. McKeen went to Bangor Monday
business.

oo

Mrs. Annie Canney of Dover is the guest of
Miss Maude E. Barker.

H.

Ainslie has been returned to
Unity and Troy for his fourth >ear, and his
nany friends are much pleased.
The morning service at the First Parish
Church (Unitarian) is held at 10.45 a. m., Sunlay. The Sunday Bchool meets at 11.45.

Mrs. Amos Clement has returned from
short visit in Seal Harbor.

Mrs. Harriet A. Bray left Wednesday for
brief trip to Boston and New York.

Rev. E. F. Pember of Bangor will occupy
:he Universalist pulpit next Sunday morning
n the absence of the
pastor. Rev. A. A. Blair.

Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
>’clock, to which all are welcome.

$ 95 25
3 84
50 00

Total on Deposit. $149 09
Voted that the Finance Committee be instructed to formulate a card system for subscriptions, to be kept on file at the Hospital.
Voted that the President appoint a commitof three to draft a resolution extending a
of thanks to Clara E. M. Griffin. Dr. S. W.
Johnson and Capt. James P. Butman for the
funds furnished and services rendered to rebuild and furnish the operating and sterilizing
The chair appointed S.
rooms at the hospital.
A. Parker, O. S. Vickery and R. I. Morse as a
tee

vote

a

Mrs. Edwin Snow of East Boston is the guest
of her sister, Mrs. Everard A. Wilson.

The regular services at the Universalist
:hurch next Sunday will be as follows:
preaching service at 10.45 o’clock; Sunday
school at noon.
The

a

Miss Helen Warren of Searsmont is visiting
relatives and friends in this city.

Franklin A. Warren spent Sunday with his
in Searsmont.

father, Lincoln A. Warren,

Mrs. George O. Bailey of Rockland

|

was

tbe

guest Wednesday of Miss Maude E. Barker.
Dr. Herbert T. Harmon of Philadelphia is
the guest of his brother, Charles A. Harmon.
Miss
from

services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
it 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday school.
The

RECEIPTS.

sick

of

Members

ers.

The Churches.

Harriet

California,

Wren has returned to Unity
spent the winter.

where she

Mrs. Eva Gordon of East Nortbport was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Stevens over Sun-

day.

the North Belfast church there will be a
service as usual next Sunday afternoon at 2.30.
Hr. Pearl will preach. Following the service
>f worship a Sunday school will be organized.
\ cordial invitation is extended to all to at-

Mrs. Ida Frankell of the New York Bargain
Store left Monday for New York for new sum-

At

mer

goods.

James Emery, Superintendent of Schools in
Dover and Foxcroft, was in Belfast last week
on business.

tend.
The State Conference of Congregational
shurches and missionary societies opened at
1.30 p. m. Tuesday in Brewer, to continue
for three days- Rev. and Mrs. Haraden S.
Pearl are attending the Conference.

and Mrs. Adams after spending two
in Boston returned to their borne in
Castine April 29th.

The services for the week at the Methbe
as
odist church will
follows: This,
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sunlay, at 10.45, morning worship; Sunday school
it 12m.; evening service at 7.00 p. m.

Edward A. Wadsworth.

Deacon

months

George W. Burkett is in Belfast for the
of May, the guest of his daughter, Mrs.

month

Dr. James D. Clement of Portland made
brief visits with relatives in Belfast and Seal
Harbor the past week.
Mrs. George Harcourt of Portland will arrive
today, Thursday, to visit her parents, Mr. and

The services at the Baptist church will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this. Thursday, evening; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
Sunday school at 12 o'clock. All who do not
attend Sunday school at any other church are
cordially invited. Christian Endeavor at 6 30,
and evening service at 7.30 p. m.
I

he

services

lor cue coming

Mrs. Albea E. Hutchins.
Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker went to Winthrop
a week’s visit with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Shaw.

Monday for

Mr. and Mrs. Percy Harriman and son Clyde,
visited Mrs. H.’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. R.
Marden, in Swanville, Sunday.

ween at tnejNortn

church will be as follows: This, Thursday,
evening at 7.30 o’clock, prayer meeting; Friday evening at 7 o’clock regular meeting of
Castle North, K. O. K. A., Sunday, morning worship at 10.45, with sermon by the pastor, followed by Bible school; at 6 30 p. m.
Christian Endeavor meeting.

Dr. E. M. Soule and family, who had been in
California for the past six months, have returned to their home in Unity.
Miss Velma Mitchell, who has been employed for some time in The City National Bank, is
visiting in Camden and Rockland.

Five members were admitted to membership
Edward Sibley arrived Saturday from Chiin the North Congregational church last Sun- cago, where he spent the winter with his
day morning: Mrs. Anne M. Smart Rev. and daughter, Mrs. H. H. Hilton, and family.
Mrs. Haraden S. Pearl, from the Union ConMr. and Mrs. Frank J. Rigby of Portland
committee on resolutions.
gregational church of Providence, Miss Valen- arrived Wednesday and will be theguests thereIt was also voted that a copy of the resoluMethodist church, and raainder of the week of Miss Maude E. Barker
tion be given to the local papers to publish and tine from the Unity
from the Rockland Congregathat a copy of said resolution be forwarded to Mrs. Rockwood
Mrs. Roderick Sargent of Northeast Harbor
This service took place at the
Clara E. M. Griffin, Dr. S. W. Johnson and tional church.
announces the engagement of her daughter,
the
mornfollowed
which
regular
communion
Capt. James P. Butman.
Mildreds. Wasgatt, to Andrew J. Patterson of
service.
On motion of G. C. Kilgore it was voted I ing
Castine.
The subject for the mid-week meeting at
that Fred A. Johnson be reinstated as member
Mrs. C. J. Pattee is keeping office for James
of the Incorporators of the Waldo County the North church tonight is “He Maketh Me Pattee & Son in the absence of C. J. Pattee in
:
in
third
to Lie Down in Green Pastures”—the
General Hospital Association.
Portland and the illness of Miss Edna Hopkins,
On motion of G. C. Kilgore it was voted that the series in the Twenty Third Psalm. Castle
the clerk.
Essie P. Carle and Julia G. McKeen be elected North will have a special conclave Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond S. Bird, son Sidney
evening at 7 o’clock. Tarratine Tribe of Red
as corporators of the Waldo County General
and daughter Helen, returned to Rockland
church
North
at
the
service
will
attend
Men
Hospital Association.
visit with Belfast
when the pastor will Tuesday from a few days’
The committee appointed to draw resolution Sunday May 10th
relatives,
Brotherhood."
of
preach on "Some Aspects
reported as follows:
Mrs. H. H. Johnson returned to Portland for
Christian Endeavor Society will hold a
Resolved: That in appreciation of the gen- I The
the summer last Thursday, after spending
Hospital of j sociable in the vestry Friday evening May 15th.
erous gift to the Waldo County
with her daughter, Mrs. Frank
$5000,00 by Mrs. Clara E. M. Griffin, to be ex- j The annual meeting of the Unitarian parish several weeks
R. Woodcock.
pended under the supervision of Dr. S. W'. j was held
the
following
Monday, May 4th, and
Johnson and James P. Butman, the Board of
Minot Stearns and Fred A. Seward returned
Incorporators of said institution in annual j officers were elected: Clerk. George A.Quimby;
her
their
sincere
extend
to
Miss Tuesday from Waterville, where they had
;
meeting assembled,
treasurer, James H. Howes; collector,
thanks. And be it also,
some special carpenter work for
Melvina V. Parker; trustees, James H. Howes, been to do
Resolved, That a vote of thanks be extended ! V'ilmer J. Dorman and Charles W. Frederick; Mathews Bros.
to Dr. S. W. Johnson and James P. Butman for j
L. I.
Mrs L. A. Crooker returned last Saturday
the conscientious and faithful expenditure of j standing committee, W illiam B. Swan,
such part of the said gift as was necessary in and H. E. McDonald, James H. Howes, Fred T. to her home in Lynn, Mass., after a few
rebuilding and equipping the sterilizing and Chase, T. W. Pitcher, T. B. Dinsmore and El- months visit with her daughter, Mrs. Harry T.
operating rooms.
The summer vacation will Long, and other relatives.
mer A. Sherman.
S. A. Parker,
j Com mittee
on
O. S. Vickery,
begin the middle of July and extend to the
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hooper were in Belfast
R. I. Morse.
) Resolutions.
first of September. The pastor, Rev. Charles the tirst of the week to pack their household
Belfast, May 5, 1914.
Buckley Ames, presented his resignation to good3 preparatory to removing to Gardiner,
Voted to accept report of the committee.
take effect September 1st.
where they will make their home.
!
and
Julia
G.
MeP.
Carle
Essie
that
Voted
B. Sellers, appointed to this
Horace
Rev.
the
Waldo
of
Rev. and Mrs. Walter F. Slurtevant were in
Directors
Keen be elected
charge by the East Maine M E. Conference, ! Sedgwick last Thursday to attend the annual
County General Hospital Association.
the pulpit of the Methodist church I roll-call of the Baptist church of that town,
Voted that James H. Perkins be elected a occupied
the first time last Sunday morning and held Mr. Sturtevant was one of the speakers in tho
director of the Waldo County General Hospital for
services in the East Northport chapel in the evening.
Association.
with a good attendance at each
Voted that the clerk cast the ballot for the afternoon,
Ernest H. Cole of the Children's Aid Society
Mr. Sellers is pleased and encouraged
service.
and
G.
McKeen
Julia
P.
of
Essie
Carle,
election
of Boston was iu Belfast Friday on his way to
interest shown and looks forward hopethe
by
for
a
ballot
cast
James H. Perkins. The clerk
Thorndike, where he placed Vernon Potter,
to the work for the coming year. At
each of the persons named and they were de- fully
11 years, in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
will teach the adult class in the aged
he
present
clared elected.
Pearl Hamlin.
the Sunday
hours
of
The
school.
wat
of
Brooks
it
Sunday
On motion of A. E. Kilgore
been changed to 10.45 and 7.3C
Miss Stella Durgin was a week-end guest in
voted that a corporate seal be purchased for services have
o’clock. The subject of the morning service Camden at the home of the father of her
the Hospital.
next Sunday will be “The Necessity of Faith’ ! fiance, Clifford Hopkins, Knowlton street
Adjourned.
At t
and in the evening “The Call of God."
Her marriage to Carl H. Hopkins will taka
Eben F. Littlefield, Clerk.
in West Northm. Mr. Sellers will preach
in June.

J-
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SOCIETIES.

stated communication of Timothy Chase
Lodge. F. & A. M.t will be held this, Thursday,
evening at 7.30 o'clock.

p.

place

port,

Ralph A. Bramhal! of Colby College arrived
Monday evening to take charge of Bramhall’e

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

A

At the annual meeting in Lewiston, April
28th of the Grand Council, Royal Arcanum of
Maine, Rev. A. A. Blair of Belfast was elected

Regent.
A special meeting of the Pythian Sisters of
Burnham was held April 24th for installation
of officers, and another special meeting was
held May 1st.
Among those attending the meetings of the
Masonic Grand bodies in Portland this week
are Clifford J. Pattee, Wilmer J. Dorman, Dr.
W. C. Libby, Allen L. Curtis, Warren A. Nichols, Morris L. Slugg, George R. Doak and Dr.
Adelbert Millett.
The 95th anniversary of the founding of the
Independent Order of Odd Fellows was observed in Unity Sunday, April 26th. Invictus
Lodge, No. 38,1. O. O. F., and Favori Lodge of
Rebekahs, marched in a body to the Union
church, where a special sermon was delivered
by Rev. James Ainslie.
Primrose Chapter, Order of the Eastern
Star, held an enjoyable meeting last Friday
evening, when the degrees were conferred
atupon four candidates. There was a large

tendance of members and several visitors.
After the adjournment of the meeting a May
pole dance was given by some of the young
ladies of the chapter under the direction of
Miss Alice E.NSimmons. A pretty feature was
the crowning of Mrs. O, S. Vickery, the
worthy matron, as May Queen. Although it
was a
compete surprise, Mrs. Vickery filled
the role very gracefully. The dancers showered the spectators with rose leaf confetti from
the Maybaskets they carried, matching their
scarfs and ribbons in color, and at the close
covered the Queen with serpentine streamers.
Ice cream, cake and coffee were served after
the entertainment, and later dancing was en-

joyed.

market during the absence of his brother,
Frank E., in Portland, where he is attending
the Masonic anniversaries.

At the regular meeting April 26th of Dirigc
Grange, Freedom, the [logram. How to prevent Area in the home, was well carried out
The governor's proclamation and the communications were read and in the discussion thai

Charles W. and Mrs. Augusta S. Frederick,
who have been in Washington, D. C.. since
leaving Daytona, Fla., where they spent the
Misa
winter, are expected home May 9th.
to
Mary Owen, will arrive a few days earlier

followed many good ideas were brought out
May 2nd the grange had a very intereBtinj
meeting, consisting of short talks on differem
The grangi
topics, piano duets and songs.
voted to set apart May 8th as a day for road
side improvement At the meeting April 25tl
the lecturer had aBked every one who came t<
the next meeting to bring one-half a pound o
the close of thii
something for a treat and at
corn cakes
meeting a treat of cream puffs,
raisins and mixed candies was greatly enjoyec
will begin iti
by all. In future Dirigo Grange
meetings promptly at half-past

open

p-

The Belfast friends of Mrs. Joho W. Hatch
of Montpelier, Vt., will be interested to learn
that she is recovering from a slight surgical
operation at the Deaconess Hospital in Boston.

Congress

street.

Mrs. A. C. Paul, who spent the winter with
daughter, Mrs. Cleveland C. Barnes,
in Daytona, Fla, will start from Daytona
northward May 7th, arriving in Boston May
9th. She will then visit relatives and friends
along the way, getting to Fort Fairfield about
the middle of May.—Fort Fairfield Review.

one.

the fol
Sunlight Grange, Knox, has adopted
lowing resolutions of respect:
Whereas, The Divine Master has again enoui
tered the gates and taken from our midst
hei
beloved sister, Sarah Shibles, and from
be it
home a kind mother; therefore,
Resolved, That we as members of Sunlighi
remem
ever cherish a loving
will
Grange,
was evei
brance of our worthy sister, who
it
be
therefore,
our
in
order;
ready to help
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt sym
in
theii
and tender regards to the family

Thelma, the four-years-old daughter of Mi.
and Mrs. James C. Dexter, celebrated her
fourth birthday Thursday afternoon. May 1st.
entertaining a party of small friends. Games
Those
were played and refreshments served.
attending were Elena Shute, Eleanor Stephenson, Elsie and Flora McLeod.

pathy

sorrow.

I cannot say, and I will not say
That she is dead; she is juBt away.
With a cheery smile and a wave of the hand.
She has wandered into an unknown land,
And you, oh, you who the wildest yearn
For the old time step and the glgg return,
Think of her faring on as dear
In the love of there as the love of here.
Think of her still as the same, I say;
She is not dead: she is just away.
Resolved, That our charter be draped 11
mourning for 80 days in memory of our sister
a copy of these resolutions spread on our rec
ords and a copy sent to the bereaved family.
i Committee
Miss Addie Cross,
on
Mrs. Lizzie Wentworth,
Mrs. Lizzie Dolloff,
) Resolutions.

Arthur Condon arrived Tuesday from Greeley, Colorado, where for several years he had
been employed by the Condon Mercantile Co.,
of which his cousin, the late Albert Condon,
was president, and is the guest of his sister.
Miss Alice Condon, at her bungalow on the
Condon shore. He will also spend some time,
with his brother Frank at Smithfield pond.

Miss Frances Sanborn, formerly toll operato
in the Waldo Telephone exchange, is the book
Sar
keeper at the local factory of the Lubec
dine Co., succeeding Miss Florence Brown, wh >

is with Carle & Jones.

on

her foster

■

-—*

their home

C. E. Frost was in Pittsfield on Saturday
where he attended the annual stockholders'*
meeting of the Hunter-McMaster & Co., of
which he iB business manager and treasurer.
He spent Sunday with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. E. Q- Frost, at his old home in Pittsfield.

It is reported that Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E
Shea have decided not to come to their summer home on the North Shore, North port, this
season, but go to some health resort for sever
al weeks, then travel, and possibly take a trip
abroad. The Shea's have closed a most successful theatrical season and are now in New
York. The North Shore colony and their Belfast friends will regret the absence this season
of the Shea's and the Dodworth’s.

I arm, bis son’s attention being absorb* I
by the care of the luggage. He mov«
slowly and with some difficulty, takinj
very short steps. Two carriages haj
BELFAST. THURSDAY. MAY 7,1914
been engaged by some misunderstand
r
ing, but, on account of the luggage,
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
was found convenient to retain then [
Mr. Choate was put into one o
The
Jour. Pub. Co both.
them, alone, without any incumbranci
of trunk or bag, and his son, with tn< !
luggage, occupied the other. When thi
PILSBURY,
CHARLES A.
gUBjneBS Manage r moment for driving off came, I couli
not bear to see him carried out into tbi
darkness unaccompanied, and I askei j
Advertising Terms. For one square, on 9
who was with us—an' I
inch length in column, 26 cents for one wee t Capt. Leith,
whose thoughtful kindneBB I shall neve
arid 26 cent* for each subsequent insertion.
1
forget—how long a time I might havi
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00
60 cents for thre > to drive up into the town; and he replied
year; $1.00 for six months:
half an hour. Hearing that the inn, o
mouths.
boarding bouse, to which we were di
rected was but a half a mile off, I en |
EARLY MEMORIES
tered the coach, sat by his side, and of
we went through the silent and gloom;
streets. The half mile stretched ou :
By Henry Cabot Lodge.
into a long mile; and when we had reach
I have read with much interest “Earl; ed the house, and I had deposited Mr
Choate on a couch in the Bitting-room
Memories” by Henry Cabot Lodge, are
me by saying tha
cent addition to the increasing store o f the landlady appalled
she had not an unoccupied bed in thi :
Free
the
Belfast
Library house and cou'd not accommodate him
good books in
Although the author is eleven years m; Her words fell upon my heart like [
■
words I ex
junior he read in his boyhood the saim blow. In a few breathless
to her who and what he was, ani I
books that I pored over at an early ag. plained
how alarmingly ill I thought him; but
and which have been classics for mori ! could avail nothing. 1 would have knel
than one generation—“ Robinson Cru
to her if that would have moved her
in her eye
soe,” the ‘‘Swiss Family Robinson,” thi but I read no signs of hope but I have
I may have done her injustice,
the
‘‘Arab
books”
by MayneReid,
‘‘boys
set down the incident as about the firsl
Late:
ian Nights,” and many others.
time I have ever bad occasion, from mj
the Waverly Novels, Dickens
came
own observation and experience, to qual
of women.
Cooper, Washington Irving, Marryatt ify Ledyard’s praise
In the meantime the inexorable mo
etc.
Mr. Lodge became a theater-goei
ments were slipping away, and I was
when a boy, and that was my experi
I hearc
to leave the house.
compelled
darkence also in youth, and until recent
an airy voice calling me out of the
enI attended—ac
ness, and I could not by a moment
years. The first opera
large the Captain’s lease. I left Mr.
companying my mother, who was t Choate upon the sofa, pale and exhaustmusician herself—was Lucretzia Borgia,
ed, but patient and uncomplaining; hie
in the Boston Theater. The prima donni luggage in the street, at the door, and
his son at that midnight hour wandering
was Madame La Grange. Adelaide Philabout the streets of Halifax, seeking a
oi
her
and
in
the
singing
cast,
lips was
temporary shelter for a dying father,
an
imthe drinking song made so great
with what result I have not yet heard.
irripression on me that on my return tc What with the sense of hurry, the conand the
school at the Lewiston Falls Academy ir tation of this mischance,
sciousness that I had seen my eminent
Auburn I painted her portrait in oil from
friend for the last time, 1 drove back to
music.
of
or.
a
sheet
a colored lithograph
sore heart.
the boat with a
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and in 1866 Mr.

miv-

Lodge heard

He also

opera in London.
time Sothern in “Lord

There are some passages in our lives
which stamp themselves upon the memory with peculiar force and distinctness.
Such were my midnight experiences at
Halifax: if I should live to be a hundred
fresh before
years old they would be as
the mind’B eye as they are now.

*•

saw

at

this
that

Dundreary”—a

b« one uniting all working people of all
nations and tongues and kindreds. Nor
should this lead to a war upon property
or the owners of property.”
The chapter on the author’s four years
at Harvard tells of the average Btudent
life at that institution of learning and
should have special interest for the
alumni of that and other colleges. The
closing chapter is devoted to "Public
Men end Men of Letters.” Much space
is given to Charles Sumner, a frequent
guest at the home of the author’s family.and the long list of those met includes
Andrews, Massachusetts War Governor,
Charles Francis Adams, Caleb Cushing
and many others. No less notable are
the men of letters with whom Mr. Lodge
came in contact, and with whom he was
Of Hawthorne
more or less intimate.
he says: “Hawthorne I never saw, a
misfortune I deeply regret, for I should
like to cherish at least a memory of his
In that regard I was fortulooks.”
When in Halifax the Cunard
nate.
steamship on which Hawthorne was returning from a residence of many years
abroad touched there on her way to Boston, and I accompanied my father on
board and met Mr. and Mrs. Hawthorne.
The former was then in ill health, but
was a noble looking man and I was particularly impressed with his large dark
was a motherly
tenderly
evidently
looking
solicitious for her distinguished husband.
Hawthorne was appointed consul to
Liverpool in 1853 by President Pierce,
and after holdirg that office for four
years had been travelling in Europe until increasing ill health caused him to return home.
He died in Plymouth. N.H.,
May 19, 1864. On the same steamer I
met Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, who
with her two daughters was returning
from a trip abroad. Some English officers, in uniform, were among those who

eyes.

MrB. Hawthorne
woman

and

boarded the steamer, and were accompanied by their dogs, with which the
Misses Stowe attempted to make friends,
following them about the cabin. I mean
of course, the dogs, not the officers. But
to return to our author, who was fortunate in enjoying the company and friend-

until
more than ten years later, in the old NaMr. Hillard died Jan. 21, 1879.
tional Theater in Washington, D. C.,
ship of Longfellow, Lowell, Holmes,
This was the Lovett House, kept by
later destroyed by fire, but soon rebuilt.
Motley and many others. As a contribOne of my first recollections of the two maiden ladies of that name. It was uter to The Atlantic
Monthly he also enento
able
seldom
was
and
a
the
not
hotel,
theater—antedated only by seeing
the companionship of two of its
joyed
home
the
tertain transients, but was
Western Sisters—Lucille and Helen
editors, Howells and Aldrich, and I para
dance in the old National Theater in mainly of local people, and usually had
ticularly envy him his acquaintance with
to
become
Boston, is of the Ravel troupe at the waiting list of those wishing
the latter. I have some of his early
was
it
mipu»»iuie
Howard Athaeneum, Boston, of which inmates.
poems in an old scrap book and one of
Mr. Lodge says: “The rope dancing, the landladies to turn out their regular guests
man.
a
sick
My them beginning
athletic feats! and the ballets, which even to accommodate
We kenw it would rain, for all the morn
the
since
been
had
and
was
father
were
then,
A spirit on slender ropes of mist
formed part of the performances,
Was lowering its golden buckets down
Presiof
administration
like everybody else’s, and although they coming in of the
Into the vapory amthist.
and
filled my childhood with wonder I have dent Pierce, U. S. Consul at Halifax,
nas always been firmly fixed in my memthe
Lovett
in
was
his
with
living
family
seen all these things done a thousand
arrived ory, and everything he had written since
times and done much better, with great- House, where I had but recently
read.
C. A. P.
He in- has been eagerly
But the from New Orleans for a visit.
er difficulties and larger risks.
secured
and
once
at
LIBERTY.
Ravels themselves in their pantomines I terested himself
Mr. Choate and
have never seen equalled, and I have comfortable quarters for
W.
J.
Greeiey was a business caller in
Mrs.
watched such performances carefully in his son in a boarding houBe kept by
Freedom Friday.
With
my
Jubien, on the same street.
many places.”
Allan Knowlton of Belfast spent April
times on Mr.
One feat by Gabriel Ravel I have never father I called several
19th in town with his parents.
of
recollection
a
vivid
and have
forgotten. At the rear of the stage was Choate
and luminous deepGeorge Dow and wife of Morrill spent
the representation of a “Grandfather’s his tall, spare figure
sick man when Sunday at the Knowlton homestead.
Clock.” Without apparent effort Gabriel set eyes. He was a very
and died there July
Mrs. Fred Meley returned last week
Ravel leaped and went through (the face he landed in Halifax
father was from Portland with a choice line of mildeath
his
After
my
1859.
the
13,
at
was
of the clock, which
hinged
linery.
cane and his silk
top and came into place again as soon as given his gold-headed
Edwin Lovett is critically ill at this
The ballet was hat. What became of them I do not know.
he had passed through.
at the home of his sister, Mrs.
writing
and
while
it
has
had
ever seen,
the first I
Now, having used the “Early Memo- Walter Knowlton.
been outstripped by later exhibitions of ries” of Mr. Lodge on which to hang
Miss Ella Greeley, who is teaching at
this sort it was to me a wonderful spec- some shreds of my own memories, some- Freedom
Academy, spent Saturday and
tacle. To return to the Western sisters thing should be said of his intensely in- Sunday at her home here.
for a moment. They later became dra- teresting book, which I have found to
Mr. Green of Portland Epent a few

pleasure

that did not come to

me

—

j

matic stars, and Lucille was one of the
actresses of her day. One night
in the 70’s 1 went to the National Thea-

unique among all the autobiographies
have read. In writing of the Civil
Mr. Lodge gives his boyish
War

Washington to see her in “The
Child Stealers” and was accompanied by
a Confederate veteran who had served
all through the war on the losing side.
After a time 1 noticed that he seemed
very uneasy and finally he turned to me,
and with tears in his eyes said; “I can’t
At that time
stand this any longer.
ter

in

days

be

leading

Ralph Overlook and their two children
spent Sunday with Mrs. Overlock’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Claude Knowlton.

period
impressions, unchanged by knowledge
! acquired later; and in writing of his trip
I

i

;

j

Harry Grant of Cambridge, Mass., is
passing a few days in town, the guest of

abroad with his mother and a tutor he
does not indulge in guide-book descriptions and statistics. The social position
and connections of his family brought
him in contact with many noted people
both at home and abroad, and his im-

J. P. Sanford. Mr. Grant has a fine cottage on Penola Point and is having some
improvements made.
Miss Addie Reynolds spent a few day3
in town last week, the guest of C. M.
Miss Reynolds has been
Hurd and wife.
engaged to teach the school at Sherman’s
Corner and began her duties April 27tb.

was banging some wretched pressions of them, and his comments on
looking little children about the stage. manners and customs, are both entertainI replied: “Nonsense, it’s only a play.” ing and instructive. He is at no time

Miss W.

But he got up and wrent out, and

few

self assertive.

minutes later—I followed.
Mr. Lodge in his boyhood saw kuius
Choate, the leader of the Massachusetts
bar after the death of Webster and one
of the great lawyers of this country.
He tells some interesting stories of him
and I have found others in an old scrap
book. Mr. Choate’s health failed in
and accompanied by his son he

to tell you the

a

in town last week looking after the
corn the coming season.

prospects for

I

HALLDALE.

wrong of things,
records his impressions. I
or

Fred Oliver and wife returned to their
but simply
home in Lynn, Mass., April 23d.
wish that every intelligent American
Mrs. C. M. Plummer is in Freedom
might read the chapter entitled "Retro- stopping for a time with 3. W. Plummer
the
and wife.
spect and Contrast,” which covers

changes, materially, morally, politically
Walter L. Tobie, who has been with
and socially, at home and abroad. In his mother, Mrs. C. M. Plummer, for
this chapter is a quotation from Abraham several weeks, left April 24th for his
home in Dufur, Oregon.
Lincoln which of itself is fairly illustra1869,
Amersailed for Europe in a Cunard steamship tive of the character of that great
Children
from Boston. A fellow passenger and can and pertinent to present conditions.
FOR FLETCHER’S
a
of
bond
S.
"The
Hillard,
Lincoln says:
strongest
personal friend was George
OASTORIA
noted journalist and author of his day, sympathy, outside of the family, should

j

and at that time editor of the Boston
Courier. He was a native of Machias.
beMr. Choate became so alarmingly ill
fore the

steamer

aimcu

■--——a

u—i

Nova Scotia, that it was decided to
land him there, and these particulars
in a letter to
are given by Mr. Hillard
the Courier from Great Malvern, England, under date of August 6, 1859:
Since the date of my last letter news
has come to me of the death of Mr.
Choate. From the tenor of my com-

you from Halifax, you
must have inferred that I was prepared
Indeed, from
for this saa intelligence.
the first moment I looked upon him on
the morning of the day that we sailed, I
felt assured that the hand of death was
His berth was next to mine,
on him.
and I saw him many times during the
short period he remainad on board. He
the
was always lying at full length upon
sofa, and perfectly quiet; though not
in
This
to
reading.
reading or listening
itself, in one with so active a brain and

munication

Cry

to

restless an organization as his, was
rather an omnioUs sign. In the brief
moments of intercourse I had with him
the feminine sweetness and gentleness
of manner which always characterized
him was very marked and touching. The
determination that he should stop at
Halifax was come to before dinner on
the 30th and all preparations were duly
made to have him landed as soon as
This was not acwe reached the port.
complished until midnight; the night was
that we could see of
very dark and all
the town was a mass of indistinct gloom,
dotted here and there with twinkling
numlights. We took on board a large
ber of passengers and you can well
Imagine the distracting hurry and confusion of such a scene, the jostling of
of
porters and luggage, the tramping
restless feet; and all ths while the esmadness with
cape pipe driving one into
its ear-piercing hiss. Mr. Choate walked to his carriage, leaning heavily on my

>

on

“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

Washington Letter.
The Republican Journal ]

C., May 4, 1914.
Maine matters of coast interest at WashWashington, D.

ington are thinning with the advance of
spring and summer, Congress is now confining itself to the larger matters, rushing ahead with general appropriation
bills, trying to dispose of the measure
for repeal of canal tolls, and also making

The Washington

in the open air.

against repeal of
shipping through
tracted

"No Sting.
••No Nog.
"No

String."

ft

\

is about

The foli-

much

SOUTHERN GEORGIA RAILROAD-LAND DEVELOPMENT BUREAU,
COLORADO BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C.

the Panama

canal,
It

here.

attention

at-

Registration Department:
I hereby make application to register for your Fruit and Agricultural Railroad-Land Opening, and furnish you with the
the following questions;
Name.City.

was

pi u^iroo

ill

n

IT__1 1_11

bill

iivuoi

•-

answers to

I

State.Street

Mr. Peters has made excellent

lic life.

J

«

Southern Georgia Railroad-Land Development Bureau,
Washington, D. C.

free tolls for coastwise

prominently presented in the local newspapers and noticed by many men in puba.1_..._L

Age.Married

e

wuu

or

or

*■

R. F. D. No..

Single.Widow, Widower,

Nationality..Dj you

of there on both sides of the center aisle.
When he came to take his seat in the

now own over

ten

acres

Orphan.Occupation

or

&

of land in the United States?.

If my application for registration is accepted, please send me, without obligation, further and complete information a;
ulars. including maps of the lard, showing its exact location on the Atlanta, Birmingham and Atlantic Railroad, its trant^
House for the first time, all eyes were
Very truly yours,
facilities, agricultural, fruit and nut-growing possibilities, etc.
upon him for his having carried the old
5wl0
Sign a
third district against a stiff Democratic
fight in which the administration had
been conspicuous. If Mr. Peters conin the. matter, which is very wholetinues in the House he has promise of ment

being a very useful member there, to his
constituents and also to the country.
Senator Burleigh is driving away at
his

work, attending

to

a

lot of office

some

in

questions

of

government.

Students of Maine High schools are
still coming to Washington on excursions,
but the numbers are fewer and fewer.

ICcOoAal

here from Maine this
business in the forenoon, seeing Maine The young people
been a bright lot and have
have
year
visitors and dictating letters and going

Departments
constituents, and in
to the

in behalf of Maine
the afternoon fol-

been very intent upon

learning

all

they

could. Senator Burleigh has made several trips to the White House to arrange
lowing the business of the Senate. He
audiences with the President for these
of
details
all
the
with
up
keeps
closely
Indeed the whole Maine delevisitors.
and
Senate work at the

Capitol. This,
is, keeps Senator
Burleigh well occupied at Washington.
He has fallen very naturally into his
Senatorial duties, because of previous
experience at the Capitol, and is developing into one of the very best Senators
all the local work there

Maine ever sent here.

Senator Burleigh has been identifying

gation has been active in doing everything within reason to make the sojourn
of these young visitors pleasant and
On these excursions the
profitable.

of

constitutional amenddefeated some weeks
ago in the Senate, and has been much in
conference here with those who are tryfor

ment, which

ing

a

to obtain the same

rights

the

ballot box for women that men row en-

joy.

It

seems

probable

that the women

the very

Advocates of National prohibition in
are making their voices heard at
these

days.

Hearings have

been in progress recently on a proposed
prohibition amendment to the constitution. The Maine advocates thereof have

been supplementing these efforts by hunif not thousands, of petitions askdreds,
stitutional amendment allowing them
that the amendment be favorably
ing
at
Washthe
but
activity
voting rights,
considered.
Many of these petitions
ington now is in behalf of a constituhave been forwarded to Senator Bura
will abandon efforts here to obtain

a con-

tional amendment which will permit
vote in the various States whenever the
able to muster

a

small per-

leigh.

Some of

regularly

I

L. D.

the recent ones have

from citizens of New Portland,
Lee, North Lebanon, Portland, Manchester, Machiasport, New Sweden, West
Paris, Friendship, Eastport, Lewiston

gor against
ment to the constitution to prohibit the
manufacture, sale and importation of in-

IWh—M

I

Holmes Stave Mill Parts

I

Brass and

I

| I
|

Judiciary.
Representative McGillicuddy has been
receiving quite a batch of these prohibition petitions from the second Congressional district. He has just presented
petitions from the First Baptist Church

of Nobleboro; from the Park otreet
Methodist Episcopal Church of Lewiston and also from citizens of Lewiston;
from the Current Events Club of Augusta; the West Paris Grange, and from
citizenB in various parts of his district,
all advocating national prohibition.
It is unlikely that Congress will submit
the amendment to the State legislatures
The Senate
at the present session.
now
is
Committe
giving hearJudiciary
ings, but probably will make no favorable report on the amendment for the

present. The amendment

is not so far

advarced in the House.

Keep

Bowel Movement

Regular.

Dr. King’s New Life Pills keep stomach,
liver and kidneys in healthy condition. Rid
the body of poisons snd waste. Improve your
complexion by flushing the liver and kidneys.
"I got more relief from one box of Dr. King’s
New Life Pills than any medicine I ever tried,”
HI. 26c., at
says C. E. Hatfield of Chicago,
your

Druggist.

Composition Castings

up to 100 tbs.

Grey Iron Casting;.

Let Us Figure

|

I

Your

Requirements

Foundry Co. \

Belfast Machine &

MANUFACTUKKKS
Sash

Weights,

OF

Sled Castings, Wagon Sh
Nuts and Brake Weeels.

Builders’

■

B

on

Hi

I

H

in

||

Hall’s Stave Jointer.

I Jobbing, Repairs.

Supplies,

Orates of all Kinds, Shafting, Box ;s. Collars, Co ipl ngs,
Pulleys and Gears. Hege Rotary /VIill Paris.

etc. This, too,
referred to the Senate Committee

on

LITTLEFIELD

Phone 4—11

KNOX.

toxicating beverages,”
was

fragrance.

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
AMPLE STOCK CARRiED.

j

come

centage of advocates for a referendum.
This has some chance of being adopted
by Senate and House. For while there
and Lyman. But that was only one day’s
is not a necessary two-thirds majority in
All these documents, after prethe Senate for a constitutional amend- grist.
sentation in the Senate, go to the Senate
more
there
is
women
votes,
ment giving
Committee on Judiciary, where they are
than a majority, which speaks loudly as
Maine
on file by the tens of thousands.
to the progress women have made.
than some
may be a little more forward
forward
Meanwhile, preparations go
other States in sending in prohibitian pein many States for obtaining the ballot
titions, but the other States, all the way
is
the
That
process
under local laws.
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, are not
which a majority of members in both
very far behind.
branches of Congress undoubtedly favor.
maeeu, me uppuueuuo ui
sentilocal
Itjpermits of the exercise of
tional amendment for prohibition, are
also active. They are flooding Congress
with petitions that no amendment be allowed. Senator Burleigh recently presented one of these in the form of a remonstrance from several citizens of Ban“the adoption of an amend-

«!

As Exclusive Dealer
In SEARSPORT.
This Coal, sold locally since 1910
by Capt. Henry G. Curtis, is noted
for its heat, purity, cleanliness
and lasting qualities.

the local ;

Maine

Washington

1

HAS TAKEN OVER
THE SALE OE

OLD COMPANY’S LEHIGH

roofs.

was

at

|

j

Maine students have met large
of similar students from New Hamp- j
shire and Massachusetts. At times thou- !
sands of these students have been in j

prominently with the cause Washington together, filling
and boarding houses to
equal suffrage. He championed the hotels

resolution

L. D. LITTLEFIELD

j
numbers !

himself here

convenient racicages: The Handy Hai»-;>ize
5-Cent Tin. the Full-Size 10-Cent Tin, the Pound and Half*
Pound Tin Humidors and the Pound Glass Humidor.

"No Bite,

season

trict has been away in Maine attending
the State convention. His speech at
Augusta, especially that portion of it

The best indoor tobacco
because of its fresh and deli*
cious

-.,

age is coming out and before long it will
be too hot at the Capitol for comfort.
Representative Peters of the third dis-

certified smokers of STAG.

ness

■

the weather gets warm and it proves
impossible to hold anxious Democrats in
town.

i,®

population
country thert,
inches per year.
no corresponding increase in the area of land, and natm
OUR AIM IS FOR MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL RESULTS the
population increases and seeks the land in pursuit m l
As we are extremely desirous of having settlers locate
and independence, it will continue to be li.ini
happiness
in
its
assist
and
and
development,
on this property,
thereby secure.
of
and
value
the
increase
surrounding
intervening
greatly
The prosperous and contented class in Europe to lay,.,
property, which we will hold, and to increase the traffic
and
Atlmtic
the
Atlanta,
Birmingham
Railroad, the descendants of those who secured land there w
along
and thus facilitate the service, we feel warranted in grant- was plentiful, while the descendants of those who bling these tracts to those who register with us. We also ed no land are now the peasants and slaves. You
have in mind business and residence plots which we will realize that this may be your last chance to secure lana in %
offer for sale after the opening, but which will not be in- country without a large outlay of capital, so it should
cluded in it. We have “money-making afterward” consider- necessary to urge you to act at once by forwarding
ations in this liberal-minded opening, similar to those of application for registration attached to this annoum >■.

dent’s anti-trust bills considered before

three weeks ahead of Maine.

exceSj",

j!

tremendous efforts to have the Presi-

this earth except

The best outdoor tobacco
because it holds all its good*

avoid many disappointments, such as occurred m
land openings conducted by the United States Gov.n
and railroads, by granting those who register in
the number of tracts to be granted, an interest m.
commercial farm and orchard enterprise, in the hop,
they may later locate in one of our town sites.
Examination of the land will cheerfully be permitted
plenty.|We also require grantees to occupy the land with- the opening will be held at Browntown, Wayne Cou
in ten years, or Bell it to some one who will occupy it, Georgia, one of the stations of the A. B. & A Ka |r,s;
which is located on this property, and will occur as i
otherwise it reverts back to the grantor.
The land included in this opening is located directly on after the closing of registrations as arrangements.
and
Atlantic
made.
Railand adjoining the Atlanta, Birmingham
The presence of those registered will not be neo*.
road, about twenty-five miles west of Brunswick, a thriving city of fifteen thoueand, having direct steamship ser- at Browntown on the opening day, unless they wist
vice to New York and Boston, and excellent railroad tend, for there will be no favoritism shown anyone,
transportation facilities to all points. The average tem- will bo conducted by a committee selected forthepu
and those registered will be notified of what ttu
perature for six months of the year, from April to October, is 77 degrees; the climate is most healthful, delightful granted, as soon as possible.
and invigorating, and there is an ample rainfall of 51
With the ever-increasing
of this

Trial Bottle FREE.

to

1

the Northern Pacific and other railroads when
they
ed their lands, and we expect to benefit
thereby, a,
as the ones who will receive the tracts.
We have also planned to develop what is designer!
t
the best equipped, most up-to-date, scientific,
comim-Tri*
farm and orchard in existence. It will consist of six
thr
sand acres, and will be included in this opening. All
*
regjster and receive tracts will get the benefit o: the,
periments and scientific methods in vogue thereon vvsn"
we are arranging to prevent over-registration, W(,

You will not be required to leave your present surroundings now. All we ask of those to whom we grant tracts
is that they plant, or arrange to have planted, a crop of
one of the above mentioned products within three years,
after which we will have it operated (harvested and replanted) for grantees, in consideration of 26 cent, of the
net profits derived from the sale of the crops, thereby
allowing the grantee to pursue his or her present occupation until such time as they determine just what the yield
of their acres amounts to. Consider what this may mean
as a source of
income, when statistics show that the
yield of one acre of celery amounted to $1,268.45, and that
one acre of well-cared-for paper-shell pecans, in full bearing, should net its owner as high as $500,00 per year. We
are of the opinion that after it is proven by actual results
obtained in operating the land that they will need no further urging, and waste no time in locating in this land of

The Big Bottle costs only 35 cents.

[Special

aeni^l

An Opportunity to Secure Rich Productive Land Without Capital.

West Farmington, Me.:
“As my mother, Mrs. Smith, is writing in praise of your “L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine, I, too, would like to tell you
that I think it one of the best household
remedies. I consider it one of the best
tonics on the market.”
(Signed) Mrs. Ida Brown.

Our

OPENINI

TWELVE HUNDRED AND FIFTY TRACTS of five and ten acre* each to be granted to prospective
in throwing open Twenty Thousand Acres of Rich, Southern Georgia Land, which is admirably adapted to the e7r, H
of celery, sweet and Irish potatoes, cantaloupes, water melons, corn, oats, cotton, hay—in fact, all staple crop? ■**tH
in this fertile section, as well as a large variety of semi-tropical fruits, and the famous immensely profitable
shell pecans.
Providing you are eligible under the classifications prescribed by us, you are now offered an excellent oppon„ BE
to break away from the drudgery and toil of a small wage, or working for the benefit of landlords, and go back r>HI
*■
land of plenty, to which, if granted, you will hold a warranty deed and abstract
The best security on earth is the earth itself, and land is the basis of all wealth. Owners of productive lands are u H
^
are
from
while
others
it.
■
of
suffering
living,
firing by the increasing high cost
•

An extra bard day’s work may tire
you. But if the close of every day finds
yon worn and weary—your system needs
a TONIC.
L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine taken
daily, drives away that “tired feeling.”
It has helped New England folks earn
the name of being “tireless workers,”
and Mrs. Brown’s letter tells why it has
become their favorite tonic.

Wamin I
Nobody allowed

BIG

1$ Often Unnatural.

women are

He does not undertake

right

THAI "Till FEBLir

A. S. Bailey ;is
fere Gilchrest.

building

a

SOMETHING

garage for

a very nice
Bradford.

George Hearin has bought

iroung horse of

Pearly

Wellington Swett and Henry Boulter,
ife long and respected citizens, passed
away last week.

;

Mtf|

51

TRY CRAWFORD

Imported

S

?a?

PufF

Crackers

Llewellyn P. Kenney of Bath was in
April 21st to attend the funeral of his
jncle, J. H. McGray.
Mrs. Nancy Crosby has returned from Gifford’s
Howard, R. I. and goes to Thorndike to

J

j

AND

Piquant

work for Mrs. Bertha Berry.

A. A. HOWES & CO

Rev. D. Brackett spent Wednesday
night, April 22nd, with Silas Bryant and

attended the funeral services of Charles
Plummer in Montville, Thursday.

GROCERIES,

NORTH ISLESBORO.

DRUG S AND

FOR

Mft^

SALE

The large lot at the corner
Mrs. Ernestine Yeaton has moved to
/;%
Pearl streets. This lot is fully £rrt‘‘;r •>
Dark Harbor.
completed and cemented cellar «u
Miss Zuba Veazie of Somerville, Mass, dation ready to place timber u; <'
^
^
is visiting her father, Capt. Samuel contains the piping and plumbinc
4
for a two family house and all
Veazie.

Rev. Harry Hull spent the week-end
with friends in town and preached at the
F. B. church Sunday morning.
D. C. Warren and wife, who spent tHte
winter in Malden, Mass., arrived at Point
Comfort April 27th for the summer.
They were accompanied by Mrs. Warren's mother, Mrs. Judith Wyman.

with the sewer. No better local
dence or apartment house now
1 or
Belfast. Price reasonable.

apply
8tf

to

,t

E. K-

No. 8 Cnurch Street.

11 ^
; !li
^

!

—--—

Hives, eczema, itch or salt rl,f“*
of
crazy. Can’t bear the touch
Doana’a Ointment iafine for skis
a
box.
60c
aall
it,
druggiata
>

(ioi>>

at “BOAT FISH" FROM NEWFOUNDLAND
Waldo Treat Co vs Lswis Goldburg,
al. continuer].
The schooner William Itatbeson, Capt. Johi
conMilton B Hills va Chas F Coggins,
H. Devereaux arrived at Bucksport April
22ad from Newfoundland with 860,000 pounds
Heal vs H H Thurlough, defaulted of boat fish for Capt T. M. Nicholson. Sh«
had been three weeks on the voyage and then
and continued for judgment.
trans- was anxiety as to her safety. The delay wai
J D Young vb FT Harriman,
largely caused by having been nipped in the
ferred to the Equity docket.
ice in the Golf of St Lawrence where, for ten
L
Sidney M Webber vs Chester Bailey, days, the schooner wae held fast by the big
et al, continued.
threatened destruction
E JT Dickey, floes whicti, atin times,
her sides.
The “boat fish”
Maplewood Lumber Co vs
by crushing
schooner
are something new to t
defaulted.
brought by tbe
_,.
continued.
N
Pearson,
the
T
vs
Maine.
owner, figures it
Nicholson,
Capt.
Allen Dyer
F W Jones vs B S Parmentee,continued. out that, under the new tariff law, he can buy
boats
and land them
L E Henderson vs Penobscot Bay Elec- them from Newfoundland
in Bucksport free of duty, cheaper than he can
tric Co, defaulted and judgment satisfied
catch an equal number on the Banks. The
Waldo Trust Co vs George W Bridges, schooner T. M. Nicholson, Capt. L. A. Gilley,is
defaulted.
...
now loading a cargo of boat fish at Talent,
C C Marden vs Leland Robbins, bond Nfld. The Bangor Commercial says that over
three hundred fishermen with small boats are
filed.
confishing at Newfoundland for Captain Nicholson
,*Thos A Ritchie vs H R Whitcomb,
an-* it is likely that vessels will be running
tinued.
,,
back and forth between Newfoundland and
Thos A Ritchie vs C F Mudgett, con- Buc
sport with cod fish during the entire
tinued,
season.
The Peoples Loan Co vs P r Gordon,
continued.
Aroostook Potatoes.
Chas H Forbes vs J W Kendall, dePotatoes have been coming in very slowly
faulted.
G S Forbes, M D vs Chas E Marden, indeed, practically all the offerings being Green
The last heard of Cobblers they
Mountains.
defaulted.
worth from $1.65 to $1.70. The price foi
Mason & Hall vs L F Nash, continued. were
now
varies a good deal, $1.76 tc
Mountains
Chas H Forbes vs Robena P Young,
$1.90. Earlier this, week they sometimes touchdefaulted.
do*,
ed $2.00. Once in a while a few Bliss are
Catherine French vs Geo B Staples, heard of, they bringing from $1.00 to $1.10.
acct in offset filed.
Although very few can come over the present
Herbert F Hunt vs P R Porter, con- roads, the demand for potatoes seems to be
decreasing somewhat, rather than increasing,
tinued.
not caring particularly tc
Wm H Bevan vs Geo B Staples, con- many of the buyers
load up now.—Fort Fairfield Review.
tinued.
Geo W Townsend vs Nellie M Townsend, continued.
A E Nickerson vs Herbert Black, continued.
Swain & Read vs Miles Cavenaugb,
defaulted.
H E Robbins & Son vs Willard Berry,
continued.

Judidal C°Urt*

tsupS*

Albert M. Spear of Gardl-

■
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1

r°!

of the
civil docket in the April

is

alloWtnS
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Justus C Straw-
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Ip.

3^ 0'!Tlt1L'rockett
:

I u Biddle

e
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Viola

vs

A

Geo ACrock-

vs

jngsbury
o

tHAeS

presiding.
disposition

the

Leighton Parks,

vs

Kingsbury Crockett,

vs

li'iJ'

Caroline E Stone,

Fletcher,

A W

vs

t r>"

J

et

al,

_

tjourd.
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1

B La

Moore,

Lizzie D

vg

I

con-

John W Harriman,

Vs

v
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11

,,ntinued.

>

(j Company

A W Fletch-

I, ing Vs Wm A Richardson,
:]^ll

..hall. Libt

V

*

It !l

Libt

v
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‘x

t‘

John Kenney,

vs

Cora A Fletcher,

vs

con-

Libt vs Chas W Mas-

i;

jzz'-1

;.i.t

Fields S Pendleton, et

t-

;£

i;

Libt

: iersont

al

t

fB

;

)

^.t

Libt

} ,ct r,

■

;
un°ir‘>

pej|ows>

vs

W P Cole,

M M Clark,

G Fellows vs Arthur B

i'^,.
PL.
"i‘,

1.1;;,iters

'L

Otis

i';';;,

! ryon vs Frank H

[

£',:
P'!'

H:itch

v

f

con-

!

Hurd, App from decision of
ir Lsioners, continued.

”T.
t(1'(

-or

”r:!

Inhabitants of
further action.
party,
1C,
,-ulizer Company vs Geo O
,tion for new trial filed;
jCto be filed by June 1st.
,ev ,'
vs Frank M
jjauru Safe & Lock Co
lulled.
p Cordon

no

[-':u'ridge

w,-_.

N M S EE Co,

vs

ashes,

f f;

,’iue

Libt,

J B

L imes, Libt, vs
ihu R Dunton,

bfc,

George

■

E:.

inu- 'it ;
ic
i’V-d

a$i .>:.-:.„*tie
1-

son

::

A'

Addle Page,

vs

Seorge Norton,

■

;

timii*

iA Mas.-app,
Is, continued.

Nelson E Rey-

vs

-aiional Bank of Belfast vs

t-

lR; 'i. continued.
ath.

i-.-hie

1,

to

laru granted.

vs L L and W H Richcontinue for judgment

L liu-sfor-i

Harrison

vs

Stevens,

til. It

h-’

Govs Wm

Mipply

lulled.
kst-r i! Hollows
Snued.

E F

vs

Knight,

Littlefield,

psuii, app from decree of
kv.
,rl. continued.
'Si t.,: i. r v-Perlie York et al, con-

*w

‘4

'v

vs

F M

Libt,

vs

Edith M Irving,

Burgh
d

a

dep

fc-

Fairbanks,

Co

r.i

turned.

vs

Emma D Elms,

filed.

A F Bowen; peiiuage
K for leave to
amend filed.
*
':'u s \ s Chas A Nealley, conj
vs

Burnham vs Inh of Corinth,
party, arid no further action.
li'i Co vs F M Fairbanks,
*!

Ban km

1

Clarence Wellman,

vs

’»continued.

f!:i M Irving,
“P-dismissed.

Libt,

v

^

er

•J

4

i

J-j";1'

vs

son
'uk,

Aimifr1

:

va
r,

Parkham,

con-

A

W

Pinkham,

eon-

vs

Myron Parker,

Libt,

& Co vs C A

t

h‘,,s

Si;

vs

James D
;.C

C W

|r'hcwimued.^ Co
, j:

vs

vs

G A

'kins

vs

Bowden,

Herbert

Kings-

Marks, continued

Jos Jones, et als

foutes Mean Dollars
TREATING animals
the

danger of delayed treatment

,atr diseases.

You also realize that
a !
remedies are often worse than no
a|i- In other
words, not to diagnose
may prove fatal. Every owner
Iu rw"tnilze an ailment
and gi-e
^Put at the first
symptoms. Prompt
action Is the great secret
of treating hones.
Minutes mean dollars.
Of course proper treatment la always necessary.
That Is Just how Humphreys* 600 page Veterinary
Manual will prove so valuable to you. It is by
F. Humphreys, MD..V5.,
and teaches how to diagnose and give proper
treatment.
This book will save joe
hundreds of dollars and
costs yon nothing. IfcwllJ
be sent absolutely free
on request to any flannel
In order to Introdnoc
vv,.,
Remedies.
******
lv t
Remember,itii
Yoa do not have to order any
the book. Address, Humphreys
Company, 156William Street,
>u„
18 18 a BP*endld
opportunity tc
"*** t^atlse that you
timid tew
V t8 a reference work you will find
11 ■in the time of need win bi
<

.,!•

fcPftfT

toiJl

»

r'donihave

de-

Always Bought

Signature of

the

faulted.
Mount Waldo Granite Works vs Ingersoll Sargent Drill Co, neither party no
further action.
Hazel M Ferguson, Comp vs Wesley E

Maria Scott vs H H Wood, continued.
M G Wood vs 0 B Fuller, continued.
Gains W Tipping, Libt vs Ethel E Tipping, continued.
Rosilla H Hardy vs M A Seavey, continued.
Scott Wilson vs Arthur Ritchie, defendant’s answer filed.
Clarence Wellman vs Ray L Rankin,

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
of New York
Buffalo
Boston

New York

Albany

suited
Worth Larrabee vs H R Clements,app,
referred to W A Cowan.
F A Greer vs E A Mudgett, et als,
trustee to disclose next term.

In Use For Over
tmtauS

COMPAWV.

WtW

30 Years.
VOWK

ClTV

EIGHTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS

Belfast Public Buildings
5 °h First

-fl

Mortgage

Company,

Real Estate Gold Bonds.

PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST GUARANTEED BY LEASE TO THE

i

Hi

—the lightest, finest,
whitest bread and
more loaves to every

^B
■i

—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible pas*

V

jH^

^B
'B

B
W

Bj

Hi
B;

■
B!

H

—cake and blscnits and
everything else yon bake
—yours by specifying
William Tell, the flour
that is milled only from
the best Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by a special pat*
ented process that makes
it richest in nutritive
value.

Tell your grocer that

nothing will suit yon but

fl
;H

^H
Hi
K

jH

CITY OF BELFAST.
The Belfast Public Building Company, a Maine Corporation organized for the purpose, has acquired a parcel of land, located in the center of the business and residence
districts of the City of Belfast, and proposes to erect thereon a building suitable for
A contract has been entered into between the City of Belfast
public school purposes.
and the Company, whereby the City pays to the Company tor a period of twenty-five years
an annual rental sufficient to pay the interest and retire the principal of the bonds. These

,<B

bonds} are subject

jB
i^B
;B

the} entire

B

B^

i^B
'B

jH
\H
j<B

to call on any interest paying period.
The City agrees to pay ail taxes and other charges, and to maintain the property in
the same condition as when delivered to it, ordinary wear and tear excepted.—leaving
income available for payment of interest and
RENTAL.

principal

of these bonds.

The rents have been assigned to the Waldo Trust Company, as Trustee for the
bondholders, thus providing funds for the retirement of the bonds and payment of the interest, without regard for the solvency of the Company.
SECURITY.
The security behind the bonds consists of *he building, erected at a cost of $75,000,
and the real estate, valued by competent appraisers at $10,000, and the lease to the city.,

Liza J Dickey, de-

vs

continued.
Bruno Comito vs Oscar Walker, bond
On file.
A H Weeks Co vs F W Jordan, de-

j

OFFERING.
These r.cnds are offered locally, and not only provide a safe investment, but in addition appeal strongly to the public spirit of the citizens of Belfast. The City is already up
to its|debt limit and cannot provide funds for the building of a central schooihouse out
of new borrowings. The condition of the present schooihouse is unsanitary and wholly
to the educational needs of the children.
order that all who may desire may participate in the issue, the bonds are made in
thejdenominations of $100.00.
Subscriptions will be received at the City National Bank. T he W aldo Trust Company,

inadequate
n

FOR SALE BY YOUR GROCER*

Boyington upid to
E. H.

BOYINGTON,

MANAGER.

Twenty-five years experience and skill ii
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye tha
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
44 So lift IV ain St., WINTEFFORT, MaIM
Office

Days,

Belfast Savings Banks.
the remainder is
$74,000 worth of bonds have been already subscribed for, and
offered at par and accrued interest.
or

Mordavs and

r

PRESTON’S

Stable
Livery, Boarding &offTransient
Main street. I have single and

Tuesdays.

Is situated on Washington street just
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patron235- 2, house 61-13.
Iy28
age issollcited. Telephones—stable
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal oi all antiseptics is

■

non

con-

iL 'iruAorthy, M D, vs Wilmot
Ki, continued.
SEminds o ts Walter Qlark, el als,

Harry Parent,

tinued.
Chas F Drake vs Willis P Cole, continued.
B M Barker vs J G Small, defaulted.
American Agl Co vs Wm M Walton,

j

con-

continu-

vs

Chas Abbott et al,

p

1

continued.
Ira G White vs Austin Sullivan, defaulted.
Chas F Drake vs L W Frederick, con-

no soot.

~

!■

Staples

Wm E Thomas,

Best Bread—
wand More of It
■

faulted.
Seth C Crocker vs Fred C Atwood,

con-

Jobft Kenney,

vs

and

Scribner, continued.

B

Trustee,

M M Dickey,

vs

vs

Claud Kelley

j

Nettie Walker, con-

vs

vs

Vickery, Jr,

Annie L
faulted.

|

Svvett & Co, con-

vs

y

■•

Mudgett

defaulted.

Nettie A Cole,

vs

inu*

Harrison Stevens, dismissed

continued.
Chas E Guilford
acct in offset filed.

Chas E I.ane, neither
.-is
further action.
\\ Waldron vs M A Moore,

ii;

con-

next term.
N R Cook v3 Frank 0 Whiting, continued.
Dorothy E Bicknell vs Myra Littlefield,

vs

;

vs

Mudgett,

Fire Asso of Phila, Trustee to disclose

^continued.

^r.

E A Mudgett and

vs

without cost.
Ralph L Cooper vs E A

Made in different sizes—Nos. I, 2,
3, 4 and 5. No. 5 has the new fireless cooking oven. Ask to see it at
all hardware and department stores.

vs

r

:

no

Chas A Logan, et al,
further examination

vs

;..

tinued.
State

The New Perfection is ready to cook
in a minute.
No fires to kindle—

McKeen, App,

A

J

vs

JasC Durham

two cottages, continued.
T Haruta et al vs E A

Its steady, even heat preserves
the rich, natural flavor of the
meat.
You can get just the
right heat always.

Bagley,

.ourt on 1st

b\

M

on a

Oil Cook-stove

Arthur M Jackson, to
day of Sept

vs

v

__

3Vew Per/£ction

Edwin E hatch, et

vs

de-

continued.
Searsport National Bank vs Herbert
Black, continued.
Thompson Mfg Co vs E P Dyer, de-

5

W

Luther W Frederick, de-

ts

c«uwiu,

faulted.

con-

John W Duro3t,

vs

is best done

v*

vb

faulted.
C E Britto vs John Lamson, et als,

a

Clark,

Orison Chandler,

vs

Ur S U rattee

con-

Henry

Libt vs

Mitchell,
continued.
K

(?

L F Bartlett,

vs

vs

Ft*.lows

,,

con-

Mary Foster,

vs

National Bank

gport
11"41

Frederick,

A L biaisdell,

vs

k

vs

YOUR SUNDAY
ROAST

Ishmael

vs

;nili; ,iismissed. John I
’a:; £

yd Bears

_

Gardiner A

vs

ued.

'.

^

The Kind You Have

_

«mued.

et
onilJO *

pm*

(Five cases.)

vs

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

_

eases.)

,,

Rubber Company vs A W

r.

Soric,

_

Ini
.„am vs

for_Children.

Castoria Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is pleasant,
Drops and Soothing Syrups.
t contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other NarIt destroys Worms and allays Fevercotic substance.
ishness.
It relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, all
Troubles
and Diarrhoea.
It regulates the
Teething
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

WmH Morrison vs Wm Bryant et als,
neither party.
continued.
Emily Loder vs F M I1 airbanks et als,
Matilda B Joy vs Robert C Briggs, con'inufd.
no further action.
and
neither
party
app,
International Stock ;Food Co vs A M
Edward Wyman vs Thos Ward, app,
Wheeler, continued.
continued.
Maud L Thomas, Libt, vs Clinton F
Clifford E Pendleton vs Albert K Tol- Thomas, continued.
Frank J Wood, Libt, vs Anna B Wood,
man, motion for new trial filed; new
continued.
evidence to be filed by May 15, 1914.
Chas C Dunn, Libt, vs Martha C Dunn,
Liberty & Belfast Tel & Tel i^o vs
Isaac Reynolds, defaulted by agreement. heard by the Court.
May F Brown Payne vs Orison ChandEdward G Hagget vs J H Wardwell,
ler et al, continued (two cases).
defaulted.
Geo A Goodwin et al, Admrs, vs J P
C E Britto vs Margaret L McKee, motion for order of service filed and granted Mahoney, continued.
Geo A Goodwin et al, Admrs, vs L E
Frank W Winter vs J R Bradstreet,
Flemelling, continued.
continued.
Geo A Goodwin et al, Admrs, vs Lester
Otis Wellman vs Fidelphus Flagg, deCheney, bankruptcy suggested.
faulted.
vs John L
Nellie M Townsend vs Ernest S Towns- I, Geo A Goodwin et al. Admrs,
Williams, continued.
end, continued.
Geo A Goodwin et al, Admrs, vs HarChas. F. Drake vs Fred A Young, deand continued
vey C Tozier. defaulted
faulted.
Levi D George vs Herbert Black, de- for judgment.
Geo A Goodwin et al, Admrs, vs Perley
faulted
Y Clark, continued.
F E Hatch vs F B Taylor, defaulted.
vs WmH
H S Wampole Co vs Fred C Atwood, 1i Geo A Goodwin et al, Admrs,
Manley, continued.
defaulted.
Geo A Goodwin et al, Admrs, vs HerFlorence A Moore, Libt vs Samuel C
E Wallace, continued.
bert
dismissed.
Moore,
Geo A Goouwin et al, Admrs, vs Lester
Chas H Forbes vs Warren Young, et
suggested.
als, bankruptcy of principal defendant E Cheney, bankruptcy
Geo A Goodwin et al, Admrs, vs W B
suggested.
continued.
Ingerso'l Sargent Drill Co vs Mt Waldo London,
Geo A Goodwin et al, Admrs, vs HerGranite Works, motion to continue for
ber L Jewell, defaulted and continued
judgment filed and granted.
T
Arthur Ritchie vs M L Pendleton, de- for judgment.
Geo A Goodwin, et als, Admrs vs John
faulted.
continued.
Am Agl Chem Co vs B W Knowles, P Mahoney, et al,
Geo A Goodwir, et als,Admrs vs Harjudgment as of mortgage.
Cox Confectionery Co vs J H Ward- old Sprague, continued. Admrs vs W E
Geo A Goodwin, et als,
well, defaulted.
M E Brown vs M C R R Co, neither Curtis, continued.
U S Mitchell vs W C Williams, pleadparty find no further action.
;Waldo Trust Co vs Lizzie M Lord, de- ings filed. Jones vs Peney Knowlton, deCarle &
faulted.
..
Continental Illustrating Co vs Dutch faulted.
Carle & Jones vs W S Curtis, defaultBros, motion for new trial filed.
W B Tryon vs Isa A Young, et al, de- ed.
Mary R. Coggins vs Milton B Hills,
faulted.
J F Vickery vs Wm Adams, defaulted. continued.
Williams Bro’s vs Ned Victor, deS M Howes Co vs C L Wright,
Mary A Johnson Comp vs Fred Curtis, faultedWallace Ellis vs E A Mudgett and twc
dismissed.
continued.
vs Herman
cottages,
Johnson
A
Comp
Mary
B H Stevens vs Melvin Staples, deWhitmore, dismissed.
Myra Littlefield, Comp vs Chester J faulted.
j Marion Andrews vs RalDh W Emerson,
Webber, continued.
Mary A Johnson, Comp vs Calvin defaulted.
E W Wallace vs John W Small, 2nd,
Nealey, dismissed.
W M Lowney Co vs F C Atwood, de- continued.
Jos H Derby vs N F Houston, motior
faulted.
filed.
A K Curtis, M D vs Wm George, de- to continue
A A Howes & Co vs C F Gordon, confaulted.
tinued.
Powell’s vs J H Wardwell, defaulted.
Lolia A Powell, Libt vs Stanley W
Goodyear Co vs C H Monroe, death of
Powell, continued.
defendant suggested.
Mildred K Bradman, Libt, vs HerF O Dodge vb Fields C Pendleton, conbert E Bradman, motion for order ol
tinued.
and granted.
A A Howes & Co vs W M Ellis, de- service filed
Clement & Cushman vs Allen Dyer
faulted.
Kate A Lane, et al vs W H Young et continued.
Albert McBride vs Carl H Scribner
als, neither party and no further action. referred
to George E Johnson, one montl
L E Crowell vs D C Johnson, continued.
file acct in set off.
American Ag’l Chem Co vs Henry A allowed to
Frank Case vs Chas F Farrington, con
Wiley, continued by agreement.
Mertie Curtis, Libt vs Addison G Cur- tinued.
A K Curtis, M D vs Wm George, de
tis, dismissed.
M A Sanborn vs L L Walker, default- faulted.
Ephraim Robbins vs Chas C Marden
ed and continued for judgment.
C L Wright, bond filed.
Scranton Stone Works
Thomas C Ward

vs

Edward L Wyman,

Coughed

“I am a lover of your godsend to humanity
and science. Your medicine. Dr. King’s New
Discovery, cured my cough of three years
standing,’’ says Jennie Flemming, of New
Dover, Ohio. Have you an annoying cough ?
Is it stubborn and won't yield to treatment ?
Get a 60c. bottle of Dr. King’s New Discovery
today. What it did for Jennie Flemming it
will do for you, no matter how stubborn or
chronic a cough may be. It stops a cough and
stops throat and lung trouble. Relief or money

back. 60c. and $1.00, at your Druggist.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for pimples.

John Leroy Crabtree.

I

|

ate

__

_

party.

Children

Indigestion?

Cry

CASTORIA

No Appetite?

eat
your appetite; stops indigestion; you can
everything. A real spring tonic lor liver, kidney and stomach troubles. Cleanses your
whole system and you feel fine. Electric Bitters did more fbr Mr. T. D. Feeble’s stomach
troubles than any medicine he ever tried. Get
a

bottle today.

60c.

and $1.00, at your Drug-

gist.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Eczema.

As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused hy feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
it is “worth its weight in gold.” At
druggists. 50c. large box, or by mail.
The Paxton Toilet Co„ Boston, Mass.

i

l

>

\
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LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

^ThE COE-MORT1MER

COMPANY, NEW

BA.11L H. NEWELL,

I

Citypoint,

Requires that certain conveniences shall be

supplied.
One of these conveniences is
In

a

it

telephone.

cases

some

case

is

a

it is

a

decided

convenience.

Perhaps you could do without
would it be economy?

one, but

The cost may be as low as 5 cents a day,
depending on where you are and what you want.
Charge this against the steps it will save you, the
serve

■

attacks of Rheumatism affects the heart and
fatally.
produces complications which result to
ward
RtlEUMA puts the blood in condition
off other diseases and eradicates Rheumatic
Recomwhole
system.
conditions from the
mended for all forms of Rheumatism. Wcents
This letter will conat A. 1C Howes ft Go’s.
vince you of its great value:
••1 was so crippled with Sciatic Rheumatism
I could not walk. Doctors could do nothingfor
After taking three bottles of RHEUMA,
me.
the Rheumatism had entirely leftm» ”-Guy
Torley, 1*9 Summit Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

For details call, or write to the
Local Manager of the

Waldo

Telephone Company,
BELFAST, MAINE.

(

A few bird houses for bluebirds and martins
These houses have been especially successfu
in attracting Durple martinB.
Phone 175-3, or addreBS

Home Comfort

Itisnota luxury.
In every
necessity.

5

For Sale

Weber Wagons
Just received a new car oi weoer Wagons
Light, easy running general purpose wagon.
For sale by
L A. MCKEEN

|

YORKj

you, and

the

comfort it will bring you, and you will find you can’t
afford to be without one.
RHEUMA Purifies the Blood and Throws
Off Complicating Diseases.
Weakening of the blood tissues by continued

1910

COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
They will tell you to use E. FRANK
at Belfast. Maine.
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AGENTS.

convenience with which it will

_

FOR FLETCHER’S

Can’t Eat?

A treatment of Electric Bitters increases

..

ys

defaulted.
Rose Reed vs W A Francis, defaulted.
Charles P Nason vs Harry H Cundy,
motion to amend writ filed.
Matilda B Joy vs Samuel Briggs, neithei

engagements, including the desperfight at Fort Fisher. Mr. Crabtree

had always made his home at North HaIn early life he followed the sea
ven.
extensively, finally giving it up to work
at the blacksmith trade, in which he was
especially skilled. About two years ago
his health began to fail, and on March
28th, he succumbed to a severe attack of
He leaves
the grip, at the age of 67.
many relatives to mourn their loss, the
and
Russell
nearest being two sons,
Parker; a daughter, Mrs. S. A. Nutt,
and an uncle, Mr. B. C. Crabtree, formerly of North Haven, now of Lynn,
Mass., one of the few surviving veterans of Antietam, and at one time a
prominent detective.

..

_

The death of John Leroy Crabcree
marks the passing of North Haven’s last
Civil War veteran. Mr. Crabtree enlisted in the navy at the age of 18, serving first on the receiving ship Constitution, later being transferred to the ComHe saw much service,
modore Barney.
taking an active and honorable part in
many

__

_

for Three Years.

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.

RepuDiican journal

The

BELFAST. THURSDAY. MAY 7.1914
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY

BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

f

Manage,

Advertising Terms. For one square, on*
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
•nd 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
mouths.

Nine

barking machines have

new

been

installed in the sawdust shed of the
United Paperboard Co.—Fairfield Journal.

Four-legged?

The News of Belfast
Under recent nets of Congress United States
Pensions were granted to Van R. Eels of
Waldo, $80 per month; Hanson A. Simmons,
Pittsfield, 886 per month; Thomas A. Harvey,
840 per month; Alvin H. Ellis, East Belfast,

The recent school census shows that Csstim
has 210 pupils from the age of 6 to 21, an in
crease of 20 over the preceding year.

Ton* Up th* 8tom«eh with Hood’s

The North Church Guild met on Monda]
evening with Mrs. W. f. Schoppe with show
The eveninj
thirty* five members present.
was spent with needlework, and in planninf
for the May Basar, which was held in Memo
rial Hall yesterday afternoon. The nex
meeting will be held April lfith at the Arts J

8aroa^orilla.

886 per month; Fits W. Patterson, Belfast, 880
per month; Knowlea Bangs, Freedom, 836 per
month; Isaac Morton, Belfast, 840 per month. Crafts rooms, with Mrs. C. W. Jenneys, Mrs
The petitions were filed through the F. A.
C. W. Proctor and Mrs. H. L. Seekins hostesses
Greer pension agency, Belfast.
Fred I*. Colley of Boston, formerly of Bel
At a meeting of the Hospital Aid last week fast, with J. M. Wade of Somerville,has bough
it was decided not to attempt to present here the J. S. Mason Co.
plant of Boston, an ol<
the coming summer the opera Priscilla, which established letter and
figure concern. The]
had been proposed as a benefit for the Waldo make a
specialty of numbering citias am
decision
was
We
think
the
County hospital.
towns, and have recently taken the large con
a wise one as the presentation would have
tract of numbering the new city hall annex
been in the open air, with weather conditions Mrs. Colley iQ still with her father, Matthev
to contend with, would call for a great deal W.
Welch, in the absence of her sister, Mrs
of work and a large cast, involving much ex- Vena Carter, at the Baptist Hospital in Roxpense to parents and others, while the pro- bury.
ceeds, as is usual in such undertakings, would
Lunch and Auction. Miss Alice P. Pooi
largely go to the out-of-town promoters of was the hostess for a
delightful luncheon and

Argentina, Brazil and
the sick man of Mexico they may have to try a little Peruna.” Boston Transcript. Or a spoonful of Paraguayric?—boston Herald.
“If the dose of

Chili doesn’t

cure

—

Or

cup of hot Rio.

a

This is Bradstreet's summary of the
state of trade for the week ending May
2nd: ‘‘Quiet. Weather irregular. Retail trade affected by rain and cold
weather. Jobbing and wholesale modFall
erate. Summer goods sell well.

Higher prices for
goods. Lumber, iron and steel
Brilliant early crop promand coal dull.
ise. A phenomenal wheat yield possible.
Stock market rallies
Clearings large.
buying

moderate.

woolen

peace talk.

on

Commodities easier.”

There is

nothing like making the best
situation, no matter how disagreeable it may be, and every one—that is,
almost everyone—has lived in hopes that,
having the unseasonably cold weather all
of

a

in

bunch,

a

when

weather does

warm

it will stay with us, so that stock
may be turned out to pasture and farmLet us hope,
ers get in their crops.
come

also, that this will be a “corn year,”
after two unfavorable seasons, and that
the herring will “run” in abundance.
In clearing up the
cently vre came upon

editorial desk rea

business card of

little interest.

It reads: -&-,

"contractors for

sawing wood, sifting
snow,
janitor work,

no

ashes, shoveling
etc.”

The members of the firm

High

two

school

boys

were

ready

who were

to

do all kinds of work after school hours

and

who found

and

holidays,

on

and did it well.

do,

to

They

plenty

were

am-

bitious to continue their education after

High school and deOne
voted their energies to that end.
member of the firm is now successfully
engaged in the practice of dentistry,
and the other holds a responsible position in a bank.
It hardly need be said
that they aie exemplary young men; the
graduating

from the

kind that make honored and useful citiand that they are fulfilling the

zens,

promise

of their industrious

boyhood.

A communication addressed to theAuEditor, id which the manufact-

tc mobile

of Jack Babbit cars ask for the

urers

free insertion of a half column or

advertising

of
m

atter, is

a

in the form of

reading

recent addition to the con-

tents of cur waste

basket,

which has to

because of the increas-

emptied daily
ing volume of this

be

Boston has
tile

more

cr

an

sort of stuff.

automobile show,

motor boat

exposition,

or

show, the press agent sends out
or so

weekly

with the

When
a
a

tex-

horse

a

column

expec.ation

that it

will occupy space for which others pay
advertising rates, or to the exclusion of
local or other matter which the readers

of a newspaper have reason to expect.
Like requests come from all sorts of associations, charitable, religious, medical,
etc., and however well disposed an editor
may be, however ready to do what he
can to promote the moral and materia)
welfare of the world in general, he cannot, in justice to his readers, and to himself, comply with a thousandth part of
these demands upon time and space. It
costs money to print a newspaper;
like every one, just now it feels the
cost of
the

living—and not,
cost of high living.
Graduation

Parts at

as

and,
high

with some,

Bucksport.

parts at the East Maine

The graduation
Wesleyan Seminary at Bucksport are assigned
by vote of the class and by appointment.
This year's assignments follow: Lewis C.

Pendleton, Camden, salutatory and oration;
Adnil Barnard, of Bucksport, and E, C. Smith
of Dixmont, orations: Stella Bradeen of Alton

Evelyn Nichols of Searsport, essays; LeonHodgdor of Orland, valedictory; Ivan
Perkins of Penobscot, president’s address;
Elmer Rideout of Bucksport, history; Stanley
Sawyer of Sebois, prophecy; Josephine Mann
of Bucksport, presenter; Pearl Clay of Bucksand
ard

port, odist; John Lewis of Brockton. Mass.,
marshal; Muriel Gould of Bucksport, class
will.

Try

a

Pearl

Brook

Cigar.

Some weeks ago Vice President Marshall
made the remark that the greatest need of
biB country is a good 5-cent cigar. The remark was printed in the newspapers and
manufacturers of 5-cent cigars began to bombard the Vice President with sample boxes of
their wares. Marshall has now tried a great
than ho
many more brands of 6-cent cigars
bad a month or two ago, but he now issues this
statement: “The country's greatest need still
exists.”—Washington, D. C., Herald.
He should try the Pearl Brook Cigars.

How’s This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undereigned, hove known F. 1.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry oat any obliffationa made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,

Toledo. 0.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actand
mueoua surblood
the
ing directly upon
faces of the system. Teetimooiala sent free.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-

|h£ke Ball’s Family Pilia for constipation.

The keel haa been stretched in the Coombs
boat shop for the new power boat for Capt. E.
D. Colby of Sunset. Capt. Colby is working
nn the craft himself and will remain here until
it is completed.
1

is difficult digestion—
that is what the word means—and
the only way to get rid of it is to

Dyspepsia

give vigor

j
j

the

and tone to the stomach

whole

There is no danger now of a shortage in the
supply. The new reservoir of the Belfast Water Co., of larger capacity than the
old one, fo now full and the water is running
over the flush boards into the lower reservoir.
The filtering plant haa been completed and

is the one medicine which
acts on the stomach through the
blood and also directly. Its beneficial effects are felt at once. Im-

druggists,

provement begins immediately.

Carpetings, Matting^
RUGS,

The exterior of the new barrel house at the
Coe-Mortimer Plant has been completed except for painting. All the buildings at this
plant are well provided with iron fire escapes,
which also give ready access to the roofs.

digestive system,
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, sold by all
and

Floor Covering

There will be a May party for young and old
in the Universslist vestry tomorrow, Fridey.
The children will enjoy games in the afternoon and supper for ell will be served at the
dsusI hour,

When you have dyspepsia your
life is miserable. You have a bad
taste in your month, a tenderness
at the pit of your stomach, a feeling
of puny fulness, headache, heartburn, and sometimes nausea.

Mrs. Charlotte Perkins Gilman said in
New York the other day: “Women have
the affairj.
the natural artistic sense, though you
Steamer Notes. The Coombs Brothers (L.
the
rot
from
think
it
things they
might
W. and A. Perry Coombs), owners of the
make and the things they wear.”
steamers Castine and Golden Rod, have bought
the landing at North Brooksville, the ter“London Times one cent” is the
minus of the Bangor-Brooksville route of the
of
a
item
announcing Castine and the Belfast, Islesboro and Castine
heading
newspaper
that the price of “The Thunderer” had route of the Golden Rod. Both boats are now
been reduced to one penny.
But an running, having been put in the best of condi-

English penny is equivalent to two cents
in United States money.

Castle Lincoln. K. O. K.
of the Unhrers
list church met loot Saturday evening, for the
Bret time for several months end initiated
three candidates.

IDYSPEPSIAOVERGOME

Linoleums, Oil Cloths

water

the

Hood’s Sarsaparilla purifies
has been in operation for some time.
auction party at her home on Church street
| blood, makes the rich red blood that
Municipal court. Lewis Pelton of Unity
last Saturday. The luncheon was served at
is needed for perfect digestion, and
was indicted at the September term of the Sutwo tables in the dining room, which was darkbuilds up the whole system. Be sure
Court for cheating by false pretenses,
ened and lighted by candles. The place cards,
to get Hood’s, for no other medicine preme
but when the case came up for trial at the
which later served as score cards, were dainty
can take its
April term the indictment was quashed behandpainted sketches, done by Mrs. C. O. Poor,
Advertised Letters. The following let- cause of an error. He was arrested on the
the mother of the hostess, and included Kate j
ters remained uncalled for in the Belfast post same charge on complaint of Fred A. Myrick
Greenaway children, buds and flowers. A
office for the week ending May 5th: Ladies
and was tried before Judge Knowlton in the
delicious luncheon was served, after which
Mrs. Ella Fowler, Miss Minnie Jackson, Mrs. municipal court April 29th. The complainant
tion for the season’s business... .The steam- three tables of
bridge were made up, some of
R. O. Connor,
ers of the Eastern Steamship Corporation enalleged that Pelton obtained fertilizer from
the guests busying themselves with their ; Etta Wright. Gentlemen-Mr.
H. L. Newcomb, G. C. Packard, Edward Pay- him,
tered upon the six trips a week schedule May needlework.
telling him that he was going to plant
Mrs. Ralph L. Cooper held the j
Willis
Wing,
son, Horace Shaw,
4th_The steamer Tremont is doing a good highest score, and was
potatoes; that instead of so doing respondent
given a box of Page &
freight business on her route down the Reach, Shaw’s chocolates, and Miss Cora S. Morison, i A Mexican Blanket. In view of the in- 3old it, and did not pay him for it; that res1
Mexico and things
and with the advent of warm weather there whose score was
pondent obtained the fertilizer fraudulently^
second, was given a pot of terest now centere in
that he has a
will be an increase in the passenger lists. The handsome
yellow tulips. Those present were: ; Mexican the writer would say
j as he had no intention of planting with it.
from a battlefield in
boat is doing good service.The towns and Mrs. Charles B.
After hearing the case Judge Knowlton de
Ames, Miss Marian Hazeltine, Mexican blanket taken
will now ; Mrs.
in possession
eided to hold the respondent for the grand
I cities of the Penobscot river valley
Ralph L. Cooper, Miss Gladys Pitcher, that country and which has been
has been used as a
have the advantage of daily communication by Miss Katherine C.
jury in September. He gave hail in the sum
Quimby, Miss Emeroy Ginn, of the family since 1847. It
a
water with Boston, as the Eastern Steamship Miss
af $200 for his appearance at that time.
Evelyn P. Morison, Miss Margaret L. piano cover, a lounge cover, a bed spread and
Corporation inaugurated its daily service Keene, Mrs. William F. Schoope, Miss Amy E. I rug, and barring a few moth holes is in as ^
Farmer’s Unions. The certificate of or1
colors as bright,
| (Sundays excepted) between Boston, Bangor, Stoddard, Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins, Miss Cora good condition, with its many
ganization of the Winterport Farmer's Union
of
a
was
the
It
Mexico
gift
a—— .... in—B——^
and intermediate landings on Monday, May S. Morison, Miss Anne M. Kittredge, and Mrs. as when it left
was recorded in the Waldo County Registry of
4th. Furthermore, the steamboat service on Fred R. Poor.
! relative Gen. Henry Prince, who went to Mex
.v_i
I ico as a first lieutenant in the 4th Infantry and
the Mt. Desert and Blue Hill Lines was put
base ball,
ijast Saturday at Brunswick,in
was brevetted captain for gallant and meritoriI
upon a basis of six trips a week on Tuesday, a
ten-inning game replete with sensationa*
: ous conduct in the Battles of Contreoros and
May 5th, so that every incoming Boston plays and close
decisions, Bowdoin won her
connect
with
the
for gallant
Rockland
will
at
steamship
first championship game from University of Cherubusco, and brevetted major
The Bar Harbor,
steamers on these lines.
! and meritorious conduct in the Battle of
Maine by a score of four to three_At Waexsteamer will leave Bar Harbor daily,
Molina del Rey. He resigned as major and
terville Saturday Bates won from Colby, 6 to j
in the regular service to engage in
cept Sundays, at 2 00 P. M. and will leave
paymaster
2, in the first championship game of the Maine j
! the Civil War as a Brigadier General of VolunRockland daily at 5.15 A. M
except Monseries. The game with the exception of the
days. The Blue Hill steamer will leave home run knocked to center field
) teers, was brevetted Lieut. Colonel for gallant
increased each
seeds have
Our sales of farm and
by Shuster
Blue Hill daily, except Sunday, at 1 00 P. M.
and meritorious service in the Battle of Cedar
the last of the third mning, could only be j
and
ever
Colonel
assortment
than
we
have
a
brevetted
and leave Rockland daily except Mondays at
later
and
this
Mountain, Va and
year
year,
classed as fair base ball. Both teams played I
Also on Monday, May 4th, the
5.15 A. M.
General for gallant and meritorious
Brigadier
are
well. Although Bates got most of the runs,
direct from the grower.
Steamer Monhegan running between Portland
! service in the field during the war. At the
did the greater part of the hitting... .In
and Rockland resumed the three trip service, Colby
close of the war he returned to the regular
a loosely played game Freedom
Academy de- service as Lieut. Col. and Deputy Paymaster
leaving Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and
feated Watervillelligh school, 19 to 4, Saturday
M.
and
Rockland
00
A.
at
7
leaving
Saturdays
j General and retired Dec. 31, 1879. He* was a
morning on the Colby field. Battery errors I
at 5.15 A. M.Mondays,Wednesdays and Fridays.
native of Eastport and died a few years after
were conspicuous on
both sides, Knowlton
_The steamer W. G. Butman, which had
! his retirement in London.
The
are
and are sold in bulk and in
passing nine men and Poulin, eight. A hitting
up
been taking on a new boiler and other equipThe Travellers Club. The annual meet*
streak in the seventh netted seven runs for |
ment at the Portland Company, has returned
the
of
those
double
soid,
and
contain
the
at
held
was
the visitors-Belfast High, played Vinal- i ing of the Travellers Club
to Rockland and hauled out on the South mahaven High in Vinalhaven last Saturday, the | home of Mrs. F. W. Brown, Cedar street,
and at the same
rine railway for cleaning and painting.
island team winning by a score of 4 to 3, It j Thursday, April 30th, with only two members
* absent.
elect- ;
S.
recently
Mrs.
Haraden
Pearl,
ihe
Bath-built
W.
Items.
was
Shipping
a 13-inning game and the score was 3 to 3
ship
=—
F. Babcock, which is being converted into a at the beginning of the 13th. Our boys, ac- ed to membership, was present, and received
the
of
The
reports
coal barge, after 32 years of faithful service companied by Principal Proctor, made the trip greetings from the club.
most enjoy- I
on the high seas, once.on a voyage from Honoin the motor boat Red Gables, owned by Dr. E. | secretary and treasurer showed a
or in
or
coiors.
In
able and profitable season. The study topic
lulu tc New York reeled off an average of D. Tapley.
1 was India for a second year, and many of the
232 knots for 20 consecutive days, making 274
The Woman’s Club. The annual meeting
were valuable from point of informaknots on one of the days.A bill approof the Belfast Woman’s Club, formerly the papers
for
a
revenue
tion, and were rarely entertaining. A debate
sum
of
$225,000
| priating the
Arts and Crafts Society, was held in the club |
British
7k
i cutter for service on the coast of Maine |
upon the question: Resolved, “That the
room Monday afternoon with a
good attend+
/.f Trslin ic
inctifidlilu” nrPKPntPfl Te
lowest in
Ask for
passed the U. S. Senate April 29th, and has ance. The reports of the
Best in
Mrs. C. E.
on
secretary,
able and convincing arguments
| given rise to the hope that before many Read, and the treasurer, Miss Elizabeth A. markably
the
both sides and revealed talent of which
years the veteran cutter Woodbury, after a
Kelley were read and accepted. The treas- club has
club
every reason to be proud. The
half century of faithful service, will be sucurer’s report shows a balance of about $40 in
has contributed to the Maine Anti-Tubercuceeded by a more modern steamer. The bill
AND
MEDICINES.
,
the treasury. The report of the nominating
losis association and to several other charities,
has yet to pass the House, but there is every j
Mrs. Wm. B. Swan, Mrs. A. A.
committee,
bearthose
and
sick
the
besides remembering
I reason to believe that favorable action will
Blair and Miss Elizabeth A. Kelley was read
ing heavy burdens, as is their policy. Mrs.
! be taken by that body, as the necessity for
Miss Kelley, and is as follows: President,
by
Amos Clement, who succeeded Mrs. Edward
a new cutter on this station is fully recog- j
Mrs. Amos Clement; vice president, Mrs. Essie
Deeds May 1st. The objects of the company
1 ni zed.
Sibley as president and was re-elected in 1913,
In relieving vessels in distress and in
P. Carle; secretary, Mrs. James C. Durham;
ire buying, selling and handling farm produ'ce
co the regret of
much
a
declined
renomination,
has
done
!
the
good
Woodbury
breaking ice
ind owning and maintaining of buildings ar.d
treasurer, Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon; auditor, Miss
wise
her
have
who
i
the
members,
had
her
profited^by
service for many years, but she has
Maude K. Russell.
The secretary cast the
appliances necessary to conducting the busiThe
following
and interested leadership.
day and should now be replaced by a modern ballot and the officers were declared
j ness. The amount of capital stock is $10,000;
duly
Miss
officers and committees were reported by
craft.Some idea of the shipping on the
elected.
all common stock; amount paid in $150; par
After thanking the club for the
Mabel R. Mathews, chairman of the nominatGreat Lakes majr be had from the dimenhonor conferred upon her, Mrs. Clement
ralue of shares, $10. Fred A. Low is president;
ing committee, and were unanimously elected:
sions of the steamer Seeandbee, one of a line
3. G. Rich, treasurer. R P. Cole, clerk, and
spoke of three branches of the Club already
PresiVice
W.
Mrs.
F.
Brown;
President,
N.
She
Y'
between Cleveland, O., and Buffalo,
and these officers, with J. K. Downs, L. D. Hill
established—the arts and crafts, the culinary
MarMiss
M.
and
.rles
Mrs.
Ch
dents,
Craig
i s 500 feet long, 98 feel 6 inches wide, has 510
1
and reading departments -and said that a num:, A. Curtis, C. E. Bartlett, W. S. Littlefield
and
Treasurer,
A.
Dunton; Secretary
garet
staterooms and parlors accommodating 1,500 ber had
spoken of the needs of a civics de- Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett; Benevolence Commit- ind A. J. Edmonds constitute the board of dipassengers, and is said to be greater in cost, partment, suggesting several instances showectors...-The Branch Mills (Palermo) Fanntee, Mrs. Amos Clement, Mrs. Ella A. Small, |
The pur'
larger in all proportions and richer in all ap- ing that the work is
ie's Union was recorded May 2nd.
Various clubs
imperative.
Miss Annie L. Barr; Topic committee, to
On and after
first we shall m;iKi ■
as the
pointments than any steamer on the inland of the State have been
aoses and capitalization are the same
successful
in
specially
serve a two years term, Mrs. John R. Dunton,
waters of the world... The sch. M. V. B.
ibove Union. The capital stock paid in is $130,
this direction and it is hoped the Belfast club
the
on coal
in on a k
Miss Elizabeth Kelley, Mrs. Robert F. Dunton.
Chase,which had undergone repairs at this port, may be
t. H. Reed is president; Wm. S. Jones, treasequally so. Mrs. Clement recommend- The
study topic for next year will be the irer; E S. Cain, clerk; W. D. Jones,T. F. Rowe
sailed May 1st for Two Rivers, N. S., and
ed that a committee be appointed to revise the
delivered in the
limits:
British Isles. A finely written paper upon
New York_Sch. Susie H. Davidson, which
Jean Estes, E. J. Parmentcr. R. H. Reed, Wm.
Constitution and report at the meeting June
had been tied up at Portland since early in 1st: that the rtiffprpnt Honnrtmonte moot os “Prevention of Disease” was given by Mrs. F.
i. Jones, P. A. Thompson, E. A. Dudley and
vote it was orLister Nelson, directors.
February, has been chartered to load lumber soon as possible and elect their committees W. Brown and by unanimous
Bureau of the
Entertainment at Poors Mills. A party
at
Weymouth, N. S, for Portsmouth, Va. and chairmen; that a tea room be conducted dered sent to the Reciprocity
if young people from the Methodist church
Maine Federation clubs. A very pleasant feaLumber freights at the provincial ports are
the
summer months; that an entertainduring
vent to Poors Mills Tuesday evening and gave
“
ture of the meeting was the presentation of a
the
very scarce at present and rates low, nearly
in entertainment at the hall, following
ment committee be elected to provide funds for
Mrs.
to
Brackett, ^
There was a
Club.
beautiful amethyst brooch
Benevolent
the
$1 per thousand under those paid a year ago. the club and
by
nipper
suggest entertainments for the
rood attendance, including several from this
who was re-elected secretary and treasurer
“
ine
STOCKING THE PONDS AND STREAMS,
monthly meetings. She closed her remarks by for the fourteenth year. The presentation < ’ity, A two act drama “An Old Maid's Woothe following cast: John
with
Fishwas
of
Inland
Commissioners
the
of
the
“Collect
for
given
so
often
ng“
reading
Club-women,”
report
was gracefully made by Miss Elizabeth Kelley,
Earle Phililopkins, Sally’s bashful admirer,
eries and Game for 1913 has been received, read by the late Mrs. Clara T. Sibley at the Vice President, and was a delightful although
“
Dan Jeffers, Deacon Smith’s nephew,
pswas
who
the
to
facts:
recipient,
clubs
when she presided. Mrs. C. E. Read, complete surprise
and we glean from it the following
Jbarles Getchell; Richard Dunn, Sally's lawincident.
this
overcome
gratifying
by
Lionel
much
the
parson,
rerand Rev. Mr. Brown,
Land-locked salmon from the Belgrade hatch- Mrs. James C. Durham and Mrs. Fred Waldo
refreshments were served by the ;
“
bumpfol- Brown were appointed a committee to revise Very dainty
Sylvester; Steve Muchmore, a country
ery were liberated in October, 1913, in the
hostess, assisted by her daughter and Miss
Frank Roberts; Sally Ann, an unsophistin,
the
Shaw.
Stream
Freedom,
constitution.
There
will
be
a
Florence
waters:
Ethel
Pond,
Miss
Frost;
Sandy
special
lowing
:icated country maiden of 89,
Mrs. Jeffers. Dan’s spirited wife, MiBS Marian
3,000, Randall Pond, Brooks, 2,000; in Novem- meeting of the Reading Department tomorrow,
trout
irown;Mrs. Perkins and Mrs. Jones, neighbors,
Pond.
in
Randall
afternoon
at
3
is
earnestber 150
Square-tailed
Friday,
o'clock,and it
Between
Jladys Marshall and Dora Brown.were
from the same hatchery were placed in the ly requested that all who are interested in the
A discount of 25c. per ton is allowed hr
given:
he acts the following specialties
Miss
Ethel
tecitation, St. Peter at the Gate,
following waters: Ellen Brook, Belfast, 20,0001 Civics Department will meet at 4 o'clock the
Your
Mother,
Mary,
to
of
frost; solo. "Stick
30
Mountain Pond Brook, Brooks, 6,000; Dead same afternoon. Tuesday evening,‘May 12th,
the
digs Gladys Marshall; solo, “Sing me
Brook, Waldo, 15,000; Johns Brook, Waldo, 10,- Mrs. Fred Waldo Brown will read a paper on
Charles Getchell; solo, in costume.
tosary,”
and
Charles
000; Johnson’s Brook, Burnham, 10,000; Stiles Nathaniel Hawthorne at the Reading DepartCall me up Some Rainy Afternoon,'
ietcbell.
Brook, Brooks, 5,0C0; Marsh River Stream, ment meeting.
of
the
same.
for a continuance
Brooks, 10,000; Sandy Stream. Unity, 20,000;
Why suffer with that uncomfortable feeling
{
of fullness, headache, dizziness, sour, gassy,
Larrabee Stream, Monroe, 8,000; Ship Brook,
at
relief
Get
Yours
upset stomach, or heartburn?
Monroe, 8,000; Warren Brook, Monroe, 8,000;
Strike when the iron is hot and paint when 1 once—delays are dangerous. Buy today fro™
box of Mi-o-na TabFairbank Stream.Monroe, 8,000; Tasker Stream, the property needs it.
cent
a
fifty
your druggist
Monroe, 8,000; Riley Stream, Monroe, 5,000;
They paint ships a dozen times a year; yes, lets.
an experiment,
|
They are not a cure-all or
Ellen Stream, Waldo, 5,000; St. Georges Lake, some of them, every voyage. What for, do ;
and
but a scientific remedy recommended to regu- ,
fou think? To look nice and get business.
from the
trout
Square-tailed
end
10,000.
Liberty,
indigestion t
A livery keeps its carriages painted and lr.te out-of order stomachs and
Monmouth hatchery were liberated in the fol- varnished and washed, to look nice and get
There is no more effective stomach remedy
lowing waters: Mill Stream, Belfast, 2,500; jusiness.
the
A man, with a house for sale or to let, “does
than Mi-o-na. Besides quickly stopping
walls of
Passagassawaukeag Lake, Brooks, 1,500; Shaw t up,” and Devce is the paint.
distress Mi-o-na soothes the irritated
I
the
Brook, Belfast, 1.500; Ellis Stream, Brooks,
There’s more in paint than to keep-out the stomach, strengthens and builds up
increases the flow of gas!
3,000; St. Georges Lake, Liberty, 5,000; Black vater. Paint for looks and you needn’t think digestive organs and
BELFAST PRICE CURRNET.
Razor >
ibout water.
trie juices. Your entire system is benefited—
A fresh coat of paint once a
Pond, Searaport, 1.500; Swan Lake, Searsport, rear is about
health.
i
will
as good for his credit ?s paying
good
enjoy
The
Journal.
you
for
Jorrected
Weekly
From the
of Mi1,500; Ellis Stream. Belfast, 6,000.
lis debts
Do not suffer another day—get a box
But the man whose buildings and
J
Co. You will
;ences look new, very likely, has no debts.
o-na Tablets from A. A. Howes &
PAID PRODUCER.
Auburn hatchery 3,000 land-locked salmon
PRODUCE MARKET.
V
re;l Have Bought the Odell Au*
the
quick
be surprised and delighted with
and
DEVOE
10 00al4
were liberated in Sandy Pond, Freedom,
Apples,per obl,1.50a2.£9 Hay,
Razor Sharpening Mat
lief.
Mason & Hall sell it.
11
in
Waldo.
Land7
in
waters
trout
Hides,
dried, per lb.,
10,000 brown
14
2 50a2 76 I^amb,
Beans, pea,
| I know I can suit you. I h«locked salmon from the Camden hatchery were
—
■
26 that does the work right. P
■—“H
s
Y. E., 2 60a2 76 Lamb Skins,
Beans,
waters:
Pitcher
liberated in the following
8
28a32
old blades, mail or bring then
Mutton,
Butter,
42 are in good condition I can mas8al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
Pond, Northport, 2,500; Knights Pond, North66
9 Potatoes,
ter than new ones at half the
Beet,forequarters,
port, 2,000; Andrews Pond, Lincolnville, 6,000;
10i and be convinced.
60 Round Hog,
All sin^
Barley, bu,
Coleman Lake, Lincolnville, 1,500; St. Georges
9.00 blades, 25c.; double edge such
24 Straw,
Cheese,
LincolnNorton
Pond,
26a30
5,000;
18 Turkey,
Durham Duplex. 50c. per dozer
Lake, Liberty,
Chicken,
2 the blades with
ville, 6,000; Swan Lake, Swanville, 3,600; MeCalf Skins,
nUlk
18|Tallow,
12al8
20'Veal,
gunticook Lake, Hope, Lincolnville and CamCHARLES E. SHER*4
Duck.
20
20 Wool, unwashed,
Square-tailed trout from this
den, 8,000.
Eggs,
72
At
I8tf
6.00
18 Wood, hard,
hatchery were liberated as follows: Duck
Fowl,
3.60
18 Wood, soft,
Trap Stream, Lincolnville, 20,000; Andrews
Geese,
LinColeman
Pond,
SPECIFICATIONS:
Lincolnville,
16,000;
Pond,
RETAIL MARKET.
RETAIL PRICE.
MOTOR
colnville, 6,000; Norton Pond, Lincolnville,
116
18 Lime,
4-CYLINDER
Beef, Corned,
6,000; Sleepy Hollow Brook, Lincolnville, 6,000;
»
From June 12th, for two. {'
WATER COOLED
Butter Salt, 14 lb.. 18a22 Oat Meal,
Thomas Pond, Lincolville, 6,000; Swan Lake,
6 months, to a small family of adui
86 Onions,
VALVES ENCLOSED
Com,
Belfast, 10,000; McKinley Stream, Belfast, 10,farm
of
v'
All
kinds
12al3
House
Brooks
of
the
81
kerosene,
NOISELESS
Cracked
Belfast,
10,AND
Oil,
stream,
Com,
part
000; Passagassawaukeag
Church and Spring streets, vi?.:
81 Pollock,
Com Meal,
000, Black Brook, Lincolnville. 8,000; Sleepy
or
14 street end of main house with
seeds in
24 Pork,
Cheese,
Hollow Brook, Lincolnville, 8,000; Duck Trap
C
1.19 and two rooms in the stable
186 Plaster,
Cotton Seed,
Stream, Lincolnville, 8,000; Swan Lake, Belat
small bath on a level with the*
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
fast and Swanville, 25,000; Shaw Brook, BelSj one
*'*•’
of
rest
160
with
Leather
and
disconnected
clutch.
18
Shorts,
Cranberries,
fast, 6,000; Tucker Brook, Lincolnville, 5,000;
High tendon magneto. Strong gear. Cone miles
Hone cower, 21.
*
these two rooms there will P
20a22 Sugar,
per gallon.
Clover Seed,
Georges River, Searsmont, 2,000.
Standard Equipment. Gasolene mileage, *0
face
4C not counting two bath rooms. 11 ^
6 76a6 76 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
at
miles
to
20
16
records
carl
6
Tne
and
closets.
storerooms
Sweet
60
Potatoes,
After adjusting 'and toning up the ear, the speedometer
3
H. G. Seed,
4 niture, dining tables, range u,r 1
*
"jS1*11/
161 Wheat Meal,
the top of Primrose hill, and no car in the
Lard.
water, refrigerator, chandelier^
ADEMONSTRATION.
the
with
and
let
in
Prel11;
left
place
^
MASONIC TEMPLE.
The fountain pen advertised as lost in The may be examined by prospective
Journal laat week was returned to the owner week days from 6 to 7 o’cPc- I’;
Monday, 18th inst. Till
early Thuraday morning. Journal advta. after
deed/
W. F. WESHE, AGENT.
bring reaulta.

DRAPERIES

j
!

place.__

Couch Covers,

Portieres,

—

Muslin and Lace Curtains,
Curtain Materials

j

JAMES H. HOVVI

'

j

11911

j

ft

j

SEEDS!

1911

largely

garden
larger
They

bought

|

before,

PURE SEEPS, THE REST TO RE

BID,

put
packages.
packages
usually
quantity

ourselves

by

price.

|

j

SWEET

bulk, mixed,

package

j

i

J
[
[
j

PEA

separate

Farm, Garden and Field Seeds
price.

8^.
«J

quality,

£

GROCERIES,

Catalogue

A. A. HOWES &

CO.,

DRUGS,

-- -------

|

1

SPECIAL

ICOAL PRICE 4
1
9

9

9

J

Hay
following prices
city

Egg,

•

Stove,
•“Chestnut,

X Pea,

1

•

MI-O-M FOR ALL
BAD STOMACHS j

Now Paint

9

Z

_>

Garden
Seeds

for $495

$495

7.85

I
1

8.10

6.60

Franklin Chestnut, 8.75

|

I

delivery. Jj|
days frourldate
hoping I
Appreciating past patronage

cash|in

9

5

Farm

|

respectfully,

BELFAST FUEL & HAY

COJ

i'I

Safety
Sharpened

Lawn

yjM

Grass

NainJ?!

TO LET

and

garden
package,

adjustable.

^ ^%ihSn.l?«tGto&n£

city..ati“y.Price'.r,,“

£?gfihd^.taACclOT

ON EXHIBITION AT READ’S GARAGE

--—:-

1
I

$7.85 per ton

9

j

GRANT -Sir*

put

bulk

CHAS. F. SWIFT’S

^

Th^News of

Belfast

TIRED

May 15th.

Arbor Day.
beginning Mmy tat, ring,
Tbe eurfew,
P

i

T

ipr.ng
T„B

»

This
condition wastes 20 % of
your efficiency (see U. S.

is

»n

b“d“

Einai

dly,

for
II

arches and every other complaint can be permanently
cured by wearing the famous

eight-room

,i|ness

the editorial staff and

from

Journal, and others, for which

xlie

as to when the
Belfast & Mooeehead Lake R. R.
The date given
h, Maine Central expires.
of the Railroad Commissioners is
re

11

are

! ;

frequent enquiries

the

mi

■

>{

-eport

ike

i".

shoes.

IS21’

Circle
„„t meeting of the Chautauqua
w,th Mrs. F. H. Mayo, 39 Northport
The
Mond y afternoon, May 11th.
the C. L. S.
,i be from chapter six of
Roll
■The Meaning of Evolution.”
■

to
Farnham in The Squaw Man comes
and Tuesday.
ra House next Monday
that his patrons must
Movies, no one will stay away
for floor
r the slight advance in price
450
...» seats in the gallery for 10 eta.,
7 and 8.30.
at iO cts, Two shows.at

,ri0rd feeling
in

,sl

,.,r

n

,vmg
hot Clean-up

Fire Prevention Day
generally observed by individuals
to the
..;.,uhl have been. In addition
or

Belfast Band minstrel show at the ColoTheater Monday and Tuesday evenings.
May 18th and 19th, will be a treat to amuse-

and materials in

The

nial

range of

without doubt will draw
crowded houses. Go and get your money's
worth, and something over, and give the band
boys a substantial benefit. They deserve it.
ment

a

j

wide

prices.

lovers and

D. and C. L. Harriman and Chas, H. Sim
have installed Hinman Milking Machines
at their dairy farms and are enthusiastic in
praise of them,not only as labor saving devices
but also because of their protect;on of the
milk by excluding the barn air and dust,
Mr.
Harriman says it is possible with this machine
to milk 25 cows in an hour, but he will be satisfied if he can milk his herd of sixteen cows !
in that time, as if. takes a good man to milk
!
seven cows in an hour by hand.

Jas. H. Howes

C.

The Progressives had issued a call for a
convention to be held at the courthouse in
this city last Saturday morning to nominate candidates fcr county offices, but because of an informality in the call, or tome
other reason, no no minations were made and a
conference and a private businesa meeting
took the place of a convention. Halbert P.
Gardner of Portland, the Progressive candidate for governor, was present and made an
address. A call will be issued for a convention and a full county ticket issued.

I Blue Serge IWeek I

auditor, Mrs. Henry G. Hills; councillors, Mrs
Bernes O. Norton and Miss Emeroy Ginn. Refreshments were served by the hostesses, Miss
Amy E. Stoddard and Miss Alice E. Simmons.

mens

The baby show and dolls’ parade in Memorihall yesterday afternoon was a great sucto defer particulars
cess, but we shall have
until next week.

Emma W hite Barker Tent, D. of V.

The

of this communi-

I

among men everywhere,
the blue Berge takes a deservedly first place. No fabric spun can
compare with it in point of service of
wear; and yet, as with all good things,
there are in addition to the
genuine,

■

AMONG
ty,

The Weather. Last Saturday the weather
began to moderate and Sunday morning, although the sky was overcast, there was a very
agreeable change in temperature, and when
the sun came out later in the day it wa3 decidedly warm." At 6 p. m. a thermometer in
the shade indicated 70 degrees. The streets
were full of automobiles and the harbor of
power boats, you could almost see the grass
grow, and it looked aa though spring bad arrived at last. Monday the wind got into the
northeast and there waa a chill in the air and
in the night a rain storm set in which continued all day Tuesday.

ter has enjoyed a prosperous year, with good
attendance and interest. Six new members
have been added during the year and thelinan
cial condition iB good. The following officers
were elected: Regent, Mrs. Frank H. Mayo;
vice regent, Miss Amy E. Stoddard; corre
sponding secretary, Mrs. Ida W. Mahoney; recording secretary, Mra. E. S. Bowker; historian,
Mrs. Frank R. Woodcock; registrar, Miss Florence Kimball; chaplain, Mrs. E. S.
Pitcher;

Large assortment ot styles

guests will be present.

For Men and Women at
?$5.00 the pair—to be liad

s

Dresses

Auxiliary, will present the Sons of Veterans
a beautiful silk parade
Bag, one of the
best in style and material. The division officers of both orders and other prominent

N6ra4«r*eb*r of fiesreport will speak
the meeting of Seaside Spiritual Association in Knowlton’a hall next Sunday afternoon.

at

the

men

as

the serviceable serges, shoddy,
cheap
cloths that unscrupulous dealers unload upon the unsuspecting season

it
/

after season. This store has been
known for years as the home of the

Kuppenheimer
Blue Serge

j

j

the’ number of men
large
whom we have satisfactorily served
with these good clothes that our label
i in a blue serge has become a “wall
■ mark” of quality. Here’s the best
™
buy of the week—the famous Kupk, penheimer Waushuck and Metcalf
p Blues—true blue in service and style
and so

The D. A. R. The annual meeting of John
Cochran Chapter, D. A. R., was held in the
Arts and Crafts room last Monday evening.
The reports of the Regent, the Secretary and
Treasurer were read and accepted. The chap-

Infants’ and Children’s

with

will get you “to and from”
without the least discomfort.

had
days previous good work
and
the streets with the scraper,
loose stones, paper and other

ral

v

At the Yery Lowest Prices

Monday evening, May 18th, Mrs. Etta Dodge,
senior past president of the Woman’s Auxiliary of the Sons of Veterans, in behalf of the

they are made strictly according to foot, instead of
style requirements. While
they allow every muscle
free play, they gently but
firmly support at just the
needed places. Hence an
upright care-free stride that

Events.”

.irrent

L

j

ARRIVING DAILY

mer, succeeding Arthur Elwell of
Northport,
who was obliged to leave on account of
illness.

a

Because

Why?

and

Dresses

Richard Knight of Cliftondale,
Mass., who
was employed by Alfred M.
Ferguson in his
drug store there, arrived Monday to assist at
the Ferguson Poultry Farm during the sum-

to express his thanks.
bB wishes
„

Coats

Miss Elizabeth A. Kelley was the hostess
last Thursdsy evening of the Universslist
Social Aid auction bridge party. There were
seven tables.
Home-made candy was served
by the hostess, assisted by Miss E. Frances
Abbott.

Ground Gripper

New!

Suits,

Msny tons of rock have been taken out of
the travelled way on Franklin,
Spring and Miller streets the past week. Some of
the rocks
were quite large and
dangerous to vehicles
and automobiles, but had been left
undisturbed for years.

<>oc n‘ght onlyFernald had s post card ahower during

e

is

—all sizes and

styles

I
>

at

j

$20.00
Ws carry other makes of Blue Serges
$r0.00, $12.50 and $15.00, all the
best values for the money that can be

at

■

procured.

ll
I

Our guarantee of satisfac-

your money back is in lull force
at this store.
tion

Copyright 1914 The House of Kuppenheimet

or

I

Harry W. Clark & Co.,

Daughters of Veterans obeerved their first
newspaper
proclamation
open night last Tuesday at the suggestion of
The Main Street Clothiers,
Belfast, Maine.
f Engineer Shute of the fire departoniyat
their national patriotic instructor and under the
C'ty Marshal Edgecomb personally
was the hostess at a
Mrs.
of
the
local
direction
Gardner
instructor,
R.
patriotic
Miss
Sarah
,,,'rny where such work was needed
delightful May party last Thursday afternoon. Belle Nickerson. There was a large attend■lie good but without effect.
Whist was played from 2 to 5 o clock, Mrs. ance of representative people, who enjoyed
Mrs. Eisie Banks remains
win- t he
mills.
appropriate program, especially the Drief
George E Johnson and Miss J. A. Wiggin
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wilsa ne
! ning the favors, potted plants. A delicious addresses of the gentlemen. Program:
The Sardine Season. At the end of the
Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. Wilson this
lunch was served at 5 o’clock, Mrs. Esther G. Singing, America by the audience, ied by 30
second week of the sardine season the EastE. D. Colby. Mrs. Julia McKeen
school children under the direction of Miss
Davis assisting in serving. The table decoraAnnabel
of
\, ;lie Blazo were guests
port Sentinel reported the capture of about ; tions were white marguerites. OUer guests
Florence Kimball, Color Bearer of he Tent.
Thurston
half a hogshead of herring in a weir at Deer
last week... .Charles
were Mrs. B C. Dinsmore, Mrs. Martha
and Allegiance to the Flag, by the
present
Pledge
Irving T. Dinsmore has bought the Rigby Isle, which were used for bait. None of the
are moving to the city, where they
Mrs. J.
Tent.
C Keating, Mrs. Elizabeth A. Milliken,
Offer Eleven 1 housand School Bonds of
Harry Carter has employment (formerly Conant) house, 15 Congress street, factories had started up, but fish were hourly L.
Sleeper and Mrs. J. G. Paul.
Flag Song. School Children.
,ar iine
factory_Samuel Miller of which he has occupied for several years.
expected. Large quantities of herring had
Pr
Rev.
Journal
Chas.
The
B.
Unitarian.
Out.
ayer,
Ames,
Burned
The Chimney
his niece,
been reported off Matinicus by members of
s spending the week with
Don’t forget the whist party tonight, Thurshad a cal! from the fire department last Satur- Address of Welco :,e, Mrs. Eita E Savery.
deno*:™*
the Eastern S. S. Corporation steamers. The
ibel Underwood....W. A. Monroe
V
of
Veterof
the
Sons
in I
under
the
auspices
day,
president of the Tent.
day forenoon. There was a single big stick
“Fish are never received in any
Sentinel
lSt week for the first time in a long
says:
25
cents.
Ice
ans.
Ladies 15 cents; gentlemen
the open fireplace, which did not seem disposed Address, The Constitution of the United States
last
,ra and Marion Brown spent
great quantity in the spring and a well known
These
cream and cake will be for sale.
and the Value of Citizenship, W. B. Wood- That remain unsold, at par, to yield 5 °7o.
to burn and the kindling had been replenished
boatman said Monday that fishermen running
with their mother.
several times during the morning. After a
bury, superintendent of schools.
defor
Day. Thomas H. Marshall Cir- boats never made more than their actual runand
Mothers'
in
Belfast
are
tax
bonds
i
ready
exempt
1 ian Dexter gave a most enjoyable
while it started into a blaze and soon people Address, Stars and Stripes, or the Story of Our
A. R., observed Mothers’
the cle, Ladies of the G
j ning expenses until August.” The local fac- bfgan to gather on the Savings Bank corner
Rev.
Horace
B.
Methodist.
should
irty last Friday at her home on
Flag,
Sellers,
appeal to
after- tory of the Lubec Sardine factory received
| ivery about IV ay first. They
Hamm Day at their regular meeting Tuesday
I
e, »n honor of Miss Thelma
and gaze upwards and wreaths of black smoke Singing, Battle Hymn of the Republic, audithe
direction
of
Mrs.
Mary Russ, | several lots of fish last week.
noon, under
i every
spirited citizen.
ence.
Viera, who with Mrs. H. H. Hamm
swept down into the Square. Then Fireman
Patrithe in the absence of Mrs. Dora Bridges,
big Paper, Meaning of the G. A. R. badge. Mrs.
Horace Chenery appeared carrying a
y i- ;e, Mass., had been occupying
The little foxes exhibited by Mr Irving L
For
further
The following appropriate
particulars apply to
otic Instructor.
cottage for the preceding week.
sU
Perry at his market last Saturday afternoon at- chemical fire extinguisher and reported the r^Annie M. Frost, Senior Vice President.
was carried out: Origin of Mothers’
program
ELON B.
is
whs enjoyed on the porch, which
tracted much attention. Mr. Perry says that chimney on fire. Opening a window he called Pianologue, Miss Alice E. Simmons.
Day, Mrs. Lulie P. Nichols; Mother’s Party
to bring a smaller
street
and heated, and music was furnished
in
the
Good
and
is
a
fireman
What
Meant
to
Address,
c
thousand
came
to
see
at least one
them.
Citizenship
people
Belfast Savings Bank.
in the Dress, Mrs. L. C. Putnam; The Old Home,
ung ladies in turn at the piano
by It, Orlando E. Frost.
A litter of eight were born on his ranch, where chemical extinguisher. Then chief Shute and
Mrs. Arvilla Downes; Mothers Love, Mrs.
•n adjoining. The guests were Misses
Short
and
Sketches:
Clough, Capt. Darby
he now has forty-eight foxes and is advertis-, assistant chiefs Cook
Nettie Merrithew; A Song of Mother, Mrs.
a. How to Teach Patriotism in the Church,
ephenson, Doris Clifford, Edna CurThose in the window were cute and others arrived, a ladder was put up, and
True Mothernood, Mrs. Fitz ing for more.
Harriet
Coombs;
Helen
Vaughan
a
Kittredge,
Mitchell,
Rev. A. A. Blair, Universalist.
little things and liked fondling as well as pup- while firemen were on the roof and emptied
W. Patterson; To My Mother, Mrs. Mary Russ;
b. How to Teach Patriotism in the High
Murgis Dexter, Donald S lute and WilMr. chemical down the chimney others went up in
pies, which they greatly resembled.
a Gertie Mother, Mrs. Annie Bennett;
I
Had
ndieton. Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Dexter,
School. Principal C. W. Proctor.
ian.
Perry is fond of pets of all kinds and takes the attic to see that there was no danger of
is
a Child’s School room,
Heart
A
Mother’s
the young hostess, and Mrs. Hamm,
Paper, The Story of th» Writing of Patriotic
in his colony of foxes. So many the fire breaking through. It was all over in
A. W. Has- great interest
Lottie
Mrs.
remarks,
McDonald;
At intermission
c part in the dancing.
Songs, Mrs. Winnefred Kimball Holmes,
have expressed regret at not seeing the little a few minutes; but if there had been a real fire
The Blessed Name of Mother, L. C PutWe have a fine lino of White Dresses in Ladies' and Misses’ sizes These
and cake were served. Mrs. Hamm, son;
foxes that Mr. Perry will exhibit the same the men and the materials were there to
Chaplain of the Tent.
the
10-cent
lunch
followed
A
nam.
public
dresses are suitable for graduation purposes as well as for summer
and Mr. Viera left for Boston by
handle
it.
Our
School
Children.
Song,
Speed
and
several
two
weeks
old
in
his
Republic,
family
only
be
wear.
Also a large line of COLORED DRESSES, made of the season’s
program and the proceeds, about $3.50, will
.urday afternoon.
At the close of the social hour a business
store window next Saturday from 2 to 8 p. m
State Assessors’ Report. The following
\
given to the flag fund for the North School, at
popular materials.
was
The
held.
were
Among
elected
at the Front, as Usual.
State
meeting
following
of
the
Board
from the report of
present in the Memorial building.
A still alarm Wednesday afternoon, April figures
Children’s Dressess
asters in Mexican waters not previAssessors for 1913, are of interest: Value of delegates and alternates to the State meeting
wa3 for a grass fire on the Fletcher farm
in Lewiston June 17th: Delegates, Misses
A Birthday Anniversary. Saturday, May 29th,
< ntioned is Lieut. Commander VVm. V.
Our line of Children's Dresses is very complete and worthy of your insaw and other mills (including shoe factory
in East Belfast which had got beyond 'control.
who had been at the Pensacola Navy 8th, was the 89th birthday of Hon. William B.
in Waldo county $91,400, of which Florence Kimbail and Alice E. Simmons; alterspection.
A detail from the fire department went over $24,000)
a is now on the Birmingham, the flag
Swan and he was delightfully surprised by the
the value of saw mills alone. nates, Mrs. Myra Dutch and Miss Alice Mason;
$24,759
represents
and
remained
until
the
was
Sunover.
danger
and
New Embroidered Voiles and Lace
arrival at his home in the evening of Mr.
e torpedo boat destroyers in Mexican
Value of carriages in Belfast $19,200, of auto- delegates ex officio, Mrs. Etta E. Savery, presday another still alarm called the firemen to
Iioy Whitney of this city has betn in Mrs. C. S. Bickford. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer A.
mobiles, $57,675, and of automobiles in Waldo ident and Mrs, Annie M. Frost, vice president.
FOR DRESSES. JUST RECEIVED.
Side
and
a crew went over in an autothe
East
,■. for
ume time and at present is said
Sherman,Misses Elizabeth A. Kelley and Maude
Belfast owns only $117 in I Mrs. Frost and Mis. Dutch were made a comA fire had been started to burn up county $101,090.
Da- Gammans, who came to extend congratulations mobile.
North
the
on
in
mittee
to
assist
the
celebration
of
Memorial
battleship
ngineer
Corset
shipping, but $8,615 is invested in small boats.
some rubbish and had caught in the grass and
re are 306 Maine-born enlisted men
and remained to play Five-hundred. Coffee, ice
it is said that at least a million dol- I Day. It was voted to present a D. of V. rib
burned over about five acres. The fire was Although
we have our usual styles and many of the
our
Corset
In
Department
enlisted
282
who
cream and cake were served. Special preparay at thi, time and
lars was expended on the terminals of the bon to the obligated Veterans and Sons of Vetwithin ten feet of John Sanborn’s cottage.
VERY NEWEST MODELS.
The
will be
erans.
next
of
the
Tent
mte, which they claim as their place tions, including a birthday cake, had been made
meeting
in
Stockton
Maine
Springs
Seaport railway
At 7 a.m. Sunday the firemen were called to the
for Saturday's dinner. Sunday Mr. and Mrs.
rice, hut who were born elsewhere,
is given
May 20th.
Infants’ Wear
Harriman farm on Belmont avenue by a chim- the value of the wharf property there
rn men to the number of 40 are comCharles S. Bickford entertained at dinner
is the only town in the
as $l,22o.
Prospect
and
Chief
out
Shute
and
one
fireney burning
GOOD
OF BABIES’ BONNETS.
,»d officers in the navy, and 30 appoint- Mr. and Mrs. Swan, Mrs. George A. Quimby,
a
LINE
and
specially
county without an automobile according to
man put out the blaze with chemicals, although
this State were born elsewhere. The | Miss Maude Gammane and Mr. Edward Sibley
value of automobiles in
The
this
report.
The
the house was somewhat damaged.
chimHuman Hair Switches
cake and
of the war department do not show
other towns is given as follows: belmont, $500;
j in honor of the event. A birthday
There are some people who still resort
ney contained an old fashioned fire place
mnussioned or enlisted men from | a profusion of flowers graced the table. Mr.
to
Frankfort,
$2,at
REASONABLE PRICES.
$300;
alcoholic
shades
VERY
Burnham,
or
In all
syrups
to drugged pills
which had been closed lor some years and con- Brooks, $3,000;
ent States, but we know that there are j Swan bears his many years with wonderful
overcome colds, nervousness or general
tained several barrels of soot which burned 025; Freedom, $1,300; Islesboro, $500; Jackson,
;;
the army from Maine.
grace and activity. He is the president of the
Lincolnville.
debility, and who know that the pure,
briskly A heated bearing in the drying house $325; Knox, $1,72 >; Liberty, $500;
unadulterated nourishment in Scott's
.v 1r• -r ra
Notes.
Miss Olive Gushee of City National Bank and of the Swan-Wh:tten- at Mathews Bro’s mill called out the fire de- $2,900; Monroe, $100; Montville, $1,825; Morof bu. iness
Emulsion is eminently better, but refrain
i;p>twho was operated upon May 2nd, is BickfordCo., and is at both places
$300;
$750;
Palermo,
rill,
$1,045;
Northport,
alarm
still
last
a
mornTuesday
partment by
from taking it because they fear it may
is another man in
'aK-.ng a good recovery.... Fra ik Monroe of daily. We doubt if there
There was much smoke, iittle fire and Searsmont, $2,450; Searsport, $7,000; Stockton
lead to excessive fat or obesity.
ing.
in
been
continuously engaged
Marsport entered the hospital May 3rd for Maine who has
Springs, $2,600; Swanville, $850; Thorndike,
This is a mistaken idea, because Scott’s
damage.
slight
felmed.cai treatment_Mrs. David Gi'.man of business for so many years as our honored
-rengthensthebodybefore
Emulsiont'1
$1,450; Troy, $1,900; Unity, $4,500; Waldo,
Belmont, Brooks,
:s blood-forming properiberty, who has been a hospital patient, is the low citizen, Hon. Wm. B. Swan.
A Birthday Surprise.
making ficsl
Thursday, April $500; Winterport, $5,070. are
towns
the
Burnham and Winterport
only
ties aid natme to throw off sickness by
guest -‘f Miss Lou Mason for a few days be30th, was the 86th birthday of Mr. B. B. Tooth- in the
and
LibLadies’
debts,
Knox,
Entertains.
having
Night
county
CA9TLE North
:
building health from its very source, and
^turning to her home....Dr. A. D Ramaker, and he was given a surprise party at the ! erty, Monroe, Montville, Searsmont, Stockton
flesh is formed only by its continued use.
was observed by the Knights of King Arthur
have
monand
f
treatsay
Montville was receiving special
Winterport
home of his eon, Fred L. Toothaker, on Bel- Springs, Thorndike
\ void alcoholic substitutes for SCOTT’S.
Castle North at the Congregational church
of
of
with
a
debt
latter
the
at
interest
$6,400,
ment at the
hospital last week....Miss Josie
mont avenue, at which four generations of the ! ey
and about 25 guests were pres$3,000.
evening,
Friday
Knowlton of Unity arrived Monday to enter
family were present. They were: Mr. Toothent, the “ladies” ranging in age from nine
lnp
training school.... Mr. and Mrs. Frank
aker, his daughter, Mr3. George B. Dyer, her
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There will be a dance at
Silver Harvest
Grange hall. Waldo, tomorrow, Friday
night.
The public is cordially invited.
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Buildings Co,

$100 and $500
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Jewelry

Watches, Clocks
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BASE BALL
BATS!

1 lhe Louisville Sluggers
t
p'ay™
J “SnedMby“rphy’pr0J«“*°“'
TTy C°bb’

f

♦

The Professional
Used by all small leagues, are in all
lengths.from 32 Inches to SS8 Inches
Ion* and weigh from 1 pound to 3
pounds each. The* arc Just the
right kind of bats for prac tice, as
fit: lhe hand p^**, *nd do

—
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2nd Hand Motor Cars
1912—RU1CK, MODEL 28, Roadster,
2-passenger, Top, Prest-O-Lite,
Extra Tire on Demountable Kim,
Absorber, and in thorough good

o

o

are

hot warranted, but if

1911 -OVERLAND,MODEL46, Roadster, 5-passenger, Top, Prest-O-

Lite, Electric Side and Tail Lamp,
Extra Shoes, Several InnerIn thorough
tubes, Absorber.

G

|

2J

repair.

|

|I
1

don’t feil to look these

■»

over.

Read Garage & Machine

76c. Each.

Co.,

; 40 HIGH STREET. BELFAST. ME.

C

lhe wood,
they will be replaced.

on

accounf. of a flaw in

"“NATIVE SMOKED ALEWIVES

•;

'■

PeaSugar Cured Bacon, Sweet Pickled Ham,
Olives
nut Butter 16 cte per lb., large Queen
8 cans
lb.,
24
eta.
Cocoa
per
82 eta. per quart.
Maine Corn 26 etc.. 8 lbs. Prunea 26 eta.. Apricots 26 eta., 2 lbs. Pork SauBage 26 cts.

CARLES JONES, BELFAST, MAINE.
..c.........
j Er
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PERRY’S CASH MARKET

Wanted tor furnishing miterial
and erecting

the

three story

brick school building tor

City of Belfast, according
K
tenn si 000 and
habits between tn
Siwoana
for $500,
plieib'e. Certificates issued

Cor.

IDA A.

the

to the

plans and specifications of W. E.

as i Mansur of Bangor.
Sfi-"SS CSJSGbfA
Secy.
MAHONEY.
6ml8

Look over this list, then call and look
Condition of each car
over the cars.
given truthfully and guarrnteed as stated. Prices right. If you intend buying,

nesting.

they break

and
and Progressive Fraternal
for Men and
Social Insurance Order
November, 1887.
Women. Organized

An Weal

repair.

< >

These bats

New England Order
of Protection

be

seen

Plans may

at Mathews Bros’ Mill.

BE PATRIOTIC.

of
as we io. that‘every citiien
with the
Belfast is patriotic and in sympathy
“Memorial
of
observance
the
Grand Army in
desire that you coDay we moBt earnestly
the day a memorable
operate with us in making Stars and Stripes
of the
one by the display
home.
from every house snd every
Post.
By and for the G A. R.
L. C. PUTNAM.
I Committee.
ORRIN J. DICKEY, f
4wl9

Believing,

__

...

.

UTrn

UVE FOXES. Will

pay from $2.60 to
WANTED""adults
in proportion.

$6.00 for young
Consult

me

ones,

before

yousell^

U

PERRY.^

For Sale

or

Rent

DESIRABLE COTTAGE on South Shore
Northporf. I-quire of
MRS. B. F. BARLOW.
50 Parsons St-, West Newton, Mass.
Itl9p

A

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and neighbors
for kindness in our recent bereavement and for
the beautiful flowers.
Mr. and MRS J. F. STEPHENSON,
MR. and MRS. FREDERICK DAVIS,
MR. HERBERT L. DAVIS.
p

lives by overwork. The more complicated our life becomes, the more closely
the average human life comes to being a
machine. The engineer becomes an essential part of his engine. It is said that
it requires no more nerve to reverse engine and set brakes at peril of life than
it does to perform the most trivial affairs
of life. Man becomes accustomed to do-

A Game of Chance.
By

Dr. W. H.

Winslow.

veiore tne

STOLEN BONDS.

/

INVALIDS IN REUNION.

“Ah! Mr. Wendell, I was about to
call you by ’phone. I am glad to see
as
you,” said Mr. Bemis shaking hands,
the former entered the banker’s library.
“How are you, sir? I hope you are in
better health than when I last saw you,”
greeted Wendell.
“Yes, 1 am better, thank you, reof trouble
plied Bemis, although a shadebeen to the
clouded his face. “I have
bank today for the first time since my
I find business affairs genrecovery.
believe
erally in a chaotic condition. I into
the
will go
my financial institutions
hands of receivers or be forced into

j

eye was

Allyn estate the purchase money for
Muck land. Old Allyn used to swear and
B—— was
say, ‘When 1 first came here,
nothing but a frog pond with om Joe
Miller croaking in the middle of it.
That was more than a hundred years
at him and
ago. father used to laugh
make him furiously mad.”
ha! We have some similar
"Ha, ha,

characters here.

“I am surprised at what you tell me of
the destruction of property, personal and
real.”
“O, you lawyers will get busy now. 1
wish to consult you about an important
business matter. You know Hambright,
I believe. Do you think him honest and
reliable?”

“Why do you ask me, when he is vice
You should
president of your bank?

know his character better than I do.
“He was elected in spite of my efforts
the
against it by a few soreheads and
Cornucopia crowd, and I have been obi ged to confer with and trust him in important bank affairs. He came to me
for permission to use the keys to our security-boxes in order to examine some
bonds which we held as collateral. I
was too ill to go with him, and I referred
him to the treasurer, a friend of his,
who permitted him free access to the
vault.
“I went to the bark this morning and
had all of oar collateral securities exWe loundone
amined and checked off.
hundred thousand Oro Sulphide bonds
missing, and we cannot find them anywhere. They were worth par and may
be called any day, and I am much distressed at the loss.

o

oucp

Pinlrprinn?,:

for
fear the news might cause a run on the
bank, or the owners might try to pay
their loans and lift the bonds, which we
could not deliver. I have, however, sent
confidential letters broadcast containing
the numbt-rs of the bonds to prevent
their negotiation.”
“You must have more evidence to
cause arrest, and, if you keep the matter secret awhile, you may get it.
Thieves become careless when not susbut I have

kept quiet

pected.”
"Right,

you are. I think I will call on
the Pinkertons to aid me.
They will
keep the robbery confidential.”
“1 would, and I will get more intimate
with Hambright and his affairs and
watch developments.”
“Thanks; you could do that, perhaps,
How is Mr.
without causing suspicion.

Cutnet convalescing?”

He
1 saw him yesterday.
eye out of bandage and Dr.
said he would soon be off the

“Finely,
had

one

Chapman

sick-list.”
“How is Miss Patterson?”
“All right; too busy nursing the injured to find time for grief.”
“Alice, my child, come in. Here is
Mr. Wendell,” said the banker, hearing
a rustle of silk in the hall.
“Oh, Mr. Wendell! I’m so glad to see
you! Do tell me how all our friends are,
and what the doctor says about Mr. Cutnet;” exclaimed the beautiful girl, as
she rushed into the room and greeted him

effusively.

“Our friends are convalescent and Cutnet told me he was coming this way before many days.”
“And Dr. Chapman?”—the blushing

turned towards a window —“I haven't seen him since he returned from
visiting his parents at Hoidane.”
“But he is O. K. and awfully buBy
with sick people.”
“Tell him I am ill, then he will take
I
more interest and come to see me.
want to ask many questions.”
“Very well; I will tell him you have a
maladie du coeur.”
“Don’t you dare.”
The front bell rang violently and the
maid was swept nearly off her feet by
the inward rush of Mr. and Mrs. Dyer,
Lucy, Carolyn, Mary Patterson, Jack
Bemis and Dr. Chapman, some of the
party being disguised by bandages and

girl

piasters.

my children! You are
charming even in your hospital accoutrements,” said Mr. Bemis, embracing the
invalids including his son.
“It is a luxury to have the attention
and sympathy of the doctor, and they
are not in a hurry to get well,” remarked Dyer sarcastically.
“You ought to have your nose and
cheeks burned, also, for such an unsympathetic speech,” said Jack, who was
being petted by bis sister Alice.
“Oh. I don’t mean you, Jack; your
injuries are severe and they were received in nobly trying to rescue others.”
“Let me remove the dressings; you
have been victims long enough.” said
"Bless

you,

Chapman, beginning his duty without
objections and finishing the task
with delicacy and a little rose water and

any

cold cream.
"Now you look

more

Dn
•

■

beautiful than

rising generation

BE

CONTINUED.]

Economics.
“He had great faith in loaves of bread
For hungry people, young and old;
And, hope inspired, kind words he said
To those he sheltered from the cold.
For we must feed
As well as pray.
What was his creed?
T cannot say."

The

injured by overstudy.

more

T\ PRESCRIPTION
-for IS yearsI B_

Remedy
Troubles
all
Skin
Instant Relief for
The Standard Skin

WM. 0. POOR &

SON, Druggists.

“Makes Cooking Easy”

most people, because they do not come
up to their natural limit in intellectual
growth, there is a limit to mental endurThose who
ance as well as physical.
push intellectual research to the exclusion of every other instinct of body,
mind or soul,become as truly a freak of
nature as the hermit. The social instinct
is an attribute of body, mind and soul.
All animals seek the society of their

(

_

kind.
Intellects have succeeded only as they
No invenhave combined their efforts.
tion has come into the world through the
Man
sole efforts of a single individual.
beholds in the countenance of his friend
the image of the creator. In the Bible

A Glen wood Coal or Go* Banco tar cooktae. and ft
Qtanwood Parlor Stove, Pomace or Poiler for hea^ne
and !•« liwL
BMana aoUd

I

^

|

Copper

I■
|

Reservoir

Belfast

^Mitchell $ Trussell,

the germ of all human thought.
are there beheld
in miniature. During the coming century
the nations may grasp the meaning of
the Mosaic command, to give one-tenth
to the Lord, not to build costly buildings
with or to support a retinue of servants,
but to help the needy.

1\X

we see

Both nature and society

Tf

nnn

tnntVi nf tLo

om-ninira

where it may contribute to the needs of
those who are unable to earn for themselves.
It is the duty of society to care for
one-tenth of the nation’s earnings, because so large a proportion of them will
squander all in riotous living and become

flf fill la.

ready

dead

to

up stream, leaving the
float down stream with the

puddle

ones

lo

PROBATE NOTICES.
j;

current.

The week from May 3rd to May 9th
has been named as cleaning up we“k for 1j

boring men and one tenth of the income
New England.
'the idea has been in
of every business were paid to the State
for only a few years but
for the benefit of those who, from any objects of charily or suffering when general vogue
it has gained considerable organized
cause, were unable to supply themselves, earning capacity ceases. New thoughts,
in the cities and many of the
human misery from preventable causes either of law, education or religion, are strength
How
have fall* n into line.
might be banished from the earth. It is apt to be unpopular, and those who first villages
about Brooks? Are we ready to step in
said that ninety-five per cent of the bus- dare advocate them have been styled
and
with the prevailing current,
help to
iness men in cities fail to succeed, and anarchists from the days of Socrates to
our village,
advance our own
doubtless ninety-five percent of the labor- the present time. Nevertheless, let us beautify
prosperity and increase the pleasure of
ing men fail to store up sufficient to sup- 9ten out of the rut and allow the politi- those
Doubtless you
who may visit us.
ply their needs when health fails. Some cal machine, the educational machine will see some
more
write-ups in The
of these men who fail to succeed, have and the religious machine to pass. Then
Journal in regard to the matter. Portfor years had an income of thousands of let us fill in the ruts and work for levelNew
If they had been ing the masses, socially as well as edu- land is said to have been the first
dollars each year.
England city to organize for a cleaningcompelled to deposit one tenth with the cationally and religiously.
up campaign.
State they would have a respectable litGeo. M. Cole.
tle hoard of their own earnings from
Husum, Wash., April, 1914.
which to draw in time of need.
in
,k The State of Maine paid last year
The News of Brooks.
fire insurance premiums nearly three and
one-half million dollars, while the losses
For Infants and Children.
Melvin W. Roberts has lost one of his
paid were less than two million dollars.
As there is a similar profit in life and acpair of work horses.
cident insurance business there would be
State
Roy Roberts and wife are at Noyes
a powerful influence against any
Bears the
But Cilley’s, caring for that new baby.
or government insurance business.
of
Signature
to
be
sacrificed
not
should
masses
the
Abbie Knowlton is said to have returnthe few. It is said there are today a ed home from the
hospital in Belfast.
third of a million men in New York City
Frank H. Lane is to move into the
It is a probalone out of employment.
lem with which private enterprise is un- Dudley Stimpson place, which he haB inable to cope. It must be a government herited.
affair. If these men handle their own
The Kilgore store is to be opened again.
Clear the
earnings many of them will have noth- Rumor has it that it will be for a restauing when out of employment. Everyone rant, ice cream, etc.
One result of constipation is to discan well afford to give one tenth of his
the complexion with pimples and
George B. Roberts has a valuable figure
income to obviate the possibility of man
This is because poisons which
of blotches.
horse that is very sick.
Dr.
fund
Darling
need.
This
suffering
might.proshould have been expelled from the body
vide a smail pension for every individual Belfast has treated it.
Cosmetics and ointments
are retained.
unable to work from any cause, either
Mrs. Leroy Godding has added a boy will not a vail to clear such a complexion.
age or otherwise.
to
the
of
ConBrooks.
The poisons which cause the disfigurababy
population
A quarter oi a century ago the biblical gratulations are in order.
tion must he removed as nature intended.
idea of the domestic relations was taughi
To do this a laxative that will gently
Ernest Gould and his bride are now
But today Mrs. Pankin our schools.
assist nature, but which will cause no resettled
at
the
the
John
J.
homestead,
hursl and her retinue have scattered it
acting constipation to aggravate the
It re- ; Jones’ place on Sprout Hill.
to the four corners of the earth.
trouble, is needed.
to
mains for the present generation
Mr. Dow has been in his store the past
Pinklets, the dainty new laxative,
demonstrate whether a common laboring month.
He makes a specialty of Suesine quickly clear away all offending matter
and
have
a
taise
man can
every- silk and does quite a mail order business without the least griping or discomfort.
family
thing just like his more fortunate neigh- with it.
So simple is their composition that they
bors.
Is there any significance in the
can be taken with any other medicine
fact that formerly one Judas was found
Stanley J. Roberts, our road commis- that is not in itself a laxative. In every
among twelve of the most carefully se- sioner, has begun work and there cer- household such a simple, safe medicine
lected friends? And further, Jesus re- tainly is need of it, for the highways are is needed.
Pinklets are tiny, sugarceived his only kiss, with one exception, in very bad condition.
coated granules, easy to take. Yonrown
from the betrayer. Is it true today that
in 15 cent
Mrs. Mary Putnam of Monroe has druggist can supply you. Sold
those apparently most true are false at
been visiting her niece, Mrs. Ralph Ellis bottles only.
as
be
in
there
will
heart? While
future,
Pinklets are aoorrectiveforbadbreath,
of this village. She is nearly 80 years
in the past, an occasional Judas, the maof age and is one of the smart old ladieB will clear the complexion, ami are recomever strive to aid the blind to
will
jority
mendedfortorpidliver, biliousness, headof Waldo county.
see, the deaf to hear and the hungry to
aches, constipationandwhenever a gentle
Wallace O. Estes has received word laxative is
be fed.
Many inventions are the result
required. Write to the Dr.
of necessity. The extreme poverty of that his son Lawrence, who went to Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady,
European peasants has forced them to Mexico last fall for his health, is dead. N. Y., for Pinklet book. It is free.
home for
combine in securing capital and thus se- The body is to be brought
The pover- burial in the family lot.
Mrs. Estes
cure lower rates of interest.
ty of the people of Sweden has caused spent the winter with her son in the
them to compel every citizen to contrib- south.
ute to a fund for pensioning the aged.
The two sons of Ira W. Bowden of
When the one third million of New
this village are both sick with typhoid
York City’s idle men get to work they
Mrs. Bowden is also sick and
fever.
should earn two thirds of a million dolconfined to the house, and Mr. Bowden
lars every day. If the government took
was away up country, not knowing that
one tenth of it they would have a little
his family were all sick and needing his
bank account from which to feed them
He got home last Monday evencare.
when from any cause they could not
the trained nurse, is
work. The little tithe of the laboring ing. Mary Bailey,
now with the family.
BY THE POUND
man would be considerably augmented
OR PACKAGE.
by the tithe of the millionaire. This
Alpheus Roberts is still confined to his
would be a Blight leveling, as each would bed. Some weeks ago he was riding on
contribute according to his ability, but a sled loaded with bags of phosphate and
each would alike receive his penny to in going around a corner quickly was
buy bread when past labor. The govern- thrown off on to the ice. Medical attendMAEONIC EMPLE.
ment does not find it butdensome to care ance was procurred at once and no bones
for the people’s savings in the form of were found broken, but he has suffered
postal savings, neither would it find it acutely from the first and has not walkburdensome to care for these insurance ed since the accident. It seems to be a
Dremiums.
singular case.

|

The Kind You Have

|

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The liepublican .Journal, publislted at Belfast, that they
may appear at

!

NASTURTIUMS

terest in the current events of the

day.

Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that the actual market value f said

estate or property, the persons interested in the
succession thereto and the amount of the tax
thereon may be determined by the Judge of
Probate.
Ordered, That the said petit oners give notice to
ail persons interested by causing a copy of this
in
order to be published three Weeks
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 12th day of May. A. 1). 1914,
at ten of the clock before noon, aud show cause,
if any they iiave, why the prayer of said petition
er snouid not be granted.

MAY PROVE FATAL
When Will Belfast People Learn the Importance of It?
only simple thing at first;
find 'tis from the kidneys;

Backache
But if you
That seriouB kidney troubles may follow;
That dropsy or Bright’s disease may be the
iB

a

fatal end.
You will be glad to know the following

perience.

ex-

Tis the honest statement of a resident of
this locality.
Mrs. S. B. St. Clair, 17 Trinity St., Rockland,
Me., says: "I can still recommend Doan’s Kidto all the claims
ney Pills for they live up
made for them. They fixed me up in good
shape when I was suffering from kidney
trouble and at that time I publicly recommended them. My kidneys were badly disordered
and my bladder was inflamed. On consulting
Doan’s Kidney
a doctor, he advised me to use
Pills, saying that he knew of nothing equal to
them for such troubles. This remedy soon rid

successively

CLEANING.

STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

TRUCKING

I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Croef
streets, and they will receive prompt atten
tic n. Telephone connection
W. W. BLAZO.
126 Waldo Avenue, Beelfast
14

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chiro ody, Manlcurng and Shampooing. Also Faolal Work.
Fell line of all kinds of Hair Work at ■>
perlore over Shiro’e Store, Phsenlx Row.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
32|»

boy,
Postal SavingB Department,
le engaged with the writer in debate at
the old red scboolhouse in EaBtThomiike. Possibly he was then working out
some of the ideas he is now practicing in
regard to caring fbr the people's earrings. It is to be hoped that some young me of the complaint.’’
reader of these lines may some day ocFor sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Foebe
:upy an influential position where
ter-Milbura Co., Buffalo, New York, sola
nay exercise a controlling influence in agents for the United States.
aiming the money which the laboring
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
nan wastes, and the money which the
ether.
•S MAIN
rich man wastes, into a common treasury,

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

Tel. 216-13

Ik

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

Leonard, Register.

I17ALDO 88— In Court of Probate, held at Belli fast, on the 14th dav of April, i914. Ralph
M. Johnson et als., surviving trustees on the
estate of Alfred w. John son, late of Belfast, in
said County, deceased, having presented their
tenth and last account of administration of said
I

I
i

estate for allowance.
Ordered, That uotice /thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published I'll Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th
day of May next, and show cause, if any
they Iiave, why the said account should not be

allowed.

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

1I7ALDO SS
lu Court of Probate, held at Bel
Vt fast, on the 14th day of April, 1914. Jennie
M C. Giikey. execute x of the last will of Angeline N. Carver, late of Searsport, in said County,
deceased, having presented her first and final
account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
said county,
newspaper pub 1 idled in Belfast, in
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the J2tb
day of May next, aud show cause, if any
they have, why ihe said account should not be
allowed.
—

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

A true copy. Attest:
arthi'K W.

Leonard, Register.

notice. The subscribnotice that he has been duly
administrator of the estate of
CHESTER B. t^TEPBENSON, late of
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
having debonds as the law direct*. All persons
demands against the estate of said deceased are
and all
for
settlement,
sired to present the same
Indebted thereto are requested to make payhereby gives
Administrator^
appointed
er

EwTcTubbey.
DENTIST,
STREET,

IELFAST, MAINE

«

clock hefnie noon, and show cause, if :u,
have, wl v the same should not be prov*’..
proved and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY. J
A true copy. Attest:
arthi it W. Leonard, Kegui

A

JEN

H. C. HofFses

Like the live fish, he has always been

>

will and testament of a nine u shaw.
Ala Probate Court hem at Belfast, within and I of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, dec
for the County of Waldo on tile 14th day ot I having been presented for probate.
April. A. I). it 14.
Ordered, That notice begiv-n to all p«i>
M. JOHNSON of Belfast, in tin Conn- j terested by causing a copy of this *<r*i.
ty of Waldo, beneficiary under the will ot
published three weeks suceessiv* iy in l'i
Alfred w, Johnson, late of Belfast, in said Corn
| publican Journal, publisiied at Belfast, tint
ty <>f Waldo, deceased, having presented a peti- j may appear at a Probate Court, to !.<•
Belfast, w lthin ami for said County, <.n tinlion praying that the Judge ot Prohate may
determine who are ei titled toihe remainder of
Tuesday of May next, at ten ot tin
said trust estate and their respective shares
before noon, and snow eaiise.il' any they
therein under said will and in accordance with
why tlie same should not be proved, a,and allowed.
a decree by Honorable Marten (’. Pbdbrook,
JAM Eh LI LB Y, .Jr
Justice ol the Mipreme Judicial Court of the
A true copy. Attest:
state of Maine.
Arthur vv. Leonard, hv..
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all pe» sons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican •Journal, a newspaper pubAt a Pr bate Court held at Belfast, wirl
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Profor the County of Waldo, on the I4t
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within ami for
April. A. 1). 1914.
said County, on the 12th day ot May. a. I)
E BANOS of Se;irsport, in *•■*
1914, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
ty, administrator of the e-fate o* !
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
A Rurcieen, late of Prospect, in said (
petitioner should not he granted.
Waldo, deceased, h ivilig presented a ;
J.A Mhs 1,1 '.BY, Judge.
prayinc that a mens.- may be granted
A true copy. Attest:
sell and convey certain real estate *.le>.
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
said petition to pay iinlelcediiess of -.a
and cost of administration.
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
Oriieied, that tile said petitions giv.
for tlic County of Waldo, on the second Tuesall persons inn-rested by causing a e*-p\
•Tiler to be publisiied Hueewvek-. su--.-day of April, a. ll. 1914.
in The Republican Journal. a n.-w-p
certain instrument., purporting to he a < opy
*
listied at Bellas! that they may nppe -•
of the last will and testament of Henrietta
hate * ourt, to be held at
i.a-t, v\ ;Unu
T Nichols, late of Nearsport, in said County of
said County, on the 12th day of
Ma
been
for
deceased,
having
presented
Waldo,
of
lie
clock
he
lore
at
t*-n
t
noon,
1914,
probate, the original wi 1 h iving been lost or decause, if any th«-y have, why the pray*
stroyed ami the petition to probate the same is
petitioner .should not be granted
signed by Virginia lv. Thompson and others.
JAW Eh LIBBY..i
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons in
A true copy
Attest:
f this oruer to be
terestod by causing a copy
Ainm r \\. Leonard, 1;.
in
The
Rethree
weeks
successive.)published
publican Journal, published at l-dfast, that they
may appear at a Probate < ourt. to lie held at
if ’A Do ss.—in court ot Probate, ta
Belfast, within and for said County, on he second
V*
fast, on the 14th day of April, l'•
Tuesday oi May next, at ten ot the clock gene li. Connor, admiuistiator on th *
before noon,and snow cause, n any they have,
Leudal T. Shales, late of Belfast, in
why the same should not be proved, approved
ly. deceased, having presented ins ti -t
and allowed.
account ol administr .tiou of said * st
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
lowauce.
A true copy
Attest:
Ordered, That notice thereof be givArthur W. Leon ard, Register.
weeks successively, in The Republican
a m wspaper published in Bellas!, in san
ty. that all persons interested may apAt a Probate court, neio :u r-emiM, *»i»uin aim
probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
for tl»e County of Waldo, outlie 14tli day of
a.
I).
next, and show cause
1914.
day of May
April,
tiny have, why the said account shou
DISSEL of Wayne, in the County
allowed.
f Pennsylvania,
of Delaware, in the State
JAMES LIBBY. .1
ip 1 lie estate of Mary (J. Dissel. late of Lower
A true copy. Attest
Merion, in the County ot Montgomery, state of
Arthur W. Leonard. Ke >
Pennsylvania.deceased,having presented a petition praying for ancillary administration in said
•-stare in said County of Waldo may be granted
117 A MX) SB. —in Court «»t Probate, fit
to him, said Charles Dissel, husband of said de>f fast, on the 14th day of April. 191 +
ceased
,M M ui'll, executrix ol the lasl will m l.
late of.Freedom, in said ( minty,
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to Mureli,
ed, having presented her first anti final o
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
of administr .tion of said estate for allow,.
order to be published three weeks successively
Ordered. That notice thereof be gm
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper publishweeks successively, in The Republican 1
ed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
a newspaper published in Belfast, in sain
C ourt, to be held at Belfast, within aud tor said
County, on the 12th day of May, A. D. 1914, that all persons interested may attend
bate Court, to be heUl at Belfast, <>ii the )
at ten of the clock before noon, and show,
of May next, and show cause, if
cause, if any they iiave, why the prayer of said
have, why the said account should not l»petitioner should not he granted
James libbv.
JaaiES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
A true copy. Attest:
ARTHUR \V. LEONARD, 1.
Arthur Vv Leonard. Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
tor the Ct untv of Wauio, on the 14th day of
April, A. D 1914.
ME M.C. GILKEY of Searsport. in said
County, executrix i; the estate <>i Angeline
N. Carver, late of Searsport. in said Countv of

CHAS. F. SWIFT,

seconfl-nano
goods of every description. Furni
tuie. bedding, eai
pets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty, lfvoi
have anything t*
sell drop me tposta card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER li- .OOMBh,
Corner Cross ami Federal 8tr ts, Belfast.

Belfast, within

CHARLES

I Sweet Peas

■
■
■
I
0
■
W

,*t

HAKKY

Complexion.

At 52High Street.

ourt Held

>

Always Bought

PINKLETS

recently received from the formerly well known Waldo county man, Hon.
C. C. Roberts of Chicago, local papers
telling in words and pictures of the interest of the women of Chicago in the
elections in that city, for which they
were registering.
Also of the Progressive sentiment in that part of the country. It will be a dark day for our friend
Cassius when he neglects to take an in-

Probate Court,to be held at Bel-

Probate

a

r the County of Waldo, on the second T
day of April, a. D. 1914.
4 certain instrument, purporting to he rh.-!;.,
will and testament of Howard Snow,
a
of Burnham, in said County of Waldo, dec-,—.]
having been presented for probate
Ordered. That notice be given to all pet>,r,
interested by causing a copy of this orde,
published three weeks successively in 1 ii
publican Journal, published at Belfast th
may appear at a Probate Court, to
Belfast, within and for said County,
second Tuesday of
\1ay next, at ten nr

R’vLPH

/^(

We

a

At
h

fast, within and for said Couuty, on the second
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock
before noon, anu snow cause if any they have |
why the same should not be proved, approved
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wit),
and allowed.
JAMES LIB»Y, .Judge.
| for the County of \\ aldo, on the secoi
dav of April, A. 1). 1914.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur w. Leonard Register.
|
certain instrument, purporting to b »

C■/ut4eyj?7&*C&CAi

To

--

Pro bale Court, held at. Belfast, within amt
for theCounlvof Waldo, in vacation, April
21, A. I>. 193 4.
A certain
instrument, purporting to be the
las: will and testament ot Sarah It. Crawford, late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate.
At a

Interested

CASTOR IA

The millionaire who gives all his goods
to feed the poor does little to alleviate
human misery compared with the honest
legislator who places on the statute
books one law to brighten human life.
The fortune distributed can at best reach
but few, the just and wholesome law may
reach the masses. Every honest laborer
and business man contributes to society
during the years of active life. We
know that a very large proportion of
society, through mismanagement or ill
luck fails to be provided with the comforts
of life after his earning capacity ceases.
He should be regarded with as much consideration as the veterans of the Civil
War. He has fought manfully the batHe has made mistakes.
tles of life.
Often his mistakes have turned to the
advantage of another. Life is made up
It is to be
of speculation and lottery.
feared that our income tax will find its
way into the construction of magnificent
battleships, rather than be used for the
alleviation of human misery.
Nations have no more need of quarreling among themselves than the States of
our nation have for quarreling among
themselves. Civilized nations have too
much culture to resorc to a trial of physical strength to settle disputes. There
may always be rude peoples who will
occasionally need to feel the influence of
force to keep them in place. Every man
should be allowed to transmit to his
friends sufficient for their needs. But
society should have the right to use a
The tithe collected from the rich is
share of the unearned and unused forsomething that they do not need and can
tunes which have accumulated by force of not use. The tithe collected from the
circumstances.
laboring man is something that in most
It is not the noisy, ablebodied howlers rases would be wasted.
The average
who covet the earnings of others that
man will go to the city and enlaboring
The
deserve the attention of society.
joy life as soon as he has earned fifty to
only attention they deserve from society me hundred dollars. That is the reason
is to see that they work during the years the
unemployed have nothing to live on.
of maturity and strength. When they
it is not because they have not had opto
medibe
should
entitled
sick
get
they
portunity, but because they have squancal attendance and the comforts of life. It
iered their money and neglected to earn
is too much responsibility for the governnoney when there was a demand for
ment to assume all the industries of the j abor.
world, but it can act as a life and health
There is profligacy in all the walks of
insurance company more effectually than
ife. It often costs one hundred thouany company,because the insurance comsand dollars to convict and imprison a
pany benefits only those who have paid
be a good investment
them money, while government could ex- swindler. It may
for the country, when the swindler is
tend its kindly offices to the humblest
ietrauding the innocent people of milmortal who breathes and thus overcome
ions.
But it might be done cheaper if
some of the inequalities of birth and
the officials would practice the same
parentage.
sconomy that is proposed in Cleveland,
A man prominent in educational circles
3hio. They propose to employ a munichas said that he did not believe in old age
pal undertaker and have their supplies
pensions, because a man will live longer
made at the city farm, thus saving fully
While it is true lalf of the usual funeral charges.
to have employment.
that exercise is essential to health,
France proposes to offer a pension to all
neither youth nor old age is the proper
families maintaining more than three
time to expend effort to the best advant- (
children. Thus life may be made more
his
show
to
White
a
boy delights
age.
olerable and death more economical.
work
do
a
he
can
not
full
day’s
strength
Liaws grow as plants do and they have a
before twenty years of age without injunultitude of tiny rootlets permeating
ry to health. Tfee man who attempts to
society. They do not take their origin
do full work when past sixty is digging >n statute books. They originate and
his own grave. In most cases it might nature in the hearts of the people.
be placed younger. Much of the best
When Carter B. Keene, head of the
work of the world is done by men who
was a
have entered the second half century of
life, but in all cases they shorten their

The Range that

one

learns, the easier it becomes to learn.
While these statements may be true of

the girls nodded acquiescence.
Miss Patterson enjoyed the reunion
with gravity occasioned by the loss of
her mother. Her mourning habiliments
gave a sweet, serene dignity to her face,
which was restful and attractive, especially to Wendell. He led her to a
tete-a-tete and listened to her story of
the ride with Hambright, which differed
little from what Mrs. Dyer had reporteJ.
“Hambright had sinister motives in
carrying you at twilight to that lonely
spot and almost umcnown cave, declared
Wendell. “He has possession of your
bonds and has repeatedly refused to reHe controlled your
turn them to you.
Cornucopia stock and could have transferred it, but we stopped that. If you
were dead, he could keep your investment and no one would know of his embezzlement, or he thinks no person
would; but I know now, and he may suspect I do. He has probably the possession of securities belonging to others,
perhaps, to the bank. The first step in
dishonesty leads to many ethers.”
“It is significant he occupies this cave
beneath the mountain. It is probable
he goes there frequently, and considers
it a safe hiding-place from the world.”
Why does he wish to disappear from the
abodes of men ? What does he do in
this mysterious grotto
"I’m sure I do not know. He is peculiar in facial expression and in his action.”
“The violence of his assault terrified
I will never dare again to trust I
me.
I
myself in his company.”
“We must be wary and watchful of |
his actions and gather evidence against
him. Meet him guardedly; keep your
adventure with him a secret—I have
cautioned Mrs. Dyer—and he may betray
himself. It were better so. The public 1
would distort facts and start a frightful i
Here
‘Mum’ is the word.
scandal.
comes Mr. Bemis.”
Bemis chided Wendell for his partiality, sympathized with Miss Patterson
over her affliction, and sat in an easy
chair, with Alice upon its arm and her j
The otheis,
arms
around his neck.
gathered around them and they talked
long and earnestly of their miraculous
escape and the mysteries of the subterranean passage and the wonderful cave.

[TO

as

treated as rationally as animal or vegetable products.
Nature should be aided, not forced.
People sometimes say nobody was ever

j

"I cannot suspect the treasurer or his I
assistants. They examine securities together, but Hambright was permitted
unaccompanied to rummage in the vault.
Every employee is afraid of him, or in

“Perhaps,

similar

colors through tear drops in
her eyes.
“It is only what any man would have
done under the circumstances, sir,” replied Cutnet quietly.
“We knew nothing after we fainted
until we returned to consciousness in the
farm-house hospital,” related Jack, and

ruined and the
know
dying or dead. You lawyers
how distressing it is to force the poor
it
into greater poverty, and how difficult
s
is to collect anything from dead men
estates.”
law
“Yes; I gave up the study of
awhile because I was asked to attach a
source
poor widow’s cow, almost her only
of income. Joseph Miller’s heirs have
the
never yet been able to collect from
the

“To fVvia

a human product as
the castings from a foundry
The teacher
or candles from the mold.
acting on this principle has lost his human identity and become a machine. The
of humanity should be

tempt to turn out

are

resplendent

are

his deals.”

We

“I am rejoiced to see you, Cutnet.
Your heroic self-sacrifice in your efforts
to rescue Jack and the girls led the
chauffers to them and saved their lives.
Such daring courage is worthy of a battlefield and you deserve a hero’s medal.
1 thank you, my boy. I will never forget you,” said Mr. Bemis earnestly.
Alice’s grateful look wa3 reflected in

“Realize—sometime? Yes, sir; thirty
days after eternity—not maturity. Why,
desWendell, in view of the wide-spread
not
truction of property, this stuff is
worth fifty cents on the dollar. Half ot
other halt

suspect—Hambright?

oemia,

ately.

sometime.”

“And you

ueciareu

all here!” cried
Jack, as his father and Wendell and
Alice greeted the late comer affection-

“Indeed! I did not expect that matters were so serious.
“Look at that pile of securities. 1
brought them here to examine carefully
at my leisure. They are discounted notes
not due; stocks and bonds taken as collateral for loans, and mortgages and
deeds which we have been obliged to
take to prevent serious loss to the bank.
“I suppose you can realize on them

debtors

uam,

bandaged.

“Hurrah!

bankruptcy.”

our
are

sun

Sr., and the happy party laughed joy- ing certain things under certain circumously.
stances, and does them automatically
“Poor Cutnet! Why did he not come He takes his place as part of a machine
at
which
with you?” asked Bemis, Sr.,
in all the walks of life, rerhaps his task
remark Dyer chuckled.
is but to replace the spool of thread
“Here I am, sir; what is left of me,” when one is used up, or replace a bar of
replied Cutnet, limping into the room iron when the machine has worked up
from the hall, where he had tarried in the form ir bar. In the training of intelorder not to embarrass the affectionate lects he seeks to rasp them all down to
meeting; One arm was in a sling and one fit the pattern, and there is often an at-

CHAPTER XIV,

ment

immediately.^

Belfast,

aRLES f THOMPSON.
Belfast, Me., April 14,1914.

SB.—In Court of

|

Probate, he,

fast,on the 14tii day of April, 1914
WALDO
the estate of U
trimtee

on*
Carleton,
Campbell, late of \\ interport, m saiilC<
ceased, having presente-o In- fourth ami
count of administration of said estate.!'

11.

ance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be gm
weeks successively in The Repul>!ican J
newspaper published in Belfast, in said
that ali persons interested may attend ;r
bale Courts to be held at Belfast, on the iof May uext, aud show cause, if
nave,why the saul account should not bJAMKB LIBBY,.
A true copy. Attest
Arthur W. Leonard, UtTOR’S NOTICE. The subset
by gives notice that he .has been
pointed executor of the last will aud t<•'

I1XECO

APPLIN, late of Belfast,
County of Waldo, deceased. All
having demands against the estate <>!
ceased are desired to present the satim
tlement, and all indebted thereto are :
to make payment immediately.
JAMES

m

the

ALONZO I!.

1-1*1

A

Belfast. Me., April 14, 1914.

E^X

EC 11 TOR’S NOTICE.

The subsert!

by gives notice that he has been m
pointed executor of the last will and i*

of

JAMES M. BECKETT, late of Is
\n
County of Waldo, deceased.
having demands against the estate
ceased are desired to present the saim
tlement, and all indebted thereto are
to make payment immediately,
KDW A HI) T. BECK
Islesboro, Me., April 14, lul4.
■

in the

NOTICE.

The subset
been

ijlXECUTOR’S
*7 gives notice that be Ins
executor of the last will

pointed

1

r

ami t<

of

SAMUEL LAURA BEK, late of Mom
in the County of Waldo, deceased, an
bonds as the law directs. All person-*
demands against the estate of said deceitdesired to present the same for settlem
all indebted thereto are requested to mu1'
ment

immediately.

GEOROE

LAURA'

Morrill, Me., April 14, 1914.

GEO. t. JOHNSON.

Attorney at Law,
BELFAST. MAINE.
Practice In all

specaltv.

.Courts.] Probate pra.'il<
2tf

RU-NA

HOOK
to

Able

Wa,
'va

Again

Care and Feed Needed to
Produce Big Milken.

Heredity,

A. A. BORLAND,
Vermont State Agricultural College.
To insure strong, vigorous calves begin caring for them before birth by
giving the mother palatable and nutritious food, rich iu protein and ash.
Clover hay, corn silage and from two

r is

to four pounds of grain mixture made
of two parts (by weight) of oats, two
parts wheat bran and one part linseed
oil meal form an excellent ration for
this purpose. Give grain sparingly for
a few days before and after calving.
It is important a calf receive the
first, or colostrum, milk of the dam,
being rich in mineral matter, with lax-

MRS. M. MUELLER.
P.O.Box 321, Hawley,
Wayne Co., Penn.

uuble seemed to be the
suffered
get anyclp her. She was growing
nod weaker. She became
;

liver.
She
d
Was unable to

life.
1

suggested that she write
Co.

runa

r!u-ir advice

i

In

;a.

a

ative properties necessary to prevent
digestive disorders. Remove the calf
from its dam within three days from
birth, as the sooner it is removed the
more easily it is taught to drink from

She did so.
she began to

letter from her at

"Through the
she says:
Iyruna I have regained my
l took only a bottle and a
I was able to sleep and
and my nervousness disapMueller
\'o wonder Mrs.

the pail.
The first two weeks feed the calf
three times daily, giving eight to ten
pounds of milk per day the first week
and ten to twelve pounds per day the
second week. The third week whole
milk may he substituted by skimmilk
and a grain supplement, so by tile end
of the fourth week it has been entirely eliminated. The amount of skimmilk may gradually be increased to

Under
ma in the house.
eurnstances Peruna would
v house in. the lahd.
taking Peruna ought to
copy of the "Ills of Life.”
1 runa Co., Columbus, Ohio.
? who object to liquid median now' obtain Peruna Tablets.

1

|

■

suburban home Should Have

tun

Vegetable

a

Garden.

1914. A
w.roN, D. C., May 4,
jevoted to the various kinds of

>

famips would easily supply
dollars’ worth of
e hundred
during the year. A bountifresh vegetables
of really
a

,
,

I

!

md, however, is of

■

more

impor-

than the money value, says
iulletin 255 on the Home VegThe home vegetable
hirden.
therefore, is worthy of special
mid should include a greater

!

of crops.
Ksocr and variety
here is considerable choice in
:i of the
plot, it is often

garden

select land that will

u,

require

On the
i. it may be necessary to take
-•ruble soil and bring it into
ondition, and it is generally

special preparation.

l

to note the change that can

g

;

■

I

iit in a single season.
of
inage of the garden'area is
mportance. It is desirable

i:,:ul have sufficient fall to drain

:l

water

as

during heavy rains,

tali should not be so great that
would be washed. The surface

|

ariler, should not contain depresa hich water will accumulate and

[
j

A good mixture is three parts
(by weight) of commeal, three parts
ground oats, three parts wheat bran
and one part linseed oil meal.
mouths.

Substitutes For Skimmilk.
If ihe skimmilk is limited various
substitutes may be used after the calf
is thirty days old. The Cornell station
found dried skimmilk powder gave the
best results, and Schumacher's calf
meal and Blatchford’s calf meal gave
good results, strong calves having been
raised by their use without milk.

raising calves indigestion or
scours are often troublesome and are
traced to one or more of the following
causes: Too much milk, cold milk, sour
milk, unclean pails or unclean surroundings. The best remedy is to reIn

the cause. When a severe ease
appears reduce the feed at once and
give three ounces of castor oil in a
pint of milk, to lie followed in four to
six hours by a teaspoonful of a mixture of onp part salol and two parts
subnitrate of bismuth three times daily
move

until the calf improves.

NEEDS
WHAT EVERY GARDEN

Perfect Fruit Admits Ho Insect*.
E. K. PARKINSON.
The warm, bright days of
early

E. p. MORTON.
essential for a sucPerhaps the first
to plan it on paper
cessful garden is
starting so aB to waste
In detail before
Thus if a horse is

i
i.,

water

wi

:

r;

in

damping-off

vegetable produced. Ferorganic composition, such as
p
nanure, should have passed
the fermenting stage before
Well-rotted barnyard mais
no
equal as a fertilizer for
Chicken, pigeon, and
erops.
anure rank
high aB fertilizer,
c
from fowls is especially
mure
r dropping in the hills or rows
of plants.
a,'.-.:
3 the time for plowing hard or
ft :
ay soils, especially if in a part of
Miry where freezing takes place,
in- action of the frost during the
:

j

j

!
I,
;

w

n<

w

and

teams

soils that contain

a

amount of humus may be plowed
spring, but the work should be

tan
'••■■

.arly

in

settle before

order that the soil

may

planting.

iv soils

will

bear

plowing much

earlier than heavy clay soils. The usaaitest is to squeeze together a handful,
a-1" if the
soil adheres in a ball it is too
fir working. In the garden greater

depth

plowing should

of

for ordinary

■tan

be practiced
farm crops, as the

f many vegetables grow deeply
into the soil. Subsoiling will be found
advantageous in most cases, as the

touts

t

drainage

and general movement of the
soil moisture will be
improved thereby.
if
spading should be resorted to
oi m
F

■

ai

t
...

ry small gardens or where it is
to prepare a small area very

thoroughly.
pulverize the
It the soil be well prepared before
Pla.i ii:g, the work of
caring for the
will be very materially lessened.
smooth

to

not
=r

f

|

and

sufficient that the land be

°0’

and tine on top, but the pulverizprocess should extend as deep as the

insure

celery,

or

early cabbage

potatoes
fay late beans or corn, and
"mlar
combinations, are more satis1)Weci

8”

or

factory.

Garden seeds should
always be sown in
r'oght rows
regardless of where the

^anting

j„ made.
the

prove

prgtts. Poultry Regulator

^Satisfaction

Guaranteed

,B

Co

portion

of the soil

knife

possible to run
them, thus cutting

or

adhering to
plants from

the

trowel between

soil into cubes

transferred with
| that are

attacks.
Tools and Results.
there are a few that
and a few more
are indispensable
The
that add to the joy of gardening.
ones include a heart shaped

the

necessary

a spading
hoe, a small garden hoe,
fork, spade, long handled shovel, rake,
feet of line and a
garden reel and 100
The tools which make work
dibber.
hoe with all its aceasy are the wheel
seedcessories, weeders, plows, rakes,
the knaper marker and cultivators,
sack spraver and a large watering pot

saving

garden (for

duce astonishing results.
As a rule, children are particularly
have
Interested in growing crops and
their interest in
proved
repeatedly
bloom, as, for exam-

making gardens
exple, the government agricultural
periments with girls and boys amply

In Kugland, of course, tbe
from
garden becomes all absorbing
and the
February until November,
100
writer recalls a little garden, 50 by
cared for by a man who owned
us.

feet,

small hotel, and from this productive
plot he supplied salads, early potatoes,
strawberries, peas, beans, tomatoes
than
and flowers to his guests. More
his
this, the garden became through
a feature of the hocare
quite
loving
be heard
tel, and new arrivals would
for the
asking if they were in time
“strawberries” or the “peas” or whatthe season and
ever it might he, which
offer.
the wonderful garden had to
a

them

to the

garden.

Money Back

I

WHITE’S CORNER.

C. 0. Whitney has a pair of fine draft,
of
horses, bought from Walter bicknell

Hampden.
Mrs. Julia White was the guest of
Mrs. T. O. Shields of West Winterport
Saturday and Sunday.
Avon Larby and family of Bangor,
have taken possession of the farm re-

SuesineSilk
^

We make a spec- j
ialty of Suesine ;
Silk and keep, or l
order, all shades.
We send the
goods by mail

everywhere prepaid on receipt of

price.

is
Choose well drained ground that
An
covered with a heavy, sweet sod.
old orchard is almost ideal, as the
hot
trees furnish shade during the
Clean away any brush
summer days.
harbor
piles or thickets which might
and if the same ground must

cently bought of S. J. Fish.

We

specially prepared
place for starting plants, from which
they may be transplanted to their permanent positions in the garden. The
some

■_a.;___a.J__I

i_i

l_

such that it may be conveniently reached
for watering, and it should be naturally

Chilaren Cry
FOR FLETCHER'S

“My child was burned terribly about the face,
neck and chest. I applied Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil. The pain ceased, and the child sank
into a restful sleep.”—Mrs. Nancy M. Hanson,
Hamburg, N. Y.

O ASTQ R I A
PACT

CPARCMONT

Leslie Marriner made a business
to Belfast April 21st.
Mrs. Joseph Packard called

recently.
Clinton Butler has bought

on

trip

relatives

in this section

land of Mrs. Jennie Caswell.

a

piece

of

WEST FRANKFORT.

Miss Florence Benson is spending
few weeks at home.

a

Several have been confined to the
house with the mumps.
work for

Lydia E. Pinkham’s VegeCompound Dispelled

hot oven.

diarrhoea; grinds
asleep,
up with terror—all suggest a Worm Killer—
something that expels worms, and almost every
child has them. Kickapoo Worm Killer is
needed. Get a box today. Start at once.
You won’t have to coax, as Kickapoo Worm
Killer is a candy confection. Expels the
worms, the cause of your child’s trouble. 25c.,

at your druggist.

MrB. Laura Jerrett took the train for
Boston April 26th after spending several
weeks with E. B. Thayer and wife and
other friends.

Can't look well, eat well, or feel well with
impure blood. Keep the blood pure with Bur
dock Blood Bitters. Gat simply, take exercise,
keep clean, and good health ia pretty sure to
follow. $1.00 a bottle.

J

con-

prices for

my kidneys, headache, dizziness,
lassitude, had no energy, limbs ached
and I was always tired. I was hardly

able to do my housework.

I had taken

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound on one other occasion, and it had
helped me so I took it again and it has

up, until now I feel like a new
You have my hearty consent
to use my name and testimonial in any
way and I hope it will benefit suffering

built

me

woman.

women.”—Mrs. OrphaTurner, 431 S.
Wayne St, Piqua, Ohio.
Women who are suffering from those
distressing ills peculiar to their sex
should not doubt the ability of Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound to restore their health.

If you want special advice
write to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., (confidential) Lynn,
Mass. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman

and held in strict confidence.
CENTER MONTVILLE.
Orrie Morse planted peas last week.
A. A. Thompson lost one of his horses
last week.
L. F. Nash of Morrill was at D. C.
Cain’s Sunday.

Burleigh NaBh and wife went to Rockland Wednesday.
Mrs. D. C. Cain got home from Rockland Wednesday.
Carney Shure is back from a visit with
relatives in Massachusetts.
Dr. Ramsay went to Belfast last Mon-

Miss Addie Palmer, White’s Corner;
Miss Annie Paul, Carter; Miss Leona
Choate, G. P.; P Allen, Kingdom; Miss
Nellie Clement, Halldale; Miss Alice
Coleman of Rockville, Vose.
Don’t use harsh physics. The reaction weakins the bowels, leads to chronic constipation,
,et Doan's Regulets. They operate easily, 26c
it all stores.

Farms,Sites

Mill Sites,

I

for Summer Hotels
and

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

I

! MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
to

give opportunity
make

a

those

change in location for

desiring
a new

to

start

in life.

!

[

Undeveloped Water Powers.

|

Unimited Raw Material
AND

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding locations
are invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of
the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

1

i

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

MarcellusJ.Dow

MAINE

CiNTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

I

BROOKS, MAINE.

—

*"*

i

EASTERN

STEAMSHIP

CORPORATION.
SIX

TRIPS

A

WEEK.

BANGOR LINE.
Announces th it h« nas
to diseases of the

limited his practice

BELFAST AND 30ST0N $3.50.

(R3UNO

TRIP $6.50.)

[ye. liar, Nosa and liiroai

lieved me when
other medicines
AND KLHUCTION.
failed, and when I
□ Rce hours -1) a. m. to 12 mI to 3p.tr
hear a woman com7 to 8 p. in., and bv appointment.
plain I always recommend it Last win- |
CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREET?
ter I was attacked
23tf
Telephone connection
with a severe case of organic weakness.
I had backache, pains in my hips and

over

I

cash

and Dizziness.

p r a i s e it deserves,
for I have taken it
at different times
and it always re-

Locations

Good Farming Land

Backache, Headaches
Piqua, Ohio.—“I would be very ungrateful if I failed to give Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound the

Factory

Discount
Sale i

a

at low

Quarries,

receiving

but we still
tinue our

table

Mell Massure is doing mason
Raymond Packard and wife of the village were guests of F. E. Gelo and wife, Horace Murphy in Swanville.
April 26th.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Tozier will soon
Ernest Mahoney of Somerville, Mass., move into the W. S. York house.
was in town recently and bought what is
Pembrooke Tozier has been at work
known as the old Dailey place.
for George Staples the past week.
day to have an operation on his ear.
for seed-bed purposes. Mix all the inA. F. Heal has four registered English
Miss Daisy Stevens is spending a few
from
the Royal Beagle
hounds
Mrs. Charles Palmer of Liberty will be
Beagle
in
a
heap, stirring
gredients together
weeks with her parents, Fred Stevens
at Seven Valley, Pa., and some
at Mrs. Ramsay’s t! e last of this week.
well with a shovel, after which the soil Kennels
and wife.
fox hounds from Berry, Ky.
Clifton Morse and wife attended the
should be sifted And placed in boxes or
Mrs. John Seekins has gone to Swanfuneral of his uncle, Henry Boulter of
in
school
Child Cross, r evens n ? Sick?
is
in the bed ready for sowing the seed.
where
she
teaching
ville,
Knox, last Thursday.
A cron, peevish, listless child, with coated Dist. No. 8.
Weed seeds and the spores of fungous
The schools in town began the spring
doesn't
sleep: eats sometimes
diseases that are present in the soil for tongue, pale,
James Knowlton and wife of Swanville
teachlittle, theu again ravenously; stomach spent last week with their daughter Mrs. term April 27th with the following
a seed bed may be killed by placing the very
ers: Mrs. Perley Allen, Center; Miss
Grant.
sour; breath fetid; pains in stomach, with
Charles
soil in pans and baking it for an hour
Flora Knowlton, McFarland’s Corner;
teeth while
and starts
a

are

■him—

NEW
GOODS

be used year after year lime it. plow
some
it down each fall and sow with
suitable crop which will afford green
pasture for the growing birds.

Mrs. Luella Nickerson and Miss Cora
Parsons of Swanville visited their sister,
Mrs. C. H. Libby, Sunday.

Where the soil does not adhere to the
roots of the plants it is well to puddle

III

~

vermin,

As

than weak; that is

Mason & Hall Sell It

easily dragged
aid of a horse, and. if tightly built,
houses of this sort can be used for layers and also breeders in the winter by
the addition of nests, hoppers, etc.
A word about placing the house.

FEELS LIKE
* HEW WOMAN

longer

Devoe is the paint that costs least, lasts
longest, and takes best care of the house
all the time.

‘

(Winterport.)

wears

He may paint half his job Devoe, the other half any
paint he likes. If Devoe doesn’t take less gallons and cost
less money (1) for the gallons and (2) for putting it on, no
that makes least first cost.
pay. If it does, Devoe is the paint
If it doesn’t wear longer, we’ll give him enough to repaint
the whole job. The time may be one year or ten or between.

the day,
can be thrown open during
admitting sunshine and fresh air.
is
The “A” shaped colony house

combines roof
quite a favorite, as it
has also
and two sides in one piece. It
but is
of
cheap,
being
virtue
added
the
of the
not so easily cleaned as some
others.
Most colony houses average about
and
C by 8 feet in size, with shed roof
with cura large wire covered window
This type should be
tain in front.
be
built on skids, so that they can
to new ground with the

itself.

If anyone doubts any statement above,
here’s the proof:

ance

hoe bewith a fine nozzle. The wheel
when guided by
comes almost human
and does away
an intelligent hand
few mowith hand hoeing entirely. A
in the
ments spent each pleasant day
a family of five) will pro-

paint

on

Of course, strong paint
why Devoe wears longest

Can Be Made or Bought.
For small, flocks suitable colony
houses may be made from large store
boxes by covering the top and three
sides with tar paper, the other side
exbeing made of cellar window wire
tending six inches down from the top,
which should ordinarily be left uncovered, but these should be a curtain to
The baldrop over It in bad weather.
of the side should be hinged so it

As to tools,

Misses Louise Libby and Laura Bickstudents of Bangor High school,
ford,
L. T SHALES & SO!N.
3082
them. In the process of puddling, a hole spent the week-end at their homes.
is dug in the earth near the plant bed,
Leonard Clarke and son George of
were passengers on
choke, asparagus, beans, beets, Brussels or a
large pail or pan may be used for West Winterport,
weeks’ visit in
sprouts, cantaloupe, carrot, cauliflower, the purpose, and a thin slime, consisting Thursday’s boat for a two
Massachusetts.
cucumber, sweet corn, cress, eggplant, of
clay, cow manure, and water, is preS. J. Fish and wife and Mrs.JGodsoe
endive, potatoes, lettuce, okra, spincah, pared. The plants are taken in small
are spending two weeks with relatives
and
onions.
parsnip, peas, pepper, squash
bunches and their roots thoroughly and friends before leaving town. They
For growing certain crops, it has often coated with this mixture
by dipping have not yet decided upon their place of
been found advisable to prepare the
them up and down in the puddle a few residence.
ground in a special manner. Such crops times. Puddling insures a coating of
Upon reading the account of greenas beets, radishes, and onions are somedate in the possession of
moist earth over the entire root system backs of early
several persons, C H. Libby informs
times grown on beds 6 to 10 feet in
the
air
from
of the plant,
of
prevents
your correspondent that he has one
width and raised 6 to 8 inches, with narreaching the rootlets while on the way the dollar denomination which is earlier
From Baltimore
row
walks between.
than any mentioned. It is dated Aug.
to the garden, and aids in securing disouthward, cabbage, cauliflower, and rect contact between the roots and the 1, 1861.
similar crops are frequently grown on
Mrs. C. B. Jewett was hostess for the
soil.
Ladies Club April 22nd. The usual time
top or on the sides of ridges. When the
in parts of the country where the
was spent at whist, after which a busiplants are set on top of the ridge better sunshine is extremely hot
during a part ness meeting was held and it was voted
drainage for the roots is secured. When of the summer, some plan ts,
especially that the hostess should attend to the
Bet on the south side of the ridge, greatRefreshthose that are grown for salad purposes, program for each meeting.
er warmth and earlier maturity will be
ments of assorted cake and ice cream
are benefited by shading.
.is were served.
Shading
secured, and when planted on the north often used in the care of small plants
For
Miss Phyllis Haley entertained her
side, the growth is retarded.
when they are first transplanted.
schoolmates and several other young
growing celery and a few similar crops
Where boards are available they can friends Saturday afternoon, April 25th.
it has been found advisable to place the
be used for protecting plants that have The occasion was in honor of the anniplants in furrows or slight trenches in been set in rows in the garden by placing versary of her ninth birthday, which ocorder that the soil removed may be avail- them on the Bouth side of the row at an curred Sunday, April 26th. The afterand other out
able for working in around the plants as angle that will cast a shadow over the noon was fine and croquet
of door games were enjoyed for a time,
them
in
and
holding
place
by
plants,
they mature.
then the little people returned to the
short stakes driven in the ground.
In the broadest sense the entire garden
house for other games and the delicious
Laths, wooden slats, cotton cloth, or
is a seed bed, as the seeds of many of shaded sash are frequently used to pro- lunch of cake, fancy cookies and cocoa,
had prepared. Many
the crops are planted where they are to tect plant beds from the heat of summer. which Mrs. Haley
dainty gifts and cards were received by
As
the
term
“seed
bed”
is
used
grow.
the little hostess.
or

(Jet Pratt«160 Pago Poultry Book

JBtled' *n the control of inaects The seed bed should never be allowed
that infect garden crops it to become dry, but great care should be
,.1983868
e'
|l088ible to accomplish a great taken that too much water is not applied.
°f g0<K*
by careful aanitary ar- Plants require the action of air upon
®°me °f the vegetables their roots and an excess of water in the
°"g the garden varieties that are ■oil will exclude the air. Too
frequent
Paratively easily cultivated are: arti- and heavy watering* will cause the

am°
ran"1"'
aino'^^H1'

a

a

Pkga. 25o, 60c, 60c, $1.00; 25 lb. pail $2.50
best for parent birds and young stock. It
helps digestion—keeps the liver on the job and
purifies the blood. Makes more eggs and
stronger chicks.
Refuse substitutes; insist on Pratts.

By planting in this
seedlings will be more unim. 8lze ar”f shape, and thinning
™ilivating will be more easily ac- in

^anner
Jr'n

seed

the roots and prevent the
wilting. If the plants have been properly thinned or transplanted it is often

Lively Chicks
Healthy, disease proof,

protected from drying winds.
Plowing.
Good soil for a seed bed consists of one
:
Planning the location of the various part of well-iotted manure, two parts
in the
garden, due consideration of good garden loam or rotted sods, and
8
be given to the matter of succes- one
part of sharp, fine sand. The ma°!°" ln order that the land may be occu- nure Bhould be thoroughly rotted, but it
t' at
all times. As a rule it would not
should not have been exposed to the
8 best
to have a second planting of the weather and the
strength leached out of
crop follow the first, but some it. The addition of leaf mold or peat
“UtP
arrangement as early peas followed will tend to make the soil better adapted
>'

seedlings,
removing plants
bed or plant bed they

should be well watered and the water
allowed to soak into the soil. This will

here it refers to

J

the

from

he

ill break the soil into fine parrender it suitable for planting,

ten and come
cost about $8.50 for
bolt holes al'
knocked down, with the
takes a few mo
bored, so that it only
to put them to
ments with a wrench
advantage of these
gether An added
insects may be
small frames is that
until thej
kept from the young plants
to withstand their
are strong enough

of the

A few hours before

itlbreak.
of fertilizer employed has a
iiuence on the character and
:

of artificial heat Is not

There are several types of colony
houses, but all should have the followfreedom
ing features: Perfectly dry,
easy to
ventilated,
well
from drafts,
should be
clean and move (this latter
done every season), and, lastly, they
should be attractive, but inexpensive.
Don’t crowd the chicks in the colony
Remember, they will be alhouse.
moved
most grown before they are
and
again. Have perches removable,
until
do not allow the chicks to roost
consider
their bones have hardened up
breast
ably, or they may have crooked
When roosts are given, have
bones.
them at least two inches wide.

single plant
earlj
starting the melons, cucumbers,
etc. These
annual flower seeds, beans,

assure

question

vital.

_____|

it-

V

the

rectangular.
plenty

of manure; that failpart applied when
fertilizer,
use
ing
in the rows as the
and
part
plowing
Those who have no
plants need it.
find the little
cold frame sashes will
frames a great help in

the blossoms have fallen and use, for
cherries, bordeaux to prevent rot:
bordeaux
and
pears,
paris green;
quinces, bordeaux for leaf and fruit
spot; grapes (spray when flowers open),
bordeaux for fungi; plums should re- :
eeive the same treatment; gooseberries and currants, bordeaux and paris !
green, and these should he sprayed at
the first sight of worms; peaches, bordeaux to prevent rot and mildew, and
these should be sprayed just before the
flowers open.
In spraying bear in mind that birds
will suffer if poisons are used in greater strength than is absolutely required,
for, while a poisoned worm will not, as
I rule, kill a full grown bird, it may
kill the fledglings. Keep the bark of
the fruit free well scraped, thus destroying the breeding places of many
pests, and in trying to get rid of tent
caterpillars do not burn the nests, for
It very seriously injures the trees, hut
look instead for the ring-like egg clusters, which may bo seen in early spring
on the small twigs, and cut off and
After young caterpillars
burn them.
hatch out they soon begin to weave a
tent, to which they retreat at night and j
in stormy weather, and it is then the
tests should be either cut off and burntil or gathered by hand and destroyed.
n given proper protection the birds
themselves will do wonders toward
keeping down these insect pests and
should therefore always he encouraged

It Is the strongest paint there is and takes less gallons;
its strength is the reason it takes less gallons.
Less gallons to buy; less money for that. Less gallons
to paint; less money for that. As the painting costs more
than the paint, so the saving on painters’ wages is more than

feathered. They are then able to take
care of themselves during the daytime, and, extfept on cold, rainy days,

Provide

Other Fruits to Be Sprayed.
Spray the following fruits just after

Leased Land,

Chicks are generally
ia the answer.
six
ready to leave the brooder at about
weeks of age-tbat Is, when fully

er

or

on

KELLER.
After the brooder, before the laying
house, what then? The colony house
j. w.

—

indispensable and it
a safeguard against all animals,
ly poultry. A tight board fence
irnplish this result and also serve

j

Especially Handy

valuable space.

no

Devoe will paint your house for half or
two-thirds or three-quarters your usual
cost, and wear as much longer as it costs
less.

COLONY HOUSES FOR POULTRY

cultivating make the
to be used for
If, on the
narrow.
and
garden long
is to be done by
other hand, the work
be nearer togethhand the rows should
be either square
may
and the garden

to kill the insects that were not on
band when the first spraying was done.
The bordeaux may be purchased already mixed and paris green added in
the proportion of one pound to 150 gallons of bordeaux.
See that the agitator in the sprayer works freely and
does the work thoroughly, and a pair
of automobile goggles will be found
very useful in protecting the eyes
while spraying.
The next spraying should be after
the blossoms have fallen (but while the
little apples are still standing upright),
using the same solution, and this is
the most important treatment in the
fight against the codling moth.

from

riien spot iB

:

spring bring to life the insect world,
and the annual campaign of destruction begins as soon as the first leaves
appear. This is, then, one of the most
critical times, and the spraying which
is done in May and June will count for
much in a steady war against these
pests. The first spraying is done with
copper sulphate, but when the blossoms have formed the apple trees
should be sprayed again with a solution of bordeaux and paris green (never spray fruit trees while in blossom)

In every way possible.

surroundshould not be allowed to drain
garden. A good fence around

Waste

•

or
sixteen
eighteen pounds daily.
Grain is best fed dry, beginning with
When
a handful after feeding milk.
the calf is a mouth old and being fed
entirely on skimmilk, bay and grain,
the amount of grain may be one-half
pound daily, at the end of two months
one pound daily and at the end of
three months two pounds daily, and no
further increase is necessary for six

__

SPRAY AGAIN IN MAY

CALF RAISING

ago
very

Agency-All rights reserved

-COPYRIGHT 1913 by the Mor«

Strong Paint

*Page

The 'Business Farmer's

Sleep and Eat

HAVE YOU HAD THE GRIP?

the
grip, that especially debilitate and make
the body an easy prey for more dangerout
diseases. Ask those who have had the
grip regarding the present condition ol
their healthand mostof them will answer:
“Since I had the grip I have never been
well.” They still have profuse perspiration, the persistent weak ness of the limbs,
the disordered digestion, shortness ol
breath and palpitat ion of the heart caused
by the thin-blooded condition in which
the grip almost always leaves its victim
alter the fever and influenza have subsided.
They are furthermore, at the
There are certain

disorders, such

as

mercy of relapses and of complications,
often very serious. In an attack of the
grip there is a rapid thinning of the
blood and not unlil the blood is built up
again is complete health restored. make
°l)r. Williams’ Pink Pills quickly
the blood rich and red, drive out the
lingering genus from the system and
transform despondent grip victims into
cheerful, healthy men and women.
Try the pills for any form of debility
caused by thin blood.
All druggists sell Dr. Williams Pink
riiis. Get a box today and begin at once
Write for free
to a--am your health.
“Pudding l.'p the I flood,” to
I
t.n: Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

no'Jet,

Look After Your

hid Peas!
For the best line, by the

quart

or

bushel,

go to

Chas. F. Swift's,

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
AND CAMDEN,
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p. m., daily, except
Sunday, for Boston. Leave Belfast at 7 30 a.
m. daily, except Monday, for Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
RETURNING
Leave India Wharf, Boston at 5 00 p. m.,

daily, except Sunday, and leave Belfast at 7.16
a. m. daily, except Monday, for Bangor and intermediate landings.
FRED W. ROTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
MARYLAND CASUALTY COMPANY,
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
Assets December 31, 1913.
Real estate.$1,254,087 79
4,317 46
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds. 4,028,180 59
303,774 19
Cash in office and bank.
.10,054 32
Agents’ i. alances.
Bills receivable
19,800 49
Interest and rents.
27,811 31
All other assets. 1,144,197 87

Gross assets.$6,792,224 02
163,447 02

Deduct items not admitted......

Admitted assets.$6,628,777 00
Liabilities December 31, 1913.
Net unpaid losses.$1,315,569 40
Unearned premiums. 2,767,049 78
All other liabilities.
390,510 61
Cash capital. l.bOO.OUO 00
Surpius over ail liabilities. 1,125,647 21
Total liabilities and surplus... .$6,628,777 00
E. C. MORAN CO., Agents,
3^19
Rockland, Maine.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
J. G. Small of Troy, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine,
formerly of Plymouth, in the County of Penobscot anil State of Maine, by his mortgage deed
dated the fifteenth day of January, 1913, and
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
303, Page 402, conveyed to Wilrnot L. Gray of

WHEREAS,

said Troy, a certain lot or parcel of land situate in said Troy, bounded on the south and east
by the Clark and Morrill roads, so-called; on
the north by the north line of said Troy; and
on the west by land of James R. Stevens; excepting and reserving, however, five acres
owned and occupied by Willis E. Stevens out
of the southwest c rner of said premises; containing ninety-five acres, more or less, which
mortgage and the note and claim thereby secured was sold and delivered to the undersigned by deed of assignment dated April 18,
1914, recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 315, Page 12; and whereas the condition
of said mortgage has been and now is broken,
now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof, we claim a foreclosure of

Masonic Temple.

said mortgage.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of April, A. D.
1914
JOHN W MANSON.
3wl9
HARRY R.COOLIDGE.

Horses for Sale

Mum Wituted

We have for sale a good solid pair of hor ses,
veil matched, good workers, and weighing apat a reasonj iroximately 3,000. Will be sold
ible price as we need a heavier pair.
CO..
FUEL
CONSUMERS
Belfast, Me.
18tf

ABOUT THREE CORDS of old,
WANTED,
well rotted clear
dressing for the
cow

Crosby place. Apply
Tel. 146, ring 4.

to

tfl6

H. E KNIGHT,

Northport

Avenue.

UP
DAYS!
CLEAN
|
I Carle & Jones’ Dry Goods Dept |
1

Saturday, May 9th, and Monday, May 11th.

|

REMNANTS and ODD LOTS

H

I

j|§
One of the most notable musical comedy
of
events of the season will be the coming
Rose”
John C. Fisher’s great success “The Red
8th. It
at the Colonial Theater, Friday, May
sensawill be the first local appearance of this
will come
tional musical comedy and with it
chorus.
the New York company with a large
life
“The Red Rose” has to do with student
The locale is
in the Latin quarter of Paris.
and the
suggestive of care-free happiness,
in Mr. Fisher’s play
particular scenes depicted
in real and imagireflect the best to be found

SEARSPORT7"
in New
MrB. Edward L. Savory is visiting
York.
their spring
House painters are now getting
work.
at 25 cents
Strawberries are in the market
per box.
Mrs. C. M. Nichols
on business.

was

in Bangor Saturday
were

in

Sunday.

from Boston
Mrs. C. E. Adams returned

Saturday.
last week
Mrs. J. B. Parse returned
visit in Boston.
business trip to
Charles S. Bhute made a
from

Bangor last week.
and son
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Wllbaud
a trip to Boston.
from
week
last
turned
William West returned Monday
in Bangor.
days’ visit with friends

from

a

re

few

a

winter.
in

town

was
George A. Mitchell of Togus
Mrs. Mary E.
Tuesday visiting his mother,

Mitchell.
from LowElbridge Ward arrived Tuesday
of horses for his
ell, Mass., with a line string
sale stables.

Emma Mason is visiting her daughter,
in
Mrs. Albert T. Stevens, nee Lida E. Mason,
Mrs.

Jersey City.
number of our local fishermen sre
and salmon
having good success witli the trout
a

at Swan Lake.
Hark Mauei 1. meyero, vyayi,.

last

Steamer Washingtonian of the AmericanHawaiian line, commanded by Capt. James B.
S. governParse, has been chartered by the U.
Yard
ment and sailed from the Brooklyn Navy
last week with a load of supplies for the U. S.
Vera Cruz.

couple,

this route.

—■

a
arrived at Buenos Ayres, March 31st after
65
of
days.
passage
SatCapt. and Mrs. A. N. Blanchard arrived
of
from New York to attend the funeral

urday

Richard P. Smith.

many

town.

Belfast last Saturday mornWhile driving
Wilfred V.
ing Capt. Daniel C. Nichols and
Nichols were thrown from their carriage in
Mechanic’s Hollow’ near Pike’s spuol mil).
to

town

The coopers who went from Searsport to
Houlton to work at their trade reported cold
weather and good sleighing last week.
William Mason, who has been at woik at
House Island, Portland harbor, arrived hom e
Saturday and is nursing an injured hand.
Mahlon Havener, who was in town to atte nd
the funeral of his aunt, Mrs. A. F. Math ews,
returned to Worcester, Mass., last week

Capt. W. R. Gilkey was in Bangor Thursday
and bought a new Overland touring car, to be
used in connection with his livery business.
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Treat of Winterpor t
were in town Friday and Saturday, guests of
Mr. and Mrs. 0. C Atwood on Steamboat
avenue.

Rev. O. C. Barnard returned last week fro m
the M. E. Conference in Presque Isle and assumed his second year’s work at the M. E.
church Sunday.

is

this

significant

who

Dodge’s Corner. The Ladies’ Benefit Society will meet at the Grange hall every Tuesday p. m. until further notice.... Mr. and Mrs.

Mr.

by previous

was

treatment

at

said

hospital.

;

are

I

|

|

town for desired drugs and perfumes.
To such we would say that we have
city stock; tor sale at dty prices.

OLD CORNER DRUG

Mr. John Stewart of Somerville, Mass., was
guest of his deceased wife's aunt, Mrs.
John Ra ndell. Cress street, for a brief time
last week.

I

we

a car

shat
load

coupled

with

charming

I

Maine

ROKN

Reduction in Prices of

In Rociuana, May 4, to Mr. and
Bicknell.
JVlrs Robert C. Bicknell, a son. Charles E. Bick-

nell, 2nd.
Bridges. In Sedgwick, April 21, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lucius D. Bridges, a son, Homer Lee.
In O'-land, April 23, to Mr. and
Conary.
Mrs. Herbert (Jonarv, a daughter.
Dow. In Ellsworth, April 28, to Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Dow. a son.
Dunbar. In East Belfast, May 3. to Mr. and
Mrs. George O. Dunbar, a daughter,
Hutchings. In Bucksport. April 18, to Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Hutchins a son.
Lear. In Northport, May 3, to Mr. and
Mrs. Irvin Lear, a son.
Starrett, In Warren, April 30, to Mr. and
Mrs. N. G. Starrett, a daughter.
MAURI ED

scenery.

Brock-Nickekson. In Searsport, May 3, by
J. W. Black, Esq., John Brock and Miss.Bertha
bnlr NEWS.
Nickerson, both of Searsport.
Hutchinson-Williams. In Stonington, April
18. Pearl Eaton Hutchinson and Miss Carrie
AMERICAN PORTS.
Williams, both of Stonington.
Hopkins-Bradstreet. In Viralhaven, April
New York, April 30. Ar, sch3 John Bossert,
Bradstreet.
Wiggins; William Jones, Vinalhaven; Brig- 22, Freeman S. Hopkins and Gladys
Howard-Benson. In Hampden Highlands,
adier, Sullivan; May 1, ar, sch Omaha, NanM.
tucket; sld, schs Donna T Briggs, Port Read- May 2, by Rev. C. H. Johonnett, Raymond
both of
ing for Searsport; William Bisbee, Prospect Howard and Miss Florence Benson,
Harbor; 2, ar, sch Melbourn P Smith, Jackson- Frankfort
Lovey-BurleiGH. In Boston, April 20, at
ville; 4, ar. schs L T Whitmore, Somes Sound;
Archibald Castle
Crescent, Long Cove; 5, ar, sch Adelia T Carle- the Church of the Advent,
Lovey of Boston and Miss Lucy Woodbury
ton, Long Cove.
Boston, May 1. Ar, schs J Arthur Lord, St Burleigh, formerly of Rockland.
Veazie-Andrews. In Thomaston, April 29,
John, N B; Minnie Slauson, do; Annie & Reuand Katherine
ben, Stonington, Me; Mary E Lynch, do; sld, Edward R. Veaaie of Rockland
schs Metinic, Rockland; Mary Weaver, Bucks- C. Andrews of Thomaston.
port and Bangor; 4, ar, schs Horace A Stone;
Tampa; J Manchester Haynes, Jacksonville;
DIED
Methebesec, Brunswick.
Philadelphia, April 28. Ar, scbs Pendleton
Mrs. Eliza
Sisters, Calais; Alicia B Crosby, Bangor; 30,
Atkinson. In Orland, April 26,
and 26
ar, sch Frontenac, Newport News; May 4, ar,
A. Atkinson, aged 67 years, 7 months
sch George E Klinck, Long Cove; 5, ar, stm
AnMrs.
Millinocket, Stockton.
Emerton. In Portland. April 22,
New London, Ct, April 28. Ar, ech Gladys, drew L. Emerton, formerly of Vinalhaven,
Kingston, Ja, for Stamford.
aged 57 years.
Newport News, Va, May 1. Ar, stm Bay
Gray. In Orland, April 30, Mary L. Gray,
schs
PhilaPort, Bangor; 4, ar,
wife of Hudson G. Gray.
Frontenac,
A
a.
Horton. In Beachmont, Mass., April —,
delphia; James W Paul, Jr, Boston.
Norfolk, April 80, Sld, sch Gen E S Gree- Leroy Horton, formerly of Camden, aged 50
ley, eastern port; May 1, ar, sch R P Pendle- ^
ton, New York; 3, ar, sch James W Paul, Jr,
J ELLISON. In Ellsworth, April 25. Mrs. Lucy
15 days.
Bangor.
Jellison, aged 80 years, 11 months and
S
In Brewer, April 30, Miss
80.
sch
Elizabeth
C, April
Ar,
McKechnie.
Wiggins,
6 months
Gilbert, Chipman, New York.
Anna B. McKechnie, aged 56 years,
San Juan, P R, May 1.
Sld, sch Edward H and 3 days.
T
MeIsaac
3,
May
In
Cole, Pascagoula.
Meservey.
Northport,
Jacksonville, May 3. Sld, sch Edward H servey, aged 98 years and 6 days.
of
M*a
son
Blake, New York.
Reynolds. In Troy, May 2, Ray,
Charleston, May 2. Ar, sch William E Litch- and Mrs. Lemuel Reynolds, aged 4 years and 5
field, Portland.
In Augusta, April 28. Martin U.
SiNGHl.
Vineyard, May 6. Ar and sld, sch PendleBurial at
ton Sisters, Philadelphia for Calais.
Singhi of Rockland, aged 66 years.
Bangor April 29. Sld, stm Bay Port, New- Rockland.
,,
G.
28,
Cyrus
In Union, April
Stewart.
port News; May 1, sld, sch Mary E Palmer,
74
War,
aged
Civil
the
of
E
Norstm
soldier
Warren,
3,
Stewart,
George
Newport News;
folk; 5, ar, Mary Augusta, Bath; sld, sch George years.
Annie
E Warren, Norfolk.
SwAZEy. In Bucksport, April 23, Mrs.
Searsport, April 28. Ar, stm Penobscot, L. Swazcy, aged 80 years, 10 months, 15 days.
GerNorfolk 30, sld, stm Kanawha, Norfolk, May
Spaulding. In East Union, April 29,
*-b
2, ar, stm Massasoit, Boston; sld, stms Penob- trude M., wife of Cleveland Spaulding, aged
scot, Norfolk; Massasoit, eastward; 5 ar, schr years, 4 months and 2 days.
RichSmith. In Harrisburg, Pa., April 29,
Northland, Newport News.
Stockton, May 2.
Sld, stm Millinocket, ard P. Smith of Searsport, aged 48 years.
Ward. In Troy, April 28. George Ward,
Philadelphia.
West Sullivan, Me, April 30. Sld, sch Adelia aged 70 years.
T Carletou, New York.
Rockland, May 1, Ar, schs James H Hoyt,
New York; Ira B Ellems, do for Roberts Harbor; John J Berry, Boston; Wawenock, Saco; I
M Chase, Belfast.

COAL
Now is the time to fill your Bins with the
celebrated Old

|

|

On and after
mer

Coai

Company’s Lehigh

May 1st the following

sum-

prices will be in effect until further

notice:

$6.60

PEA,
CHESTNUT,
STOVE,
EGG,
COKE,

8.10
7.85
7.85
7.25

These prices are for coal put in your bin, either in tin
cellar or on the street level, within c>'ty limits. Ccal tak
at the storehouse, 50c. less per ton than the above nan:
prices. All the above prices are subject to a discount
25c. per ton on all bills paid within 30 days from date
delivery. No discount for less than one ton. Up stain
50c. per ton additional. Two flights, 75c. per ton add:
tional
Special attenticn given to delivering ccal out
side city limits at satisfactory prices. All orders sh;t.
receive our prompt and careful attention in preparath

\

and delivery.

..

w

the

indeed for early May.

|

..

Capt. L. M. Partridge, Church street, is suffering a discouraging ill-turn; is coughing
badly, causing much anxiety to his wife and
daughter.

STORE_J

yours,^

NORTON, Belfast,

B. O.

_

ternoon.

a

JONES. I

CARLE &

of the Famous Auburn
Farm Wagons, for both
one and two horses
ms running from 1
inch
steel axles to 3i inch
skein axles. The goods
are right and the prices
are right. Let us sh»*
them to you.

home.

breezes

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Colson of Searsport
called upon her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Simeon
B. Merrithew, Church street, last Sunday af-

left the middle of last week for their home in
Rockland.
Sunday morning John McLaughlin took
1( sears. Alvah C. Treat, Bion B. Sanborn and
Charles McMann, to Dixmont In one of his
automobiles. Tbs traveling is now vary good

|

week

Mr. Frank W. Collins of Rocklar.d, who has I
for several years owned “The Stockton,” is in 1
town superintending putting in a modern bathj
room and necessary equipments at the hotel, I
the propietor, Mr. M. L. Ingalls, finding such
I
conveniences absolutely demanded by the
will
These
improvements
travelling public.
I
render this hostelry a pleasant summer place
of
the
exhik
ration
sea
for guests enjoying

The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist parish
entertained Tuesday afternoon by Mrs. ;
Elmer E. Thompson, Church street.

!j

|l

%

THiSreceive

informed

GOOD WOOD
of

all

kinds at reasonable

prices.

Also

CHARCOAL.

..

Appreciating past favors,
the

,,

t

Ghsiin Til r ej moved his family frem Cop
Address all communi- j
ra tes very reasonable.
The Opee- Jellison to the village Monday, going into the
Friday, May 1st, opened with heavy snow cations to the Business Manager,
Wilson Staples house (formerly the John Litsqualls in the morning and every night during chee Chronicle, Searsport, Maine.
tlefield place) Church street.
Richard
Smith.
P.
the week was cold with raw winds until SunRichard
Obituary of
lef ,
at
above
to
70
from
illness
of
the
thermometer
when
months
got
day,
P. Smith, after many
j Capt. C. W. Sprague, Church street,
stomach troubles, h ome April 2Stb, to rejoin his vessel at Stonnoon.
a complication of nerve and
to
ing(on. Conn., and to take her to New York,
the private sanitarium of Dr. Bill,
Mrs. J, P. Erskine and daughter, Miss Har- died at
30th. load, probably, for the south.
April
Thursday,
Penn.,
Harrisburg,
riet, who spent the winter in Brockton,
his
was familiarly known to
as he
George H. Hopkins, Church street, is housed
guests of Dr. James P. Erskine, the former's “Dick”,
overseeMARINE MISCELLANY.
as these items are being written (Monday) by
the fellow townsmen, was taken ill while
aon, arrived home May 1st and will spend
in this town the
Jacksonville, Fla, May 3. Schr Theoline,
prevailing epidemic, which is extremely
ing the remodelling of the home
summer at their home on Main street.
Cummings, from Boston April 18 for this port,
debilitating and tediously tenacious.
is ashore ahout 9 miles north ol Mayport; tugs
Leora
Mrs.
to
able
be
report
to
are endeavoring to float her.
We are glad
Portland, Me., May 2. Schr Puritan arrived
Partridge, Church street, as convalescing from
and leaking; after
at this at Bar Harbor badly strained
a recent bad attack of grip, although
her cargo of grain the schooner
the discharging
writing, Monday, she is still confined to
proceeded to Bangor for repairs, but the leak
started afresh and vessel was towed to Bangor
house.
by tug Fred E. Richards half full of water.
It was with feelings of deepest regret
visit
a
after
J.
John
Wardwell,
Mr. and Mrs,
with Mrs. Wardwell’e sister and husband, Mr.
that we learned that it has often been necesto send out of
and Mrs. John E. Lancaster, East Main street,
sary for some of our citizens

A CARD OF REGRET

Very truly

PI

that Mr. and Mrs. Eten
Libbey, who left here last au‘umn for California, have decided to return to Stockton in
June to occupy Mrs. Warren F. Griffin’s house.
Sylvan street Maine seems good encugh for
them; preferable to the Pacific coast for a
We

Mrs. E. A. Mayville, Chrch street,
sick of the grip, and Miss Ethel Colcord
nursing her.

Alvah C. Treat. Church street, left Monday
for Portland to attend the Masonic Grand
Lodge. He is the present W. M. of Pownal
Lodge, F. and A. M.

ol

All mdse, advertised is marked below the cost price.
This is a cash sale—no goods laid away.
Mail and telephone orders promptly attended, to.

and Mrs. John H. Waidwell movtd last
with Mrs. Wardwell’s mother, Mrs.

J. G. Lambert, West Main street, is under
the Eastern Maine General Hospital, Bangor, for the serious and wearing
cutaneous disease from which he has suffertd
for several years. He was greatly benefitted

||
SI

treatment at

was

The first issue of the Opeechee Chronicle
published by the students of the Searsport
High school, appeared Monday. Following is
Editor-in-chief, Frank
the editorial board:
Hall ’14; assistant editor, Marion Walker, ’15;'
associate editors, literary, Raymond Lord, '14; |
local, James Hall, T7; Henrietta Gregory, ’17; j
alumni, Fulton McElhiney, ’17; alumnae, Ev- [
elyn Young, '17; e xchange, Margaret Innis, I
P.G. The
’16; business manager, George Innes,
|
a year
|
Opeechee Chronicle is published once
students. Com- i
school
the
High
Searsport
by
munications from alumni will be greatly ap- ;
preciated. Price, 15 c. per copy, advertising

members and friends.

v|
1

1 lot? Suits,| last season’s, all light... .$18.50, $22.50
1 lot House Dresses. .|i
|
1 lot White Lingerie Petticoats, too full tor present styles—enough in one
'M
for two—very fine trimmings,.$2.00, $2.50 and $3.00 value, 1.00

P. Walker, from the Wilson Staples’ house
Church street, into the so-called Farnham
house, Morse avenue; Mrs. Walker having purchased the last mentioned residence.

Albert M. Ames eft Monday for Portland to
attend the Maine Grand Lodge of Masons, hie
24th consecutive attendance.

the early days of West Prospect (now Searsport) and among others he sailed the brig
Mary Frances for several seasons. He is survived by hiB widow and one brother, Thomas
Mason of Lowell, Mass.

HI

j5

$25.00 value, 7.00

R

Monday,
was

of

jjjfj

and

Thursday,

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

first voyage on Chandleur island near the
mouth of the Mississippi on the passage from
Searsport to New Orleans in 1862 with a cargo
of hay for the United States government. His
father was a well-known coastwise captain in

(fij)

75c
79c
19c
39c
09c
25c

1 lot Chiffon Waists, Navy. Brown and Black.$5.00 Value $2.00 each
1 lot Lingerie and Tailored Waists, last season’s.1.00
last season’s,.$12.00 and $15.00 value, 6.00
1 lot

Coats, long Coats,

|f

U

Ready-to-Wear Department.

from New York.

only
mother and sisters
and brother, who has passed on and away
from his world of trouble and affliction, the
test of which he bore so patiently ai d uncomplainingly to the end, though cut off in the
prime of life. There was a large attendance
of the members of Mariners Lodge F. & A. M.,
whr accorded him the honored rites of their
impressive burial service at the grave in Elmwood Cemetry.

her

50 White Shirt Waists, slightly soiled. 98c. value
“
30 pairs|Corsets, odd sizes.$1.00
“
1 lot Soiled Corset Covers. 49c.
1 lot Ladies’ Drawers.- 50c.
1 lot Printed Crepes. 15c.
50c.
1 lot India Linon.

From Cape Jellison piers
following
shipping report was telephoned Monday afternoon:
April 26th, steamer Millinocket sailed,
with paper for New York. April 30th, steamer Millinocket arrived with a general cargo

son

was

g|
«ii>

fjivon

|lf?

Remnants, Dress Goods. Waistings, Prints, Percales, Curtain Muslins,
Curtain Scrims, Sheetings, Silks, Table Damask, Crashes, Etc.

the

in this loS6 of the

the

1 iicuuiu,

i

semi-annual stock cleaning, we have culled cut all slow sellers, short lengtlb,
odd lots, etc. These we have priced to close.

arrest.

He was born Nov. 15, 1865, in this town. His
father was Btr.j. C. Smith; his mother Alice
The familiar, cheery and
Nichols Smith.
gentlemanly face and companionship of‘‘Dick’
will be greatly missed by all our townspeople,
who so feelingly extend their sympathy to

wic-jo

o.

Considering the recent fire at the Dr. Britto
house as undoubtedly incendiary in origin the
municipal officers of our town have offered a
reward of $25C for the apprehension of the
guilty person, or information leading to his

tions, taking full care of and taking the
heavy part in many strong plays, assisted by
local talent and often by theatrical friends of
distinction, for the good of public enterprises
hereabouts. He was, and deservedly, very
popular among all his professional associates

old days commanded the famous topsail schooner Baltimore, when Searsport had a fleet of

U

daughter. Miss Vivian, were sick last week
with the prevalent influenza in town, necessitatir.g medical attendance. Both are improving at this date—Monday.
May-day opened with an early snow flirt,
but concluded to give us a day of beautitul
sunshine, accompanied by a March-like wind.
Few May-flowers had the temerity to show
their sweet faces that day.

ance

reference:

actress

|

The Ladies Aid Society of the Universalist
parish will meet this, Thursday, afternoon, for
work entire)y,with Mrs. C. W. Sprague, Church
street. The hostess desires a gocdly attend-

pure
“Louise Hoefer Smith
lofty, and was greeted with marked favor
States.
in the principal cities of tt.e United
As a wife, she made for her husband an ideally
happy heme.” Mr. Smith was very generous
with his talents in his heme while on his vaca-

Capt. Rufus E. Sargent returned Friday
from Troy, where he has been on business,
C. C. Moody of Winterport were at their cothaving sold his farm there.
tage, “Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” last Sundayof
the
had
charge
Miss Hallie Roulstone
Mr. and Mrs. George Webster and Mr. and
store of Mrs. C. E. Adams last week during
Mrs. Perry of Boston have been spending a
the latter’s absence in Boston.
week at the Webster cottage, “Sunnyside”Sch. Northland, Capt. Saunders, arrived May
Eugene Nickerson is building a barn on the
5th frcm Newport News with 2,900 tons of Moore place in Swanville, of which he is the
coal for the Penobscot Coal Co.
owner.... Maurice Nickerson haB been visiting
Miss Georgia L. Ford, who spent the winter his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. L, Nickerin Daytona, Fla, is visiting her brother, Capt. son, for a few days.
james Ford, in Collingswood, N J.
John Bradford Mason, who died in JacksonSteamer Penobscot, Capt. Harding, finished ville, Fla., April 14th, was a son of the late
discharging April 30th at the Penobscot coal Capt. John and Eunice (Lamphor) Mason and
was one of the best known mariners and rigdock and sailed for Newport News.
out of Searsport. He was firBt officer
to
a
ice
made
gers
May
l6t,
Friday morning,
G. Carver in the
thickness of one-half inch and the creeks on with the late Capt. Charles
new ship B. F. Carver which was wrecked on
Opeechee stream were frozen over.
Mr. and Mrs. John Suilivan arrived Wednesday from Dorchester, Mass., and are at the
Richardson cottage for the summer.

|

and

died in Shanghai.
China recently, was a son of Capt. Samuel
and Mary (Patterson) Park. He had been a
resident of Shanghai for 44 years. He last
visited bis old home in Searsport in 1881,
spending the summer here. He is survived
by one brother, Capt. Jeremiah G. Park of
His father in the good
Dorchester, Mass.

UIOI

paper

as an.

juries.

in

Mrs.

fession, having at one time a long engagement
with the Frobmans’. They were married in
1886; ai d after four years only of very congenial married life, while on a trip for her
health to visit her brother in Kansas City, she
died. In an obituary printed in her home

Both had their shoulders dislocated and were
They were attended by
badly shaken up.
reDrs. S. C. Pattee and S. L. Fairchild, who
duced the fractures. The horse ran down McGilverv street demolishing the carriage and
harness. The horse escaped with slight in-

AIU

--

telligently and assiduously, and since choosing
the ‘Stage’ as the realm of his life work he
had been identified with some of the large and
strong theatrical organizations of the country,
his
always with marked interpretation of
‘roles’. During his early professional travels
he met Miss Louise Hoefer of Appleton, W>s.,
who was an aclrees, very prominent in the pro-

Small, commanded the famous schooner George
and William, one of the crack topsail schooners
back in the *40’s, when Searsport w as a lively

Capt. Samuel Park,

tbvbmvu

taken to the home of his uncle, Mr.
George L. Merrill, where in the afternoon the
services were held, conducted by the pastor of
the Cong' 1 Church, Rev. C. H. McElhiney.
His mother, because of the severe strain of
constant attendance at his bedside all these
months, with wonderful fortitude and strength,
was unable to take the journey ar.d be present
Beside his mother, two
at the
funeral.
sisters, Mrs. Blanchard and Miss Abbie of
Bangor, Me., survive him. The deceased very
early in life showed seme artistic ability and
also apt faculty for mimmicry, declamation
and entertainment. The latter he cultivated in-

Sarah J., widow of John C. Morehead,
died in South Boston April 28th, aged 80 years
and 5 months. She was the daughter of the
late* Capt. John and Lorena (Mason) Small.
Her husband in early life resided in Searsport
and followed the sea, but removed to Boston
Her father, Capt. John
years ago.

shipping

buuuhi

our

a

35 cents.

were

Straits of Magellan, and the steamers PennMonsylvanian, Capt. Joseph F. Nichols, and
tan ian, Capt. Frank E. Curtis, have sailed for

by

mt

H

tremendous success at the Princess
Theatre, Chicago, the Garrick Theatre, Philadelphia, and the Tremont Theatre, Boston.
Reserved seats now on sale. Prices $1.50 tc

also

were brought to this town Saturday
morning, accompanied by his sister and her
husband, Mrs. (Capt) Albert Blanchard, and

On account, of the closing of the TehuanteS. S. Co.
pec route the American-Hawaiian
has resumed its original service by way of the

San Francisco

uuring

M

having had a six months’ summer run at
Charles Dillingham's Globe Theatre. It was

mains

cents, ladies, 26 cents, spectaRefreshments extra.

50

25 cents.

summer

IP

years,

weeks of no improvement in his condition
it was decided to consult a specialist in New
York, to which city he was taken. His case
baffled the physicians for a time. In November he became confined to his bed and, though
all possible care and medicial skill were provided constantly, he gradually failed. His re-

Cabaret dance under the auspices of the O.
ExE. S. at Union Hall, Searsport, May 8th.
Belhibition dancing by Prof. F. G. Spinney of
fast; music by Keyes’ orchestra. Admission
tors,

musi?

some

Mrs.

the Progressive
Sidney M. Webber attended
in Belfast Saturday.
convention
county
the winter in
Mrs. F. A. Curtis, who spent
home last week.
Dorchester, Mass., returned
has entered the
Miss Emma M. Hichborn
& Co. as bookkeeper.
employ of C. O. Sawyer
last week
A. Clement and wife arrived
J
the
spent
where
they
Fla.,
from Daytona,

Quite

just

per

of Bangor
Frank Hight and children
town

girl

Army

Four

many of the

and distinguished nobleman and that everyThe exthing ends happily is to be expected.
the inpected | happens. The first act shows
terior of an ar'i school where the students are
is
drawing from a living model. The second
a nobleman
an out-door scene on the estate of
outside the French capital. The third de-

at

number of successful musical comedies. The
by Robert Hood Bowers, and the staging
was done by R. H. Burnside, for the past four
York
years general stage director for the New
Hippodrome. “The Red Rose” scored one of
the greatest successes in New York in recent

Arts Ball, where.are introduced
beautiful and novel dances which
help more than a little to lift “The Red Rose
out of the muck of musical comedy. The
be the most
scenery and costumes are said to
elaborate ever seen in this country. The chorus
of twenty-five girls have been chosen, not
only for looks, grace and youth, but for ability
“The Red Rose" is a singto sing and dance.
ing and dancing show. The book and lyrics
were written by Harry B. Smith and his brother Robert B. Smith, noted as authors of such a

pict8 the

Its story deals with the
love of a young millionaire art student for
of the
Lola, an exquisite artists’ model, toast
Bohemian quarter for two years. That the
turns out to be the daughter of a wealthy

student life.
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hyotnei Gives Instant Relief.
If Buffering from a cold or catarrh causing
dull headaches or an itching and burning Benaation in the noatrilB, eurely try Hyomei. It
gives quick, effective and permanent relief or
money refunded by A. A. Howes & Co. It goes
right to the spot—you feel better in five minutes.

No roundabout method of stomach dosing
with Hyomei—you breathe it. This health
giving medication goes directly to the inflamed
membrane, all irritation and congestion is
relieved, the delicate tissues healed

quickly

and vitalised.
TTyomei should be in every household. Druggists everywhere sell it. Ask for the complete outfit—$1.00 else.
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CONSUMERS FUEL CO.,
Phone 38

38 Main Street

WILLIAMSON’S
HISTORY OF MAINE.
A copy of William Durkee Williamson’s History of Maine, 1602 to 1820, two volumes, printed in Hallowell in 1832, is offered for sale.
This is the first edition and is in perfect condition. The work is now rare and as long ago
Belfast, Maine.

Searsport 8avings Bank
ANNUAL MEETING of the corporaSavings Bank will
be held at their banking rooms

THEtors of the Searsport

Saturday, May 9, 1914,

10 o'clock in the forenoon, for the choice of
trustees for the ensuing year and to act on
come beany other business that may legally
fore said meeting.
JAMES B. NICHOLS, Clerk.
Iwl9
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Belfast, Me

Poultry Dressing

For vegetable and flower garden.- Ia"
and shrubbery. The best and cheapest

of fertilizer. One dollar per bam1
livered.
THE FERGUSON POULTRY FAR'1
Tel. 211-2

Great

31191

Bargains

IN USED CARS
One Maxwell runabout.
Two Metr runabouts, used very little
Call and see them.

2tl9

N«
B. 0. NORTON, Belfast.
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